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Since President Trump took office last year, immigration enforcement officers from Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) and Customs and Border Protection (CBP) have dramatically expanded
their presence at criminal and civil courts, including in family, landlord-tenant, and traffic courts
across the United States. The presence of these officers and increased immigration arrests have
created deep insecurity and fear among immigrant communities, stopping many from coming to
court or even calling police in the first place. The impact of immigration enforcement at courthouses
greatly undermines the security of vulnerable communities and the fundamental right to equal
protection under the law, shared by noncitizens and citizens. These actions have sown confusion and
spread fear and mistrust — limiting the efficacy of the judiciary, law enforcement, survivors’
services, public defenders, and other core services available at courthouses.
A new and extensive survey conducted by the National Immigrant Women's Advocacy Project
(NIWAP) in partnership with the ACLU shows that the fear of deportation — magnified by
immigration arrests in courthouses since President Trump took office — is stopping immigrants from
reporting crimes and participating in court proceedings. The NIWAP survey compares 2017 data
with 2016 data on crime survivor participation in investigations and court proceedings. It is based on
responses from 232 law enforcement officers in 24 states; 103 judges, three court staff and two court
administrators in 25 states; 50 prosecutors in 19 states; and 389 survivor advocates and legal service
providers spread across 50 states.
What is clear from the results is that when immigration officers conduct arrests in courthouses,
there can be significant damage to the ability of the police, prosecutors, defenders, and judges to
deliver justice. This is true even in places where local law enforcement and court officers are
supportive of immigrants’ right to access the justice system and have invested in efforts to build
trust and relationships with the immigrant community. These results show that federal immigration
enforcement undermines local policies designed by officials who know their communities best.

The Impact of Fear on Public Safety
In 2017, immigration arrests by ICE soared by 30 percent from the 2016 fiscal year. During the same
period, police officers reported the most dramatic drop in outreach from and cooperation with
immigrant and limited English proficiency (LEP) communities over the past year. Since police are
often the first point of contact for survivors of crime within the justice system, the decline in trust
and cooperation has a significant impact on their work and on the rest of the justice system. Sixtyfour percent of police officials surveyed cited a concern for community safety when immigrant crime
survivors are afraid to seek assistance.
Approximately 22 percent of police officers surveyed reported that immigrants were less likely in
2017 than in 2016 to be willing to make police reports; 21 percent said immigrant crime survivors
were less likely to help in investigations when police arrived at the scene of a crime; 20 percent
reported that they were less likely to help in post-crime scene investigations; and 18 percent said
immigrant crime survivors were less willing to work with prosecutors. As a result, law enforcement
officials reported that many crimes have become more difficult to investigate: 69 percent said
domestic violence was harder to investigate, 64 percent said this applied to human trafficking, and
59 percent said this was true about sexual assault.
Seventy-one percent of surveyed law enforcement officers also reported that the lack of trust and
cooperation from immigrant crime survivors and those with limited English proficiency has already
had an adverse impact on officers. Sixty-seven percent reported an impact on their ability to protect
crime survivors generally and 64 percent reported an adverse impact on officer safety.
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Fifty-four percent of judges participating in this survey reported court cases were interrupted due to
an immigrant crime survivor’s fear of coming to court, representing a significant disruption in the
justice system compared with 43 percent of judges reporting this effect in 2016.
Prosecutors surveyed stated that in prior years, as cooperation between prosecutors and immigrant
communities increased, survivors of crime were increasingly willing to come forward and assist law
enforcement in prosecuting cases. However, over the past year, many categories of crimes have
become more difficult to prosecute as a result of an increase in fear of immigration consequences. In
particular, 82 percent of prosecutors reported that since President Trump took office, domestic
violence is now underreported and harder to investigate and/or prosecute. Seventy percent of
prosecutors reported the same for sexual assault, while 55 percent stated the same difficulties for
human trafficking and 48 percent for child abuse. Even prosecutors in offices that offer assistance to
crime survivors by providing necessary certifications for immigration visas said that crimes were
being underreported by immigrant survivors of crime.
This survey also received information from legal services attorneys and victims’ advocates who
represent immigrant survivors of domestic violence, sexual assault, child abuse, human trafficking,
and other criminal matters. The advocates surveyed worked for agencies that regularly represent
immigrant crime survivors and help them to pursue related immigration relief. Survey respondents
had served a total of 75,979 such individuals between January 2016 and October 2017.
Advocates and legal service providers reported that in 2017 the number of cases their offices filed for
immigrant crime survivors decreased 40 percent from 2016. Instead, clients were staying in abusive,
even dangerous situations, afraid to go to court and pursue claims that would provide them and their
children with protection. Many reported that their clients stayed with or returned to abusers; 72
percent of advocates reported that their clients suffered daily, weekly or monthly abuse from their
partner.
Eighty-seven percent of advocates surveyed stated they worked with law enforcement officers on
community policing measures and providing outreach, services and support for crime survivors. And
yet, despite these partnerships with local law enforcement, the recent upswing in immigration
enforcement has had a severe adverse impact on the advocates’ ability to help the clients pursue
claims and protection in court.
The arrests of immigrants at courthouses in 2017 have had a far-reaching chilling effect. In
interviews conducted by the ACLU, prosecutors and judges around the United States in the fall of
2017, these officials indicated that courthouse arrests that occurred far away, in other states, were
well-known to their local immigrant communities and impacted immigrants’ decisions to call for help
or appear in court. This effect has consequences not only for immigrants but for the safety of entire
communities.

Closing the Courthouse Doors
Under the Trump administration, the presence of immigration officers in and near courthouses has
dramatically increased. A survey by the Immigrant Defense Project (IDP) found that courthouse
arrests by ICE have increased by a staggering 1200 percent in New York in 2017, eroding confidence
in the justice system for immigrants and non-immigrants. Andrew Wachtenheim of IDP says,
“Every day we hear about the most vulnerable people in our communities — survivors of violence,
people who are mentally ill, young people, those who are LGBT, people racially profiled and arrested
— terrified of going to court.”
Immigration arrests at courthouses have risen not only in urban centers with large immigration
populations like New York City or Los Angeles but also other parts of the country. The enforcement
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actions are taking place in many kinds of civil and criminal courts, sweeping in people going to
family court, for housing matters or traffic infractions, as witnesses, or to defend against criminal
charges (including individuals who are acquitted or whose charges are dropped). In Burlington,
Vermont, for example, ICE arrested a dairy worker who was married to a U.S. citizen and the father
to two young children as he was arriving at the courthouse to appear on charges for a DUI; the DUI
charges were dismissed. In a family court in Oakland County, Michigan, an undocumented father
was arrested by Customs and Border Protection agents when he appeared at a hearing to request
custody of his children, who he believed were in danger from his ex-wife’s violent boyfriend.
In one notorious courthouse arrest in 2017, ICE agents arrested an undocumented woman at an El
Paso County courthouse as she sought a protective order against her abusive boyfriend, who is
believed to have tipped off immigration officials to the woman’s upcoming court appearance. This
and other high-profile courthouse arrests have spread fear nationwide to immigrants and their
relatives who, according to police and prosecutors, are now terrified to come forward because of the
possible immigration consequences for their own security and their family’s safety.
The right to access courts is a fundamental right, and one that protects and ensures other core
constitutional rights like due process and equal protection of the law. The Supreme Court has
recognized that “the unhindered and untrammeled functioning of our courts is part of the very
foundation of our constitutional democracy.” But courts can’t operate fairly or effectively when
people don’t feel safe coming forward. Recognizing the far-reaching impact of ICE arrests at
courthouses, judges in states like California, New Jersey, and Washington have protested against
courthouse enforcement, telling the Department of Homeland Security that courts and the justice
system should not be used as “bait” and warning of the danger to public safety when crime survivors
and witnesses are afraid to come forward. State judge Rosemary Collins in Illinois said that
heightened immigration enforcement in the community could dissuade survivors of crime from
coming to courthouses seeking protection orders against their abusers: “That’s my concern, that
people won’t come to court to get orders of protection they are entitled to get because of fear they or
their families will be put on ICE’s radar. As a result, their safety and the safety of the community
will suffer.”
The Chief Justice of California, Tani G. Cantil-Sakauye, wrote to Attorney General Jeff Sessions and
then-Secretary of Homeland Security John Kelly, “[E]nforcement policies that include stalking
courthouses and arresting undocumented immigrants, the vast majority of whom pose no risk to
public safety, are neither safe nor fair. They not only compromise our core value of fairness but they
undermine the judiciary’s ability to provide equal access to justice.” In New Jersey, Chief Justice
Stuart Rabner wrote to then-Secretary Kelly that “A true system of justice must have the public’s
confidence. When individuals fear that they will be arrested for a civil immigration violation if they
set foot in a courthouse, serious consequences are likely to follow. . . .I believe in the rule of law. But
I respectfully urge that we find a thoughtful path to further that aim in a way that does not
compromise our system of justice.”
Similarly, prosecutors around the country — including in California, Colorado, Massachusetts, and
New York — have publicly condemned immigration enforcement actions in courthouses given the
chilling effect on immigrants. These concerns are not speculative. According to Denver City Attorney
Kristin Bronson, in the months following the release of a videotape of ICE waiting in a courthouse
hallway to make an arrest in Denver, Colorado, 13 women decided not to pursue domestic violence
cases against their abusers for fear of deportation.
In Michigan, Washtenaw County Sheriff Jerry Clayton, who also consults with the ACLU on policing
policies, observes that the immigrant community has been an essential partner in addressing and
improving public safety. “At the local level, in this profession, we know that our success in keeping
communities safe is grounded in our relationship with the community — that there is respect
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between police and the community as well as a clear understanding of what our role is, which is not
to enforce federal immigration law,” says Clayton. “This relationship means that people are more
likely on the front end to report crimes and be an active participant throughout the whole justice
process, from investigation through the court process.” He says that what ICE is doing at
courthouses “severely compromises us at the local and community level and undercuts our ability to
provide public safety. Every time someone refuses to participate by reporting a crime, we run the
risk of continuing the victimization of that individual and possibly of someone else.”
Kristin Bronson from the Denver City Attorney’s Office raised concerns that local police could be
confused with ICE officers who are in plainclothes in the Denver courthouses every week. “People
don’t know how to identify them,” she said, “And that is our concern too — when you can’t identify
them as ICE, you may confuse them with undercover police officers and we want to avoid any
appearance that our local police are engaged in enforcing federal civil immigration laws.”
Even without a local arrest or reported incident, law enforcement and community advocates observe
that immigrant survivors of crime are afraid to approach police because of the risk that asking for
help will lead to harmful consequences. Michael LaRiviere, the Victim Services Officer in the
Criminal Investigations Division with the Salem Police Department in Massachusetts, notes that
even without a major local incident, the fear in the community is palpable. “We have had to address
reluctance and fear but we do it. A person’s immigration status isn’t an issue for us, and people need
to know they can come to us without fear.”
Because of these effects, there has been growing resistance to these courthouse arrests, with public
defenders walking out of court in protest in New York; pastors organizing court-watching programs
in New Jersey; and groups like the ACLU organizing vigils and suing for information in Oregon.

Federal Policies on Immigration Arrests in Courthouses
Despite this outpouring of concern from police, prosecutors, judges, legal service providers, and
affected communities, in October 2017, the Acting Director of ICE, Thomas Homan, reaffirmed that
ICE will continue to arrest immigrants at courthouses. A new ICE directive on courthouse arrests,
released in early 2018, provided some guidance to when immigration arrests were permitted, noting
that ICE “should generally avoid enforcement actions” in and near non-criminal court proceedings
and will not arrest witnesses or family members “absent special circumstances, such as where the
individual poses a threat to public safety or interferes with ICE’s enforcement actions.” At the same
time, the directive authorizes courthouse arrests in civil and criminal courts and significant
discretion and ambiguity in the hands of ICE. For one thing, in many jurisdictions and particularly
in rural areas of the United States, civil and criminal court proceedings take place in the same
building. Moreover, this directive leaves in place ICE’s position that it can go after any person it
believes is removable without categorically prohibiting those arrests in courthouses.
At the same time, some law enforcement groups support ICE actions at courthouses. The New York
State Court Officers’ union, for example, has told its officers to cooperate with federal immigration
agents conducting courthouse arrests and instructed staff to “report any attempts by anyone to
obstruct ICE to the union immediately.” In Orange County, California, Delia (full name withheld), a
young woman with DACA status (Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals), was arrested at her home
by immigration agents who claimed to be probation officers, a day after her routine probation checkin. Delia was on probation after destroying some clothes that belonged to her abusive former
boyfriend. According to her attorneys, she had not violated the terms of her probation but it appears
that the probation office provided her information to ICE, leading to her arrest and detention.
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ICE’s position has been that courthouse arrests are both permissible and justifiable because courts
are a safe setting for immigration agents to conduct arrests. ICE also claims that conducting these
courthouse arrests is necessary because some law enforcement agencies now refuse to carry out
immigration holds (“detainers”) on noncitizens with whom they come into contact. (An ICE detainer
is a request from ICE to local or state law enforcement to detain a person for an additional 48 hours
after their release date, without a judicial warrant and without an opportunity to contest detention
and sometimes without any pending charges, allowing ICE to decide whether to take custody of the
individual and to start deportation proceedings). In 2014, the Department of Homeland Security had
actually directed ICE to limit its use of detainers, acknowledging “the increasing number of federal
court decisions that hold that detainer-based detention by state and local law enforcement agencies
violates the Fourth Amendment.”

Turning Our Back on Immigrant Crime Survivors
Using the courts to go after survivors of abuse is an about-face in federal policy. Over the years,
Congress has adopted several bipartisan measures to protect immigrant survivors of crime and to
encourage them to report crimes to law enforcement. Those measures, including the Violence
Against Women Act (VAWA) and the Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPRA), were passed to
protect survivors of crime by removing abusers’ ability to use the threat of deportation to silence
those they victimized. VAWA, for example, permits spouses, children, and parents of U.S. citizens or
lawful permanent residents to “self-petition” for lawful permanent residence rather than rely upon
their abusers to request an immigration visa. VAWA also includes confidentiality provisions to
prevent agencies — including the Department of Homeland Security — from relying on tips from
abusers to locate and arrest noncitizen crime survivors.
The U and T visas were created for survivors of domestic violence, sexual assault, trafficking and
other crimes who cooperate with law enforcement to identify and prosecute abusers. Immigrant
crime survivors who are eligible for these visas need to have their applications “certified” by a
designated official — often a police officer, prosecutor or a judge — to confirm their participation and
assistance in bringing a case to justice. Special Immigrant Juvenile Status (SIJS) protections apply
to immigrant children who have been abused, abandoned or neglected by one or both of their
parents; as a prerequisite to applying, a child must obtain a finding from a court that their situation
qualifies.
These programs have been a critical lifeline for immigrant survivors of crime and an important tool
for law enforcement to ensure that survivors and witnesses can safely come forward and pursue
cases without the looming danger of deportation. According to the NIWAP study, in 2017, whether
immigrant crime survivors continued to go to court depended largely on the court’s participation in
programs to help immigrant crime survivors and witnesses. Courts that signed certifications for one
or more of these cases reported an increase in requests for visa certifications (20 percent for U visas
and 30 percent for SIJS) in 2017 compared to 2016. Thirty-five percent of judges surveyed in 2017
compared with 27 percent in 2016 reported that their cases were interrupted due to immigrants’
fear of coming to court. Judges in courts that participate in programs to certify visas also reported
hearing more cases in 2017 than in 2016 in which parties raised the immigration status of an
opposing party, survivor or parent.
Leslye Orloff, director of NIWAP and the study’s principal author, observes that the damage to police
and community relations when courts are not seen as safe spaces can be devastating but is also
predictable: “Eroding trust that law enforcement has built with immigrant crime survivors is
particularly dangerous. Our prior research has found that when survivors find the courage to seek
immigration relief, perpetrators of domestic violence and workplace-based sexual assault are actively
involved in reporting survivors for deportation to ICE and CBP. Stepped up immigration
enforcement, particularly at courthouses, aligns with perpetrators’ threats that if survivors report
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the abuse, seeking help from police or courts will result in the survivor being detained and deported
and never seeing her children again.”
Last July, members of the Democratic Senate Caucus wrote to then-Secretary John Kelly of the
Department of Homeland Security expressing deep concern that courthouse enforcement
undermined critical protections for immigrant survivors of crime like the Violence Against Women
Act (VAWA) that have long had bipartisan support. VAWA is up for reauthorization in 2018, and at
a recent hearing before the Senate Judiciary Committee, Katharine Sullivan from the Department of
Justice’s Office on Violence Against Women reaffirmed the importance of a “a real collaborative
community response” where survivors know they can go to police and receive support.
But the future of federal protections for crime survivors is uncertain. In 2013, the last time Congress
reauthorized VAWA, only 22 Senators opposed reauthorization — one of whom was Jeff Sessions.
Sessions recently signaled that the Justice Department may erode protections for immigrant
survivors of domestic violence and sexual assault. On March 7, he ordered the review of a court
decision granting immigration relief to a Salvadoran woman who sought asylum after repeated
physical and sexual abuse by her ex-husband. Not only did he order the case reexamined but
referred it to himself for review, prompting widespread concern amongst advocates and immigration
judges about the fairness and transparency of this review.
***
The battle over courthouses is only one site in the growing feud between federal immigration agents
and many state and local officials. The Justice Department recent lawsuit against the State of
California is one of the most public and aggressive actions taken against state officials for
implementing pro-immigrant, sanctuary policies. Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen has
also said that her department has asked the Justice Department to investigate whether criminal
charges could be levied against local officials for carrying out sanctuary policies.
When the federal government insists on conducting immigration arrests in courthouses and taking
away that central space for justice, it is harder for prosecutors, police, defenders, and judges to do
their job. This tactic, by instilling fear and essentially excluding noncitizens and their relatives from
the courts, threatens constitutional rights, like equal protection and due process, as well as the
safety of the broader community.

Recommendations on Immigration Enforcement in Courthouses
To the Department of Homeland Security:
•

Issue new department-wide guidance that adds courts to the list of sensitive
locations that are protected from immigration enforcement actions. Like schools,
hospitals, and places of worship, courthouses should be safe places that are easily accessed
by all people. The ACLU encourages DHS to modify the 2011 ICE sensitive locations memo
and the 2013 CBP sensitive locations memo to explicitly state that courthouses are protected.

To Congress:
•

Pass the Protecting Sensitive Locations Act (S. 845/H.R. 1815). The Protecting
Sensitive Locations Act codifies the Department of Homeland Security’s existing sensitive
locations policies and expands on them to ensure that immigrants are able to access
education, criminal justice, and social services without fear of deportation. The bill also
prohibits CBP, along with ICE, from arresting, interviewing, searching, or surveilling anyone
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for the purposes of immigration enforcement within 1,000 feet of a courthouse or other
sensitive location.
•

Direct the DHS Office of the Inspector General (OIG) to conduct an investigation
into ICE/CBP policies and actions at courthouses and other sensitive locations.
While this report provides a glimpse into ICE and CBP practices and the frequency of
courthouse arrests, a lack of oversight and public reporting has left the public with a number
of unanswered questions around DHS’ sensitive location practices and procedures. An OIG
investigation should seek to provide the public with concrete data on rationales for and
results of enforcement actions at courthouses and other sensitive locations, as well as specific
information regarding how DHS oversees such actions, including how they, along with ICE
and CBP:
o

Request and approve enforcement actions at or near courts and sensitive locations;

o

Train employees regarding courthouse arrests and sensitive locations policies and
procedures;

o

Keep records with regard to enforcement actions at or near courthouses and other
sensitive locations;

o

o

Process complaints at ICE and CBP regarding enforcement actions at courthouses
and other sensitive locations (data should include the number of complaints made
against the agencies since January 20, 2017);
Implement disciplinary procedures with regard to agent actions at or near
courthouses and other sensitive locations. Data should include the number of
complaints since January 20, 2017 that have been acted upon by management at
ICE and CBP, and the number and types of disciplinary actions taken.

•

Limit ICE and CBP funding for enforcement at courthouses and other sensitive
locations. The ACLU supports efforts to prohibit funding for ICE and CBP enforcement
activity in and around courts and other sensitive locations. Such requirements would provide
much needed oversight and hold immigration agencies accountable for actions that threaten
the constitutional rights and safety of all those in the community.

•

Pass legislation to mandate data collection and public reporting on enforcement
actions at courthouses and other sensitive locations. Transparency and oversight are
fundamental to ensuring that immigrants’ rights are respected by all law enforcement
agencies. Congress should require that ICE and CBP maintain detailed data on rationales
for and results of enforcement actions, and provide regular public reports with data on
enforcement actions at courthouses and other sensitive locations.

•

Pass legislation to require ICE and CBP to seek approval from a chief judicial
officer before conducting immigration enforcement actions at or around
courthouses. Judicial officers have an administrative responsibility to ensure orderly and
fair operation of their courtrooms without warrantless interference by federal immigration
enforcement. Mandating their approval would respect federalism, recognize the vital role
that unimpeded access to civil and criminal justice processes plays in our society, and
provide another important check against harmful routine ICE and CBP presence at
courthouses.
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To State and Local Court Officials:
•

Issue guidance directing court personnel not to facilitate federal immigration
enforcement activities in the course of their employment, unless required by a
judicial order. The guidance should clarify that court personnel are not required to disclose
citizenship or immigration status information about any person, unless required by judicial
order or state or federal law. The guidance should include a prohibition on providing any
information to federal immigration officials other than citizenship or immigration status
information, or taking any action not required in the regular course of a court personnel’s
duty to stop, question, interrogate or investigate an individual based solely on actual or
suspected immigration or citizen status or a civil immigration warrant, administrative
warrant, or an immigration detainer. It should be made clear that court personnel should not
inquire about the immigration status of an individual, including a crime victim, a witness, or
a person who calls or approaches the police seeking assistance, unless such inquiry is
required for the performance of the court personnel’s regular duties.

•

Educate judges, prosecutors, and police about their role in providing certifications
for U visas and encourage them to do so in appropriate cases. Congress specifically
authorized judges to provide certifications to noncitizen victims of crime who have suffered
substantial mental and physical abuse resulting from the criminal activity and are willing to
cooperate with law enforcement in the detection, investigation or prosecution of that criminal
activity. These certifications are required to qualify for U visas, which were created in
federal law to encourage immigrant crime victims to report criminal activity. If judges in a
court system carry out this role, they will send a message to crime victims that their courts
recognize the important role they play in the criminal justice process.
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APPENDIX B

KEY FINDINGS
2017 Advocate and Legal Service Survey
Regarding Immigrant Survivors
Congress created important protections for immigrant survivors of domestic violence, sexual assault, and human trafficking in the Violence Against Women Act
(VAWA) and Trafficking Victims Prevention Act (TVPA) in the express recognition that abusers often exploit a victim’s lack of immigration status as a tactic of
abuse. Current immigration enforcement policies, including executive orders that cast a much wider net for who is considered a priority for deportation and call
for increased entanglement of local and state law enforcement in federal immigration enforcement efforts, have had a significant impact on immigrant
survivors of domestic violence and sexual assault.
Many advocates are hearing from immigrant survivors that they have increased fear and concerns about reaching out for help. In some places, advocates are
reporting a decrease in immigrant survivors contacting their agencies for assistance. Attorneys and advocates who work with survivors have reported that they
are uncertain how to advise immigrant survivors about what will happen if they call the police or go to court.
To better understand these concerns, a coalition of national organizations sent out a survey to the field on April 12 – 25, 2017 asking for their feedback. In total,
715 advocates and attorneys from 46 states and the District of Columbia completed the survey.

Is your agency observing a change in the number of
immigration-related questions from survivors?
“SURVIVORS HAVE A LOT OF QUESTIONS ABOUT
HOW THEY CAN SAFETY PLAN UNDER THE NEW
ADMINISTRATION. . . . SOME CLIENTS EVEN
QUESTION WHETHER OR NOT THEY SHOULD
SUBMIT THEIR PETITIONS TO IMMIGRATION.”

Are immigrant survivors
sharing with your agency that
they have concerns about
contacting police?

78%
Yes

Increase
No change

62%
24%

Other 7%
Decrease 7%
“SURVIVORS ARE CONCERNED THAT THEY WILL
BE DETAINED IF THEY MAKE A POLICE REPORT
OR CALL 911. A 16-YEAR-OLD SURVIVOR
ATTEMPTED SUICIDE BECAUSE SHE WAS
CONCERNED THAT HER OFFENDER WOULD
REPORT HER AND HER FAMILY TO ICE.”
“CLIENTS ARE AFRAID OF CALLING THE POLICE
BECAUSE THEY BELIEVE THAT THEY WILL BE
DEPORTED IF THEY DO, ESPECIALLY IF THEIR
ABUSER IS A U.S. CITIZEN. THEY THINK LAW
ENFORCEMENT WILL LISTEN TO SOMEONE WHO
IS A CITIZEN OF THIS COUNTRY MORE THAN
TO AN UNDOCUMENTED PERSON.”

Survivors’ Fear of Seeking Legal Remedies

3 OUT OF 4
ADVOCATES

report that immigrant survivors have
concerns about going to court for a
matter related to the abuser/offender.

“NEWS REPORTS OF VICTIMS BEING ARRESTED WHEN THEY
SHOW UP FOR COURT DATES ARE CREATING VERY HIGH ANXIETY.”

“AFTER THE NEWS BROKE THAT A WOMAN WHO WAS FILING
FOR AN ORDER OF PROTECTION AGAINST HER ABUSER WAS
DEPORTED, MANY OF MY CLIENTS BECAME CONCERNED THAT
SOMETHING SIMILAR WOULD HAPPEN TO THEM.”
“A RESIDENT OF THE SHELTER WAS NOT COMFORTABLE APPLYING
FOR A TRO [TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER] AGAINST HER
ABUSER BECAUSE SHE WAS AFRAID HE WOULD CALL IMMIGRATION
ON HER. THIS IS REAL, AND NOW LEGITIMATE FEAR.”

Human traffickers, perpetrators of sexual assault, including
sexual abuse in the workplace, and domestic abusers prey on
vulnerable immigrants, and often tell their victims that seeking
assistance from the police or courts will result in survivors’
deportation. Congress understood the importance of ensuring
that immigrant victims know that they can reach out for help and
that there are protections in place to help them access safety
and justice. It is important to strengthen this commitment and
ensure that policies do not drive victims and witnesses into the
shadows and undermine their safety.

CONTACT INFORMATION

43%

of advocates worked with immigrant
survivors who dropped civil or
criminal cases because they were
fearful to continue with their cases

Marium Durrani, National Network to End Domestic Violence, mdurrani@nnedv.org
Cecelia Friedman Levin, ASISTA Immigration Assistance, cecelia@asistahelp.org
Rosie Hidalgo, Casa de Esperanza: National Latin@ Network, rhidalgo@casadeesperanza.org
Grace Huang, Asian Pacific Institute on Gender-Based Violence, ghuang@api-gbv.org
Terri Poore, National Alliance to End Sexual Violence, terri@endsexualviolence.org
Archi Pyati, Tahirih Justice Center, archip@tahirih.org
Qudsia Raja, National Domestic Violence Hotline, qraja@ndvh.org
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The Honorable Jefferson B. Sessions lll
Attorney General
The United States Deparlment of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20530-0001
The Honorable John F. Kelly
Secretary of Homeland Security
United States Department of Homeland Security
Washington, DC 20528
Dear Attorney General Sessions and Secretary Kelly

As Chief Justice of the Connecticut Supreme Court, I write to respectfully request
that you designate public areas of state coufthouses as "sensitive locations" pursuant to
your Policy 10029.2 and not have lmmigration and Customs Enforcement (lCE) officers
take custody of individuals inside the public areas of our state courthouses.
I am fully cognizant of the authority that ICE officers have to detain someone, and
we are in full compliance with federal law regarding detainer requests for the surrender of
defendants held in custody. However, it is of great concern when they take custody of
individuals in the public areas of our courthouses. As you know, the judiciary relies on the
public's trust and confidence to fulfill its constitutional and statutory obligations, We also
rely on the public to comply with court orders and to show up in court when summoned to
appear. I believe that having ICE officers detain individuals in public areas of our
coutthouses may cause litigants, witnesses and ínterested parties to view our courthouses
as places to avoid, rather than as institutions of fair and impartialjustice.

Thank you for your attention to this matter. I would be happy to speak with you or a
designee regarding this matter at your convenience.
Very truly yours,

n
/",
L_-r--- ¿/¿^crChase T. Rogers
Chief Justice
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A Common-Law Privilege To Protect State and Local
Courts During the Crimmigration Crisis
Christopher N. Lasch
abstract. Under the Trump presidency, Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)

oﬃcers have been making immigration arrests in state and local courthouses. This practice has
sparked controversy. Oﬃcials around the country, including the highest judges of ﬁve states,
have asked ICE to stop the arrests. ICE’s refusal to do so raises the question: can anything more
be done to stop these courthouse immigration arrests?
A common-law doctrine, the “privilege from arrest,” provides an aﬃrmative answer. A�er
locating courthouse immigration arrests as the latest front in a decades-long federalism battle
born of the entanglement of federal immigration enforcement with local criminal systems, this
Essay examines treatises and judicial decisions addressing the privilege from arrest as it existed
from the ﬁ�eenth to the early twentieth century. This examination reveals that the privilege had
two distinct strands, one protecting persons coming to and from their business with the courts,
and the other protecting the place of the court and its immediate vicinity.
Although the privilege is ﬁrmly entrenched in both English and American jurisprudence, the
privilege receded from the body of modern law as the practice of commencing civil litigation
with an arrest fell by the wayside. However, the recent courthouse arrests make this privilege
newly relevant. Indeed, there are several compelling reasons to apply the common-law privilege
from arrest to immigration courthouse arrests. First, immigration arrests are civil in nature, and
civil arrests were the chief focus of the privilege. Second, the policy rationales underlying the
common-law privilege—facilitating administration of justice and safeguarding the dignity and
authority of the court—are equally applicable to immigration courthouse arrests. Third, the federal courts have a shared interest with state and local courts in enforcing the privilege to advance
those policy rationales.
This deeply entrenched common-law privilege demonstrates that local courts have legal authority to regulate courthouse immigration arrests and would be standing on ﬁrmly recognized
policy grounds if they did so.
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introduction
Since the Trump Administration promised to “take the shackles oﬀ ” immigration enforcement oﬃcers,1 arrests in state and local courthouses around the
country have sparked controversy. In February 2017, the Meyer Law Oﬃce, an
immigration law ﬁrm, released a video ﬁlmed in a Denver courthouse that depicted Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) oﬃcers admitting they
were in the courthouse to make an immigration arrest.2 The video, viewed over
17,000 times on YouTube,3 increased awareness of the issue of courthouse arrests and reportedly surprised local oﬃcials who were unaware of ICE’s practice.4
In April 2017, top Denver oﬃcials including the Mayor, City Attorney, and
all members of the City Council, sent a letter to the local ICE oﬃce.5 Citing the
“recent media accounts” of courthouse arrests,6 the letter asked ICE to “consider courthouses sensitive locations” and “follow [its] directive . . . that par1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

THE WHITE HOUSE, OFFICE OF THE PRESS SECRETARY, PRESS BRIEFING BY PRESS SECRETARY
SEAN SPICER (Feb. 21, 2017), http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-oﬃce/2017/02/21/press
-brieﬁng-press-secretary-sean-spicer-2212017-13 [http://perma.cc/G89C-GJFF].
Erica Meltzer, A video Shows ICE Agents Waiting in a Denver Courthouse Hallway. Here’s Why
That’s Controversial, DENVERITE (Feb. 23, 2017), http://www.denverite.com/ice-agent
s-denver-courthouse-hallway-video-30231 [http://perma.cc/3SGW-UCH4]; Chris Walker,
ICE Agents Are Inﬁltrating Denver’s Courts, and There’s a Video to Prove It, WESTWORD (Feb.
24, 2017), http://www.westword.com/news/ice-agents-are-inﬁltrating-denvers-courts-and
-theres-a-video-to-prove-it-8826897 [http://perma.cc/BVM3-86U6].
ICE in Court, YOUTUBE (February 23, 2017), http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
35YUQbq5uB0 (reporting 17,521 views on October 9, 2017).
Meltzer, supra note 2 (noting that the issue of courthouse arrests had come up at a February
forum, where the City Attorney reported she “suspect[ed] there might be some instances” of
courthouse arrests but that she was unable to conﬁrm the practice, and reported that the
presiding county judge was also unaware of the practice); Walker, supra note 2 (reporting
earlier February forum at which a Deputy City Attorney responded aﬃrmatively when asked
if it was “safe to enter courthouses without risking a run-in with ICE”). The day a�er the
video was publicized, the Denver City Attorney reported that four domestic violence cases
would be “dropped as victims fear ICE oﬃcers will arrest and deport them.” Mark Belcher,
Denver Prosecutor: ICE Agents in Courthouses Compromising Integrity of Domestic Violence Cases,
DENVER CHANNEL (Feb. 24, 2017), http://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/local-news
/denver-prosecutor-ice-agents-in-courthouses-compromising-integrity-of-domestic
-violence-cases [http://perma.cc/B2LL-WDTQ].
Letter from Michael Hancock, Mayor of Denver, to Jeﬀrey D. Lynch, Acting Field Oﬃce Director, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enf’t (Apr. 6, 2017), http://www.denverpost.com
/2017/04/06/denver-ice-agents-courthouse-school-raids [http://perma.cc/WB2C-FT2V].
Id. at 1. The letter also “acknowledged” that ICE previously used Denver courthouses “as
staging areas for enforcement activities”—a fact that went unmentioned in either of the
community forums at which courthouse arrests were publicly discussed. Id. at 2.
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ticular care should be given to organizations assisting victims of crime.”7 For
over six weeks, ICE did not respond while continuing courthouse arrests,8 two
of which were captured on video.9
In late May 2017, ICE ﬁnally responded to the Denver oﬃcials’ letter, assuring the Mayor that ICE would “continue to be respectful of, and work closely
with, the courts.”10 But following shortly on these assurances was the suggestion that ICE’s courthouse arrests might be retaliation for Denver’s policy of
not detaining suspected immigration violators at ICE’s request11—ICE’s letter
described “state and local policies that hinder [ICE’s] eﬀorts” as among the
“challenges to eﬀective enforcement” causing ICE to “continually improve [its]
operations.”12 Taken in its entirety, the letter made clear there would be no actual change to ICE’s practice of courthouse arrests.13
Similar stories have unfolded around the country.14 By June 2017, the chief
justices of the highest courts of California,15 Washington,16 Oregon,17 New Jer7.

8.

9.

Id. at 2. The references to “sensitive locations” and the “directive” was to the Department of
Homeland Security’s (DHS) “sensitive locations policy,” which generally precludes ICE enforcement at schools, hospitals, “institutions of worship,” “public religious ceremon[ies]”
and public marches. Courthouses are not speciﬁcally mentioned in the policy, though the list
is non-exhaustive. Memorandum from John Morton, Director, Dep’t of Homeland Sec.,
“Enforcement Actions at or Focused on Sensitive Locations” (Oct. 24, 2011), http://www.ice
.gov/doclib/ero-outreach/pdf/10029.2-policy.pdf [http://perma.cc/G5KH-7R25] [hereina�er DHS Sensitive Locations Policy].
See Chris Walker, ICE Courthouse Busts Ten Times Higher Than City Knew, WESTWORD
(Sept. 19, 2017), http://www.westword.com/news/immigration-agents-breaking-protocol
-during-courthouse-arrests-in-denver-9499512 [http://perma.cc/7LZL-LUK8] (releasing
records documenting six arrests at the Denver County Court from April 20 through May 8,
2017).
Erica Meltzer, New Videos Show ICE Arresting Immigrants at Denver Courthouse, despite local
leaders’ requests, DENVERITE (May 9, 2017), http://www.denverite.com/new-videos-show
-ice-arresting-immigrants-denver-county-court-something-local-oﬃcials-asked-not-35314
[http://perma.cc/3RNN-E5GL].

10.

Letter from Matthew T. Albence, Exec. Assoc. Dir., Immigration and Customs Enf’t, to Michael B. Hancock, Mayor, City of Denver (May 25, 2017) [hereina�er Albence Letter],
available at http://www.denverpost.com/2017/06/08/ice-denver-courthouse-arrests-will
-continue [http://perma.cc/H43L-PRUJ]; but see Meltzer, supra note 2 (reporting that the
presiding judge was unaware of courthouse arrests by ICE oﬃcers).
11. See Memorandum from Gary Wilson, Sheriﬀ, Denver City and County, “48-Hour ICE
Holds” (Apr. 29, 2014), http://www.ilrc.org/sites/default/ﬁles/resources/denver_county
.pdf. [http://perma.cc/7G72-V5X2]; see also infra notes 41-43 and accompanying text (describing immigration “detainers”).
12. Albence Letter, supra note 10, at 2.
13.
14.
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See, e.g., Maria Cramer, ICE Courthouse Arrests Worry Attorneys, Prosecutors, BOS. GLOBE
(June 16, 2017), http://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2017/06/15/ice-arrests-and-around
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sey,18 and Connecticut19 had asked the federal government to stop ICE’s courthouse arrests.20 Meanwhile, Democrats in Congress introduced bills to include
courthouses as “sensitive locations”21 to prevent ICE enforcement actions.22
Nevertheless, federal oﬃcials showed no sign of stopping the courthouse ar-

-local-courthouses-worry-lawyers-prosecutors/xxFH5vVJnMeggQa0NMi8gI/story.html
[http://perma.cc/NK9P-9BSJ]; Aaron Holmes, House Democrats Seek Answers A�er ICE
Agents Arrest Possible Victim of Human Traﬃcking, N.Y. DAILY NEWS (July 14, 2017), http://
www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/dems-seek-answers-ice-arrests-human-traﬃcking
-victim-article-1.3326930 [http:/perma.cc/L3DJ-XAHC].
15.

Letter from Tani G. Cantil-Sakauye, Chief Justice, Cal. Supreme Court, to Jeﬀ Sessions, U.S.
Attorney Gen. (Mar. 16, 2017) [hereina�er Cantil-Sakauye Letter], http://newsroom.courts
.ca.gov/news/chief-justice-cantil-sakauye-objects-to-immigration-enforcement-tactics-at
-california-courthouses [http://perma.cc/6YXM-PLRT].

16.

Letter from Mary E. Fairhurst, Chief Justice, Wash. Supreme Court, to John F. Kelly, Secretary, Dep’t of Homeland Sec. (Mar. 22, 2017) [hereina�er Fairhurst Letter], http://www
.courts.wa.gov/content/publicUpload/Supreme%20Court%20News/KellyJohnDHSICE032
217.pdf [http://perma.cc/2Y7Q-BP9E].

17.

Letter from Thomas A. Balmer, Chief Justice., Or. Supreme Court, to Jeﬀ Sessions, Att’y
Gen., & John F. Kelly, Sec’y, Dep’t of Homeland Sec. (Apr. 6, 2017) [hereina�er Balmer
Letter], http://media.oregonlive.com/portland_impact/other/CJ%20ltr%20to%20AG%
20Sessions-Secy%20Kelly%20re%20ICE.pdf [http://perma.cc/7EE6-JTB2].

18.

Letter from Stuart Rabner, Chief Justice, Supreme Court of N.J., to John F. Kelly, Sec’y,
Dep’t of Homeland Sec., (Apr. 19, 2017), http://assets.documentcloud.org/documents
/3673664/Letter-from-Chief-Justice-Rabner-to-Homeland.pdf [http://perma.cc/ZLT5
-DPDM] [hereina�er Rabner Letter].

19.

Letter from Chase T. Rogers, Chief Justice., Conn. Supreme Court, to Jeﬀ Sessions, Att’y
Gen., & John F. Kelly, Sec’y, Dep’t of Homeland Sec. (May 15, 2017) (on ﬁle with author)
[hereina�er Rogers Letter].
20. Advocates in other states urged their courts to take action to stop ICE’s courthouse arrests.
E.g., Matthew Chayes, Ban ICE Arrests of Immigrants at New York Courthouses, Advocates Say,
NEWSDAY (June 22, 2017, 8:46 PM), http://www.newsday.com/news/new-york/advocates
-ban-ice-arrests-of-immigrants-at-new-york-courthouses-1.13757452 [http://perma.cc
/Y8UX-9RAZ]; Letter from Ivan Espinoza-Madrigal, Exec. Dir., Lawyers’ Comm. for Civil
Rights and Econ. Justice, to Ralph D. Gants, Chief Justice, Mass. Supreme Judicial Court,
et al. (June 16, 2017), http://lawyerscom.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Letter
-Regarding-ICE-in-Courthouses.pdf [http://perma.cc/4Y5H-AY8P].
21. See DHS Sensitive Locations Policy, supra note 7.
22.

Protecting Sensitive Locations Act, S. 845 § 2, 115th Cong. (2017) (modifying 8 U.S.C.
§ 1357(i)(1)(E) by deﬁning “sensitive location” to include the area within one thousand feet
of “any Federal, State, or local courthouse, including the oﬃce of an individual’s legal counsel or representative, and a probation, parole, or supervised release oﬃce”); Protecting Sensitive Locations Act, H.R. 1815 (2017) (deﬁning “sensitive location” to include the area within one thousand feet of any “Federal, State, or local courthouse, including the oﬃce of an
individual’s legal counsel or representative, and a probation oﬃce”).
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rests.23 On October 17, 2017, Acting ICE Director Thomas Hohman defended
ICE’s courthouse arrests, stating, “I won’t apologize for arresting people in
courthouses. We’re going to continue to do that.”24
This Essay examines the current impasse over courthouse immigration arrests. Part I brieﬂy describes the decades-long “crimmigration” crisis. Part II
contextualizes courthouse arrests as the latest front in the federalism battle
fueled by federal eﬀorts to co-opt local criminal justice systems to serve the
immigration enforcement mission. Part III examines a longstanding commonlaw doctrine establishing a privilege against courthouse arrests, and discerns
two strands of this privilege. The ﬁrst strand protects persons coming to and
from the courts, while the second protects the place of a court and its environs.
Part IV contends that this common-law privilege empowers states and localities
to break the current impasse for three main reasons. First, courthouse immigration arrests fall within the privilege’s core concern with civil arrests. Second,
they raise many of the same policy concerns—facilitating administration of justice and safeguarding the dignity and authority of the court—underlying the
rationale for the privilege. And ﬁnally, case law indicates that federal courts will
likely respect the privilege of state and local courts even in a federalism contest
triggered by federal arrests.
i. the crimmigration c risis and the federalism battle it
created
In 2006, Juliet Stumpf described a “crimmigration crisis” in which the
merger of criminal law and immigration law “brings to bear only the harshest
elements of each area of law,” resulting in “an ever-expanding population of the

23.

See, e.g., Letter from Jeﬀerson B. Sessions III, Att’y Gen., & John F. Kelly, Sec’y, Dep’t of
Homeland Sec., to Tani G. Cantil-Sakauye, Chief Justice, Cal. Supreme Court (Mar.
29, 2017), http://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/3533530/Attorney-General-and
-Homeland-Security-Secretary.pdf [http://perma.cc/JN7H-7NLE] [hereina�er Sessions
Letter]; Matt Katz, Defying N.J.’s Top Judge, ICE Continues Courthouse Arrests, NJ.COM (May
5, 2017, 4:36 PM), http://www.nj.com/news/index.ssf/2017/05/defying_njs_top_judge_ice
_continues_courthouse_arr.html [http://perma.cc/3PMY-EHQ6]. A�er the Attorney General and DHS Secretary wrote to the California Chief Justice indicating they would not
change their practice, California prosecutors wrote in support of the Chief Justice, asking
General Sessions and DHS Secretary Kelly to reconsider. Letter from Mike Feuer, L.A. City
Att’y, et al., to Jeﬀrey Sessions, Att’y Gen., & John Kelly, Sec’y, Dep’t of Homeland Sec. (Apr.
4, 2017), http://freepd�osting.com/b3da7bbbf5.pdf [http://perma.cc/J9FM-9TNM].
24. Thomas Homan, Acting Dir., Immigration & Customs Enf’t, Keynote Address at the Heritage Foundation: Enforcing U.S. Immigration Laws: A Top Priority for the Trump Administration, at 1:10:05 (Oct. 17, 2017), http://www.c-span.org/video/?435827-1/acting-ice
-director-discusses-immigration-enforcement [http://perma.cc/94QE-SRZ7].
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excluded and alienated.”25 The crisis has intensiﬁed since the 1980s, making the
record deportation numbers Stumpf cited26 seem modest in comparison with
the 2.7 million deportations under the Obama Administration27—more than all
twentieth-century administrations combined.28 And Donald Trump, in his
presidential campaign, promised even more intense enforcement.29
One dimension of the “crimmigration” regime has been an enduring federalism battle resulting from increasing downward pressure from the federal
government on state and local criminal justice systems to cooperate with and
participate in immigration enforcement. Courthouse immigration arrests are
some of the more recent fault lines broken open by this downward pressure.
25.

Juliet Stumpf, The Crimmigration Crisis: Immigrants, Crime, and Sovereign Power, 56 AM. U.
L. REV. 367, 378 (2006). Stumpf saw a convergence in the substance, enforcement mechanisms, and procedural regimes of criminal and immigration law. See id. at 379-92; see also
Jennifer M. Chacón, Managing Migration Through Crime, 109 COLUM. L. REV. SIDEBAR 135,
137 (2009) (describing the regulation of migration through criminal proceedings and the
subsequent “importation of the relaxed procedural norms of civil immigration proceedings
into the criminal realm”); César Cuauhtémoc García Hernández, Creating Crimmigration,
2013 B.Y.U. L. REV. 1457, 1459 (arguing that “[c]rimmigration law . . . developed in the
closing decades of the twentieth century due to a shi� in the perception of criminal law’s
proper place in society combined with a reinvigorated fear of noncitizens that occurred in
the a�ermath of the civil rights movement”); Yolanda Vázquez, Constructing Crimmigration:
Latino Subordination in a “Post-Racial” World, 76 OHIO ST. L.J. 599, 599 (2015) (analyzing
“the way in which crimmigration restructures the relationship between Latinos and dominant society to ensure their marginalized status”).

26.

Stumpf, supra note 25, at 372 (noting almost 200,000 deportations in 2004).
27. César Cuauhtémoc García Hernández, Removals & Returns, 1892-2015, CRIMMIGRATION
(Feb. 16, 2017, 4:00 AM), http://crimmigration.com/2017/02/16/removals-returns-1892
-2015 [http://perma.cc/RXP5-FRJB]. Every year the Obama Administration posted between
135% and 180% of the 2004 number of removals. Id.
28. Serena Marshall, Obama Has Deported More People Than Any Other President, ABC NEWS
(Aug. 29, 2016, 2:05 PM), http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/obamas-deportation-policy
-numbers/story?id=41715661 [http://perma.cc/U2PH-5D9S]; see also Jennifer M. Chacón,
Immigration and the Bully Pulpit, 130 HARV. L. REV. F. 243, 247 (2017) (“By every measure,
immigration enforcement reached its historic peak in the Obama years.”).
29.

Trump promised on his campaign to deport all undocumented immigrants. Alexandra Jaﬀe,
Donald Trump: Undocumented Immigrants ‘Have to Go,’ MSNBC (Aug. 15, 2015, 10:23 PM),
http://www.msnbc.com/msnbc/donald-trump-undocumented-immigrants-have-go
[http://perma.cc/SJ2M-X5HL]. In his “immigration” speech in Phoenix in August 2016,
Trump promised to deport “at least 2 million . . . criminal aliens” as well as “gang members, security threats, visa overstays, public charges—that is, those relying on public welfare
or straining the safety net, along with millions of recent illegal arrivals and overstays who’ve
come here under the current administration.” Donald Trump, Speech on Immigration (Aug.
31, 2016), in Domenico Montanaro et al., Fact Check: Donald Trump’s Speech on Immigration,
NPR (Aug. 31, 2016, 9:44 PM ET), http://www.npr.org/2016/08/31/492096565/fact-check
-donald-trumps-speech-on-immigration [http://perma.cc/68P6-YQEW].
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There have been no reports of immigration arrests in federal courthouses (and
no outcry from federal judges), for the simple reason that federal immigration
oﬃcials can count on the cooperation and support of federal criminal justice
agencies like the U.S. Marshals Service and the Bureau of Prisons.30 The absence of such cooperation on the state and local level was explicitly cited by ICE
as a reason for sending oﬃcers to make arrests in state and local courthouses.31
Historically, the federal government increased pressure on local governments slowly at ﬁrst. In 1996, Congress passed legislation that simply invited
local criminal justice agencies to enter into “287(g) agreements” that would allow local oﬃcers to enforce immigration law.32 A�er 9/11, however, the federal
government opined that local law enforcement had “inherent authority” to enforce immigration laws33 and encouraged the activation of this dormant authority.34 The ever-increasing identiﬁcation of noncitizens with criminals observed by Stumpf and others35 worked to transform immigration into a

30.

ICE can count on these agencies to provide notiﬁcation of the upcoming release of suspected
immigration violators, for example, and to detain suspected immigration violators for transfer to ICE when the law permits it. See, e.g., Letter from Peter J. Kadzik, Asst. Att’y Gen. to
Rep. John A. Culberson, Chairman, Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science and Related Agencies, Committee on Appropriations (Feb. 23, 2016), http://culberson.house.gov
/uploadedﬁles/doj_february_23_letter.pdf [http://perma.cc/S9TA-2QX6] (describing new
procedures giving ICE the “right of ﬁrst refusal” over inmates being released from Bureau of
Prisons custody).
31. Albence Letter, supra note 10, at 2 (suggesting courthouse arrests were response to local policies that “hinder” immigration enforcement); Sessions Letter, supra note 18, at 2 (same).
32. 287(g) agreements are named a�er Section 287(g) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, 8
U.S.C. § 1357(g) (2012), enacted as part of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant
Responsibility Act of 1996 (IIRIRA), Pub. L. No. 104-208, § 133, 110 Stat. 3009, 563. Section 287(g) allows states or localities to enter into written agreements whereby local oﬃcers
can perform immigration enforcement functions. Id.
33.

Memorandum from Jay S. Bybee, Assistant Att’y Gen., to the Att’y Gen. (Apr. 3, 2002),
http://perma-archives.org/warc/AXV3-V8FV/http://www.aclu.org/sites/default/ﬁles/ﬁeld
_document/ACF27DA.pdf [http://perma.cc/4DF6-PVDH].
34. See Michael J. Wishnie, State and Local Police Enforcement of Immigration Laws, 6 U. PA. J.
CONST. L. 1084, 1084-88 (2004) (describing the “federal eﬀort to enlist, or even conscript,
state and local police in routine immigration enforcement”).
35.
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See Stumpf, supra note 25, at 419 (2006) (noting that “aliens become synonymous with
criminals”); see also Angélica Cházaro, Challenging the “Criminal Alien” Paradigm, 63 UCLA
L. REV. 594, 598 (2016) (observing that crimmigration “requires the constant production of
populations who can be labeled ‘criminal aliens’” and that “this production of ‘criminal aliens’ occurs along lines of race, class, and other vectors of social vulnerability”); Jennifer M.
Chacón, Unsecured Borders: Immigration Restrictions, Crime Control and National Security, 39
CONN. L. REV. 1827, 1839-43 (2007) (describing the construction of immigrants as criminals
and perpetuation of “images of migrant criminality”); César Cuauhtémoc García Hernández, Creating Crimmigration, 2013 B.Y.U. L. REV. 1457, 1458 (describing how the “emblems of
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criminal problem, and therefore a problem appropriately solved by state and
local police.36 The “inherent authority” argument, though, was susceptible to
challenge based on principles of federalism,37 and was ultimately discredited in
the Supreme Court’s 2012 decision striking down portions of Arizona’s Senate
Bill 1070.38
Meanwhile, by 2008, as enforcement numbers soared, the federal appetite
for crime-based immigration enforcement could no longer await voluntary or
even encouraged local participation. The “Secure Communities” program, initially depicted as a voluntary data-sharing program from which localities could
“opt out” if they did not want to be part of the local-federal immigration enforcement team, was ﬁnally unmasked in 2011 (three years into the program)
as a mandatory regime.39 This brought the federalism battle to the fore, as unwilling participants at both the local and state level turned to the Tenth
Amendment to disentangle local law enforcement from federal immigration
enforcement.40 A�er a federal court decision in early 201441 made clear that the
federal government could not use immigration “detainers” to command localities to prolong the detention of noncitizens otherwise entitled to release from
local custody, a wave of policies limiting detainer compliance engulfed the
crimmigration law” work to “abandon framing noncitizens as contributing members of society” and instead “reimagine[] noncitizens as criminal deviants and security risks”).
36.

See S. Karthick Ramakrishnan & Pratheepan Gulasekaram, The Importance of the Political in
Immigration Federalism, 44 ARIZ. ST. L.J. 1431, 1475 (2012) (noting that the trope of immigrant criminality leads to the conclusion that “states and cities could and should be part of
the solution, thereby justifying local police participation in immigration enforcement.”).

37.

See, e.g., Wishnie, supra note 34, at 1088-95 (arguing that legislative history shows that Congress understands it “has preempted all state and local power to make immigration arrests
except where speciﬁcally authorized”); Huyen Pham, The Inherent Flaws in the Inherent Authority Position: Why Inviting Local Enforcement of Immigration Laws Violates the Constitution,
31 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 965, 967 (2004) (arguing that the Constitution demands that immigration enforcement power, “because of its eﬀect on foreign policy, must be exercised exclusively and uniformly at the federal level.”).
38. Arizona v. United States, 132 S.Ct. 2492, 2506 (2012) (rejecting the inherent authority theory
and ﬁnding that state-level immigration enforcement was largely preempted in light of the
INA’s speciﬁcation of “limited circumstances in which state oﬃcers may perform the functions of an immigration oﬃcer”). See also Lucas Guttentag, Immigration Preemption and the
Limits of State Power: Reﬂections on Arizona v. United States, 9 STAN. J. CIV. RTS. & CIV. LIBERTIES 1, 34 (2013) (ﬁnding “no force” to the “inherent authority” argument a�er Arizona).
39. Christopher N. Lasch, Rendition Resistance, 92 N.C. L. REV. 149, 154-59 (2013).
40.

Id. at 160-63 (describing the resistance of Santa Clara County, California, and other jurisdictions characterized by “legal reliance on the Tenth Amendment, and the argument that the
federal government—particularly in the absence of compensation—cannot compel enforcement of federal law by state and local oﬃcials”).

41.

Galarza v. Szalczyk, 745 F.3d 634 (3d Cir. 2014).
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country.42 Currently, over twenty-ﬁve percent of counties decline to hold prisoners based on immigration detainers.43
The Trump Administration, apparently intent on exceeding the record deportation numbers of the Obama Administration,44 has not retreated from the
federalism battle. Instead, President Trump has attempted to pressure localities
into immigration enforcement at every turn. A January 2017 Executive Order
suggests that accomplishing the Administration’s enforcement goals depends
on the participation of state and local criminal justice actors.45 The Order
promised a return to the Secure Communities program46 (which the Obama
Administration had abandoned a�er losing the federalism ﬁght it engendered47), expressed a policy authorizing 287(g) agreements “to the maximum
extent permitted by law,”48 and directed the DHS Secretary to “on a weekly basis, make public a comprehensive list of criminal actions committed by aliens
and any jurisdiction that ignored or otherwise failed to honor any detainers

42.

See Juliet P. Stumpf, D(e)volving Discretion: Lessons from the Life and Times of Secure Communities, 64 AM. U. L. REV. 1259, 1279–81 (2015) (describing policy changes following Galarza
and the decision in Miranda-Olivares v. Clackamas Cnty., No. 3:12-CV-02317-ST, 2014 WL
1414305 (D. Or. Apr. 11, 2014), granting summary judgment on the claim that a prisoner’s
detention based on an immigration detainer violated the Fourth Amendment).

43.

National Map of Local Entanglement With ICE, IMMIGRANT LEGAL RESOURCE CTR., (Dec. 19,
2016), http://www.ilrc.org/local-enforcement-map [http://perma.cc/8WW6-WWMG].

44.

Early in his campaign, candidate Trump said he would deport all of the estimated eleven
million undocumented immigrants in the United States. See Jeremy Diamond, Trump’s Immigration Plan: Deport the Undocumented, ‘Legal Status’ for Some, CNN (July 30, 2015,
8:48 AM ET), http://www.cnn.com/2015/07/29/politics/donald-trump-immigration-plan
-healthcare-ﬂip-ﬂop [http://perma.cc/38WD-VP6Z]. A�er he was elected, he vowed to deport two to three million undocumented people with criminal records “immediately” on taking oﬃce. Amy B. Wang, Donald Trump Plans to Immediately Deport 2 Million to 3 Million
Undocumented Immigrants, WASH. POST (Nov. 14, 2016), http://www.washingtonpost.com
/news/the-ﬁx/wp/2016/11/13/donald-trump-plans-to-immediately-deport-2-to-3-million
-undocumented-immigrants [http://perma.cc/R27K-JNUG].

45.

Exec. Order 13,768 at § 5, 82 Fed. Reg. 8799 (Jan. 25, 2017); Walter Ewing, Understanding
the Dangerous Implications of President Trump’s Immigration Executive Order, IMMIGR.
IMPACT (Jan. 26, 2017), http://immigrationimpact.com/2017/01/26/understanding
-dangerous-implications-president-trumps-immigration-executive-order [http://perma.cc
/966S-LJBR] (stating that the priorities in the Executive Order were “deﬁned so expansively
as to be meaningless”).

46.
47.

Exec. Order 13,768, supra note 45, § 10.
Memorandum from DHS Secretary Jeh Charles Johnson to Acting ICE Director Thomas S.
Winkowski, “Secure Communities” (Nov. 20, 2014), http://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/ﬁles
/publications/14_1120_memo_secure_communities.pdf [http://perma.cc/R6A6-9EQY].

48.

Exec. Order 13,768, supra note 45, § 8.
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with respect to such aliens.”49 Finally, the Order appeared to make good on
Trump’s campaign promise to “end . . . sanctuary cities”50 by starving them
of federal funding.51 This latter provision spawned immediate litigation and
was enjoined by a federal judge in part because it “attempts to conscript states
and local jurisdictions into carrying out federal immigration law,”52 and its coercion of local governments “runs contrary to our system of federalism.”53
Three decades of crimmigration have thus set the stage for the current conﬂict, as the federal government moved from strategies of coaxing and cajoling
states and localities to participate in immigration enforcement to strategies of
co-opting, coercing, and commandeering them.
ii. courthouse immigration arrests : the latest front i n
the federalism battl e
Courthouse arrests represent the latest front, with some new twists, in
crimmigration’s ongoing federalism battle. One such twist has been the emergence of state-court judges at the front lines of this conﬂict: where the federalism battleﬁeld was previously on the street (when entanglement of local police
was at issue54) or in the jails (when detainer policies were contested), it is now
in state and local courthouses. In addition, the Tenth Amendment has not been
invoked—yet. But a closer look at the complaints of state and local govern49.

Exec. Order 13,768, supra note 45, § 9(b). This “name and shame” report was abandoned
a�er three weeks, due to numerous inaccuracies. Darwin BondGraham, ICE ‘Public Safety
Advisory’ Criticizing Local Law Enforcement for Immigration Policies Appears to Contain Bad Data, EAST BAY EXPRESS (Mar. 21, 2017), http://www.eastbayexpress.com/SevenDays/archives
/2017/03/21/ice-public-safety-advisory-criticizing-local-law-enforcement-for-immigration
-policies-appears-to-contain-bad-data [http://perma.cc/5R4P-CE4G]; David Nakamura &
Maria Sacchetti, Trump Administration Suspends Public Disclosures of ‘Sanctuary Cities,’ WASH.
POST (Apr. 11, 2017), http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-administration
-suspends-public-disclosures-of-sanctuary-cities/2017/04/11/7ea7f078-1ec8-11e7-ad74
-3a742a6e93a7_story.html [http://perma.cc/US9D-VCT4].

50.

Montenaro et al., supra note 29 (“We will end the sanctuary cities that have resulted in so
many needless deaths.”).

51.

Exec. Order 13,768, supra note 45, § 9(a).
County of Santa Clara v. Donald J. Trump, No. 5:17-cv-00574, 2017 WL 1459081, at *23
(N.D. Cal. Apr. 25, 2017).
53. Id. (quoting Nat’l Fed’n Indep. Bus. v. Sebelius, 567 U.S. 519, 577-78 (2012)).
52.

54.

See New Orleans: How the Crescent City Became a Sanctuary City Hearing Before the H. Subcomm. on Immigration and Border Security of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 114th Cong.
(2016), http://judiciary.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/114-96_22124.pdf [http://
perma.cc/V2F7-BYKW] (compiling testimony concerning the New Orleans Police Department policy against participating in immigration enforcement).
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ments—and the response of the federal government—reveals that the controversy over courthouse arrests is merely a continuation of crimmigration’s federalism battle.
State-court judges primarily feared that civil immigration arrests would
cause witnesses,55 criminal defendants,56 and civil litigants57 to avoid the
courthouse.58 Deterring people from coming to court, they argued, in turn interferes with the state and local courts’ administration of justice,59 deprives
them of their ability to adjudicate cases eﬀectively,60 and threatens to cut oﬀ access to justice.61 In sum, state-court judges believed their “fundamental mis55.

E.g. Cantil-Sakauye Letter, supra note 15, at 1 (mentioning crime victims and witnesses);
Fairhurst Letter, supra note 16, at 1 (noting that “witnesses summoned to testify” may no
longer ﬁnd state courthouses to be a trustworthy public forum).
56. Fairhurst Letter, supra note 16, at 1 (describing how immigration oﬃcials in the courthouse
may erode the trust of “criminal defendants being held accountable for their actions,” reducing their likelihood to “voluntarily appear to participate and cooperate in the process of justice); Rabner Letter, supra note 18, at 1 (noting that “defendants in state criminal matters
may simply not appear”).
57.

E.g., Cantil-Sakauye Letter, supra note 15, at 1 (mentioning “unrepresented litigants”); Balmer Letter, supra note 17, at 2 (mentioning “a driver paying a traﬃc ﬁne; a landlord seeking
an eviction or a tenant defending against one; or a small claims court plaintiﬀ in a dispute
with a neighbor” and “a victim seeking a restraining order against an abusive former
spouse”). A number of the letters referenced domestic violence victims, who could be appearing either as witnesses or as litigants seeking a protective order. E.g., Fairhurst Letter,
supra note 16, at 1 (referencing “victims in need of protection from domestic violence”); see
also P.R. Lockhart, Immigrants Fear a Choice Between Domestic Violence and Deportation,
MOTHER JONES (Mar. 20, 2017, 10:00 AM), http://www.motherjones.com/politics/2017/03
/ice-dhs-immigration-domestic-violence-protections [http://perma.cc/A6M2-H73M] (documenting concerns about the underreporting of domestic violence).
58. See Rogers Letter, supra note 19, at 1 (expressing concern that “having ICE oﬃcers detain
individuals in public areas of our courthouses may cause litigants, witnesses and interested
parties to view our courthouses as places to avoid, rather than as institutions of fair and impartial justice”).
59. See Balmer Letter, supra note 17, at 3 (describing courthouse arrests as a “current and prospective interference with the administration of justice in Oregon”); Fairhurst Letter, supra
note 16, at 2 (suggesting courthouse arrests “impede” the “mission, obligations, and duties
of our courts”).
60. See Balmer Letter, supra note 17, at 2 (“The safety of individuals and families, the protection
of economic and other rights, and the integrity of the criminal justice system all depend on
individuals being willing and able to attend court proceedings . . . .”); Cantil-Sakauye
Letter, supra note 15, at 2 (noting that courthouse arrests “compromise our core value of fairness”).
61.
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Rabner Letter, supra note 18, at 1 (“Enforcement actions by ICE agents inside courthouses
would . . . eﬀectively deny access to the courts.”); Balmer Letter, supra note 17, at 2 (“Oregon courts must be accessible to all members of the public.”); Fairhurst Letter, supra note
16, at 1-2 (“When people are afraid to appear for court hearings . . . their ability to access
justice is compromised.”); Cantil-Sakauye Letter, supra note 15, at 2 (stating that courthouse
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sion”62 and “ability to function”63 were undermined by courthouse arrests. Federal courts have not faced similar problems, as federal immigration oﬃcials can
count on the cooperation and support of federal criminal justice agencies in lieu
of making courthouse arrests.
The federal response made no eﬀort to address the concerns of state-court
judges that courthouse immigration arrests erode and undermine justice in
state and local courts. Instead, administration oﬃcials suggested that the
courthouse arrests might in some sense be retaliation for earlier federal defeats
in the ongoing federalism battle fueled by the rise of crimmigration. “Some jurisdictions,” wrote Attorney General Sessions and then-DHS Secretary Kelly in
response to California’s Chief Justice, “have enacted statutes and ordinances
designed to speciﬁcally prohibit or hinder ICE from enforcing immigration law
by prohibiting communication with ICE, and denying requests by ICE oﬃcers
and agents to enter prisons and jails to make arrests.”64 It was because of such
policies, General Sessions and Secretary Kelly insisted, that “ICE oﬃcers and
agents are required to locate and arrest these aliens in public places.”65
arrests “undermine the judiciary’s ability to provide equal access to justice”). Notably absent
from the chief justices’ letters was any discussion of the discriminatory intent or eﬀect of the
courthouse immigration arrests. The chief justices’ reticence contrasts with state oﬃcials’ allegations that other Trump Administration immigration programs are motivated by animus.
See, e.g., State of Hawai’i, et al. v. Donald J. Trump, et al., No. 1:17-cv-00050, Document 64
(“Second Amended Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief”) at 32 (D. Haw. Mar.
8, 2017) (arguing March 6 executive order imposing travel ban was “motivated by animus
and a desire to discriminate on the basis of religion and/or national origin, nationality, or alienage”); States of New York, Massachusetts, et al. v. Donald Trump et al., No. 1:17-cv05228, Document 1 (“Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief”) at 2-3, 52 (E.D.N.Y.
Sep. 6, 2017) (arguing President’s decision to end Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals
program “is a culmination of President’s Trump’s o�-stated commitments . . . to punish
and disparage people with Mexican roots” and violates equal protection principles because it
was grounded in anti-Mexican animus).
62. Fairhurst Letter, supra note 16, at 1; see also Balmer Letter, supra note 17, at 2 (arguing that
courthouse immigration arrests “seriously impede[]” eﬀorts to “ensure the rule of law for all
Oregon residents”).
63.

Fairhurst Letter, supra note 16, at 1; see also Rabner Letter, supra note 18, at 2 (suggesting
that courthouse arrests “compromise our system of justice”).

64.

Sessions Letter, supra note 23, at 2. As one commentator trenchantly observed, the Attorney
General and DHS Secretary arrived at this explanation only a�er “needlessly mansplain[ing]
the elements of the federal crime of ‘stalking’ (and basic Fourth Amendment doctrine on
public arrests) to the Chief Justice . . . .” Jennifer Chacón, California v. DOJ on Immigration Enforcement, TAKE CARE (Apr. 11, 2017), http://takecareblog.com/blog/california-v-doj
-on-immigration-enforcement [http://perma.cc/YHT3-J8XB].

65.

Id. The federal response also indicated that courthouse arrests were a way to decrease risk to
federal immigration oﬃcers, since arrests could take place behind the security screening
provided by the state courts. Id.
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ICE later suggested courthouse arrests would be directly correlated to a locality’s cooperation with (or resistance to) federal immigration enforcement:
“As ICE undertakes the necessary enforcement of our country’s immigration
laws, its oﬃcers and agents will continually improve their operations to meet
the challenges to eﬀective enforcement, including state and local policies that hinder their eﬀorts.”66 The suggestion in both letters that courthouse arrests were a
response to local “sanctuary” policies reveals that the federal government
viewed courthouse arrests as another weapon in the ongoing federalism battle,
deployed simultaneously with the defunding threat.67
The current federalism impasse raises several questions: Can state and local
courts do anything more to protect those coming before them, beyond simply
pleading with ICE to change its practice?68 Or does the classiﬁcation of a
courthouse as a “public place” end the inquiry, as the Attorney General and
DHS Secretary have argued?69 And, even if the courthouse itself can be protected, will ICE lurk outside the courthouse and render such protection meaningless?70
A legal doctrine from the past—the common-law privilege from arrest—
suggests possible answers to these questions. Mainly concerned with the practice of arresting the defendant to commence a civil suit, which fell into disuse
when civil arrests largely disappeared from the American legal landscape,71 the

66.
67.

Albence Letter, supra note 10, at 2 (emphasis added).
See supra notes 50-53 and accompanying text.

68.

In Denver, for example, the City Council enacted legislation prohibiting city employees
(speciﬁcally including “Denver County Court administrative and clerical employees”) from
using city resources to assist in immigration enforcement, declaring that “courts serve as a
vital forum for ensuring access to justice and are the main points of contact for the most
vulnerable in times of crises, . . . who seek justice and due process of law without fear of
arrest from federal immigration enforcement agents.” Council Bill No. 17-0940 (Denver,
Colo. Aug. 31, 2017) (enacted). And Mayor Hancock issued an executive order committing
the City and County to “strongly advocate” that areas including courthouses “should be respected as ‘sensitive locations’ to ensure the fair and eﬀective administration of justice.” Michael B. Hancock, Mayor of Denver, Colo., Exec. Order No. 142 (Aug. 31, 2017).

69.

See Sessions Letter, supra note 23, at 1 (discussed infra at notes 153-159 and accompanying
text).

70.

See Balmer Letter, supra note 17, at 1 (requesting that ICE oﬃcials not “detain or arrest individuals in or in the immediate vicinity of the Oregon courthouses” (emphasis added)).

71.

See Nathan Levy, Jr., Mesne Process in Personal Actions at Common Law and the Power Doctrine,
78 YALE L.J. 52, 61-68 (1968) (describing the rise and fall of this civil procedure). But see
Hale v. Wharton, 73 F. 739, 740-41 (W.D. Mo. 1896) (suggesting that “[t]he rule in the English courts at ﬁrst was limited to exemption from arrest in a criminal proceeding”). This Essay does not address whether and to what extent the privilege from arrest might be applied
to prevent criminal arrests, because immigration arrests are civil in nature. See infra Section
IV.A. Likewise, this Essay is concerned with arrests, and therefore does not address many of
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privilege from arrest has become newly relevant in light of the Trump Administration’s increased use of courthouse arrests.72
iii. the anci ent common-law privilege from arrest
The common-law privilege from arrest dates back at least to the early
ﬁ�eenth century.73 Blackstone succinctly described it as follows:
Suitors, witnesses, and other persons, necessarily attending any courts
of record upon business, are not to be arrested during their actual attendance, which includes their necessary coming and returning. And no
arrest can be made in the king’s presence, nor within the verge of his
royal palace, nor in any place where the king’s justices are actually sitting.74
Blackstone’s ﬁrst sentence describes a strand of the privilege pertaining to persons conducting business with the courts, while his second sentence describes a
strand more generally pertaining to places—courthouses and their surroundings. Each is addressed here in turn.

the nuances attendant to the doctrine as it was extended beyond arrest to service of process
and then to the question of how personal jurisdiction might or might not be obtained over
non-residents. See infra notes 91-93 and accompanying text.
72.

See Liz Robbins, A Game of Cat and Mouse with High Stakes: Deportation, N.Y. TIMES (Aug.
3, 2017), http://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/03/nyregion/a-game-of-cat-and-mouse-with
-high-stakes-deportation.html [http://perma.cc/XA2A-LLJG] (reporting the Immigration
Defense Project’s assertion that compared to 14 courthouse arrests in 2015 and 11 in 2016,
there had been 53 courthouse arrests in the state of New York in the ﬁrst seven months of
2017).

73.

Sampson v. Graves, 203 N.Y.S. 729, 730 (N.Y. App. Div. 1924) (noting that “[t]he doctrine
of the immunity from arrest of a litigant attending the trial of an action to which he was a
party found early recognition in the law of England, and in Viner’s Abridgment (2d Ed.) vol.
17, p. 510 et seq., is to be found a very interesting collection of cases asserting the privilege
dating back to the Year Book of 13 Henry IV, I. B.”), overruled on other grounds by Chase Nat.
Bank of City of New York v. Turner, 199 N.E. 636 (N.Y. 1936); see also Meekins v. Smith
(1971) 126 Eng. Rep. 363, 364; 1 H. Bl. 636, 637 (referencing a yearbook from the reign of
King Edward IV as supporting the notion that “a mainpernor [surety] shall have the privilege of the Court”).
74. WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES ON THE LAWS OF ENGLAND 766 (1877) (footnote
omitted).
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A. The Privilege as Applied to Persons Attending Court
A leading English case from 1791 set forth the general rule reported by
Blackstone, “that all persons who had relation to a suit which called for their
attendance, whether they were compelled to attend by process or
not, . . . were intitled to privilege from arrest eundo et redeundo,75 provided
they came bonâ ﬁde.”76 A decade later, Spence v. Stuart demonstrated the
breadth of this privilege.77 The court found the defendant “clearly privileged”
from his arrest, even though the proceeding he had attended was an arbitrator’s
examination at a coﬀee house.78 Application of the privilege to the arrest occurring the morning a�er the proceeding79 showed the liberality with which “eun-

75.

“Eundo et redeundo” means “going and returning.” BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (2d ed. 1910).
Another common formulation of the privilege was to say it applies “eundo, morando, et
redeundo” (with “morando” meaning “remaining,” id.). See Person v. Grier, 66 N.Y. 124, 125
(1876) (“It is the policy of the law to protect suitors and witnesses from arrests upon civil
process while coming to and attending the court and while returning home. Upon principle
as well as upon authority their immunity from the service of process for the commencement
of civil actions against them is absolute eundo, morando et redeundo.”); Spence v. Stuart, 102
Eng. Rep. 530, 531; 3 East at 89, 91 (“[T]he privilege extends to one redeundo as well as
eundo et morando.”); SIMON GREENLEAF, A TREATISE ON THE LAW OF EVIDENCE § 316, at
474 (Lawbook Exchange, Ltd. 2001) (16th ed. 1899) (emphasis added) (footnote omitted)
(“Witnesses as well as parties are protected from arrest while going to the place of trial,
while attending there for the purpose of testifying in the cause, and while returning home,
eundo, morando, et redeundo.”) (footnote omitted). As will be shown below, see infra Section
III.B, a privilege preventing arrests at the courthouse and its environs addressed much of
what might be encompassed by “morando.”
76. Meekins, 126 Eng. Rep. at 363; 1 H. Bl. at 637. The privilege was not extended to the habeas
petitioner in Meekins, on the ground that he was “an uncertiﬁcated Bankrupt, and in desperate circumstances,” and showed “a manifest intention . . . to impose upon the
Court . . . .” Id. at 363-364.
77. (1802) 102 Eng. Rep. 530; 3 East 89.
78.
79.
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Id. at 90.
Id. at 89-90 (reporting that the arbitrator’s examination concluded at 11 o’clock in the evening, whereupon the defendant, “having intimat[ed] that bailiﬀs were lying in wait to arrest
him . . . slept at the coﬀee-house that night, and was arrested there early the next morning”).
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do et redeundo” was interpreted.80 This served the rule’s policy “to encourage
witnesses to come forward voluntarily.”81
The breadth of this component of the privilege was sustained upon its arrival in America. Greenleaf’s inﬂuential treatise on evidence, citing the leading
English and American cases, noted that the rule was interpreted broadly to encompass “all cases” and “any matter pending before a lawful tribunal” (including proceedings before arbitrators, bankruptcy proceedings, and the like).82
Additionally, the courts were “disposed to be liberal” with respect to “going . . . and returning.”83 And neither a writ of protection nor a subpoena
compelling one’s attendance was a prerequisite for enjoyment of the privilege.84
At common law a court might issue a “writ of . . . protection” to a litigant or witness who feared arrest while coming to court.85 But obtaining the
writ was not a precondition for exercise of the privilege; rather, it served simply
to provide “convenient and authentic notice to those about to do what would
be a violation of the privilege. It neither establishes nor enlarges the privilege,
but merely sets it forth, and commands due respect to it.”86
The Supreme Court has addressed the common-law privilege from arrest in
a series of decisions in two closely related contexts—in construing the privilege
aﬀorded legislators under the Constitution, and in assessing the extent to
which out-of-state residents are immune from service of process while in a
state for the purpose of attending court. The Court’s discussions demonstrate
that the English common-law privilege from arrest has been ﬁrmly entrenched
in American law from the outset.

80.

The court noted that “it does not appear that [the defendant] has been guilty of any negligence in not availing himself of his privilege redeundo within a reasonable time; for he was
arrested early the next morning, before it could be known whether he were about to return
home or not.” Spence, 102 Eng. Rep. at 531; 3 East at 91; see also Lightfoot v. Cameron, 96
Eng. Rep. 658, 658 (1776); 2 Black W. 1113, 1113 (collecting similar cases and holding that a
party who was dining with his counsel and witnesses a�er court recessed for the day was
privileged from arrest).
81. Walpole v. Alexander (1782) 99 Eng. Rep. 530, 531; 3 Dougl. 45, 46.
82.
83.

GREENLEAF, supra note 75 § 317, at 475 (footnotes omitted).
Id. at § 316, at 459.

84.

Id. at § 316, at 474 (noting that a writ of protection served only to prevent an arrest and
perhaps lay the groundwork for subjecting the arresting oﬃcer to punishment for contempt
for disobeying the writ).
85. See Parker v. Marco, 32 N.E. 989, 989 (N.Y. 1893) (“At common law a writ of privilege or
protection would be granted to the party or witness by the court in which the action was
pending, which would be respected by all other courts.”).
86.

Bridges v. Sheldon, 7 F. 17, 44 (D. Vt. 1880) (citations omitted).
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In Williamson v. United States, the Court addressed whether the privilege for
legislators extended to arrests for criminal oﬀenses, and quoted Joseph Story,
who likened the legislator’s privilege to the common-law privilege from arrest
described by Blackstone: “This privilege is conceded by law to the humblest suitor
and witness in a court of justice; and it would be strange indeed if it were denied
to the highest functionaries of the State in the discharge of their public duties.”87 And in Long v. Ansell, addressing the same question, the Court said that
the legislator’s privilege “must not be confused with the common law rule that
witnesses, suitors and their attorneys, while in attendance in connection with
the conduct of one suit, are immune from service in another.”88 The Court noted that “arrests in civil suits were still common in America” when the Constitution was adopted, and cited several treatises as authority for this proposition,89
each of which explicitly recognized the privilege from arrest for those attending
court.90
Similarly, in the context of immunity for out-of-state residents traveling to
a state to attend court, the Court in Lamb v. Schmitt noted the “general rule that
witnesses, suitors, and their attorneys, while in attendance in connection with
the conduct of one suit are immune from service of process in another.”91 Here,
and in two other cases addressing jurisdiction over nonresidents, the Court adverted to the seminal American decisions concerning the common-law privilege

87.

207 U.S. 425, 443 (1908) (emphasis added) (quoting 1 JOSEPH STORY, COMMENTARIES ON
859, at 608 (4th ed. 1873)).

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES §

88.

293 U.S. 76, 83 (1934).
Id. at 83 & n.4 (citing WILLIAM WYCHE, PRACTICE OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF
NEW YORK 50 et seq. (2d ed. 1794); CONWAY ROBINSON, PRACTICE IN COURTS OF LAW AND
EQUITY IN VIRGINIA 126-30 (1832); SAMUEL HOWE, PRACTICE IN CIVIL ACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS AT LAW IN MASSACHUSETTS 55-56, 141-48, 181-87 (1834); FRANCIS J. TROUBAT &
WILLIAM W. HALY, PRACTICE IN CIVIL ACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS IN SUPREME COURT OF
PENNSYLVANIA 170-89 (1837)); see also supra note 71.
90. HOWE, supra note 89, at 143-44 (“[A]ll persons connected with a cause, which calls for their
attendance in court, and who attend bonâ ﬁde,—are protected from arrest, eundo, morando, et
redeundo”; ROBINSON, supra note 89, at 133 (providing that witnesses should be exempt from
arrest) (citing, inter alia, Ex Parte McNeil, 6 Mass. Rep. 245 (1810)); TROUBAT & HALY, supra note 89, at 178 (“The parties to a suit, their attorneys, counsel and witnesses, are, for the
sake of public justice, privileged from arrest in coming to, attending upon, and returning
from the court; or as it is usually termed, eundo, morando, et redeundo.”); WYCHE, supra note
89, at 36 (“The parties to a suit, and their witnesses, are, for the sake of public justice, protected from arrest, in coming to, attending upon, and returning from the court. Nor have
the courts been nice in scanning this privilege, but have given it a large and liberal construction.”) (citations omitted).
89.

91.
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from arrest.92 Those decisions recognized the ﬁrm entrenchment of the privilege as it pertained to all persons (whether resident or nonresident) attending
court.93
The Court’s decisions, and the lower court rulings upon which they relied,
articulated the policy rationale behind the privilege. Quoting a “leading” New
Jersey decision, the Court in Stewart v. Ramsay said that “[c]ourts of justice
ought everywhere to be open, accessible, free from interruption, and to cast a
perfect protection around every man who necessarily approaches them.”94 And
in Lamb, the Court described the privilege as
proceed[ing] upon the ground that the due administration of justice
requires that a court shall not permit interference with the progress of a
cause pending before it, by the service of process in other suits, which
would prevent, or the fear of which might tend to discourage, the voluntary
attendance of those whose presence is necessary or convenient to the judicial
administration in the pending litigation.95
The Court also characterized the privilege as “founded in the necessities of the
judicial administration”96 and the notion that the courts should be “available to
92.

See e.g., id. (citing Hale v. Wharton, 73 F. 739 (C.C.W.D. Mo. 1896); Bridges v. Sheldon, 7 F.
17 (C.C.D. Vt. 1880)); Stewart v. Ramsay, 242 U.S. 128, 131 (1916) (citing Hale, 73 F. 739 and
Peet v. Fowler, 170 F. 618 (C.C.E.D. Pa. 1909)); Page Co. v. MacDonald, 261 U.S. 446, 447
(1923) (citing Larned v. Griﬃn, 12 F. 590, 590 (C.C.D. Mass. 1882)).

93.

Peet, 170 F. at 618 ( “It is a well-established principle of law that parties to a suit, for the sake
of public justice, are privileged from the service of process upon them in coming to, attending upon, and returning from the court, or as it is usually termed, eundo, morando, et
redeundo.”); Hale, 73 F. at 740 (“[N]o rule of practice is more ﬁrmly rooted in the jurisprudence of United States courts than that of the exemption of persons from the writ of arrest
and of summons while attending upon courts of justice, either as witnesses or suitors.” (citations omitted)); Larned, 12 F. at 590 ( “It has long been settled that parties and witnesses attending in good faith any legal tribunal, with or without a writ of protection, are privileged
from arrest on civil process during their attendance, and for a reasonable time in going and
returning.” (citations omitted)); Bridges, 7 F. at 43 (“The privilege to parties to judicial proceedings, as well as others required to attend upon them, of going to the place where they
are held, and remaining so long as is necessary and returning wholly free from the restraint
of process in other civil proceedings, has always been well settled and favorably enforced.”).
94. Stewart, 242 U.S. at 129 (quoting Halsey v. Stewart, 4 N.J.L. 366, 367 (1817)).
95.
96.

Lamb, 285 U.S. at 225 (emphasis added) (citations omitted).
Id. Similarly, when addressing the legislative privilege, the Court found the privilege necessary for the functioning of the legislative branch. See Williamson v. United States, 207 U.S.
425, 443 (1908) (“It seems absolutely indispensable for the just exercise of the legislative
power in every nation purporting to possess a free constitution of government, and it cannot
be surrendered without endangering the public liberties as well as the private independence
of the members.”).
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suitors, fully available, neither they nor their witnesses subject to be embarrassed or vexed while attending, the one ‘for the protection of his rights’, the
others ‘while attending to testify.’”97
An early New York decision went further and expressed the privilege as an
obligation of the courts: “We have power to compel the attendance of witnesses,
and when they do attend, we are bound to protect them redeundo.”98
B. The Privilege as Applied to the Courthouse and Its Environs
Blackstone’s second sentence—”And no arrest can be made in the king’s
presence, nor within the verge of his royal palace, nor in any place where the
king’s justices are actually sitting”99— addresses the sanctity of the court as a
place, rather than formulating the privilege as attaching to certain people.100
An English case from 1674, in which a person was arrested while “entering
his coach at the door of Westminster hall,” was cited in a leading treatise in
support of an expansive view of the privilege: “[I]t was agreed, that . . . all
persons whatsoever, are freed from arrests, so long as they are in view of any of
the courts at Westminster, or if near the courts, though out of view, lest any
disturbance may be occasioned to the courts or any violence used . . . .”101
The salient points of this aspect of the privilege—that it applies to “all persons whatsoever” and that it precludes arrest not only in the courts but also
“near the courts, though out of view”—are conﬁrmed in other English cases. In
Orchard’s Case,102 a person was arrested on civil process103 either inside the
court or “in the space between the outer and the inner doors” of the court.104
Although Orchard was an attorney, he had no business before the court at the
time of his arrest.105 Thus, there was no claim (and could have been no claim)
that Orchard enjoyed the privilege of someone “necessarily attending any
97.

Page Co., 261 U.S. at 448 (quoting Stewart, 242 U.S. at 130).

98.

Norris v. Beach, 2 Johns. 294, 294 (1807).
99. BLACKSTONE, supra note 74, at *290.
100.

See also JAMES FRANCIS OSWALD, CONTEMPT OF COURT, COMMITTAL, AND ATTACHMENT, AND
ARREST UPON CIVIL PROCESS, IN THE SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE: WITH THE PRACTICE
AND FORMS 193 (London, William Clowes & Sons, Ltd., 2d ed. 1895) (discussing “[p]laces
in which persons are privileged from arrest”).

101.

6 MATTHEW BACON, A NEW ABRIDGMENT
1832) (emphasis added and omitted).

OF THE

LAW 530 (London, A. Strahan, 7th ed.

102.

(1828) 38 Eng. Rep. 987, 987; 5 Russ. 159.
103. The arrest was pursuant to a writ of capias ad satisfaciendum. Id.
104.
105.
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courts of record upon business.”106 Instead, the case was argued and decided on
the basis of a privilege of place, with Orchard’s representative submitting:
that every place, in which the Judges of the King’s superior courts were
sitting, was privileged, and that no arrest could be made in their presence or within the local limits of the place where they were administering justice. To permit arrest to be made in the Court would give occasion to perpetual tumults, and was altogether inconsistent with the
decorum which ought to prevail in a high tribunal.107
In addition to quoting the sentence from Blackstone referencing a privilege
“where the King’s justices are actually sitting,”108 Orchard’s counsel cited Long’s
Case,109 wherein arrest had been made “in the palace-yard, not far distant from
the hall gate, the Court being then sitting.”110 The arresting oﬃcer in this case
was “committed to the Fleet, that he might learn to know his distance.”111 In
Orchard’s Case, the court (a�er discharging Orchard from custody) “admonished the oﬃcer to beware of again acting in a similar manner.”112
The common-law privilege surrounding the court was deemed suﬃciently
important that it extended beyond arrest, to mere service of process. In Cole v.
Hawkins, for example, the court held that an attorney attending court was privileged from service made on the courthouse steps, because “service of a process
in the sight of the Court is a great contempt.”113
American jurists likewise recognized this component of the privilege protecting the place of the court. In Blight v. Fisher, a federal judge explained that

106.
107.
108.
109.

BLACKSTONE, supra note 74, at 288.
38 Eng. Rep. at 987.
Id. (quoting BLACKSTONE, supra note 74, at 289).
(1676-77) 86 Eng. Rep. 1012; 2 Mod. 181.

110.

38 Eng. Rep. at 987 (quoting Long’s Case, 86 Eng. Rep. at 1012).
111. Id. The reference was to the Fleet Prison, the “most venerable of all English prisons.” Margery Bassett, The Fleet Prison in the Middle Ages, 5 U. TORONTO L.J. 383, 383 (1944).
112. 38 Eng. Rep. at 988.
113.

(1738) 95 Eng. Rep. 396, 396; Andrews 275, 275. The court rejected the argument that service of process on the courthouse steps “did not hinder, or tend to hinder” the court’s business. Id. In the New Jersey case of Halsey v. Stewart, 4 N.J.L. 366, 368 (1817), a “leading authority” cited by the Supreme Court, Stewart v. Ramsay, 242 U.S. 128, 129 (1916), the court
took a similarly expansive view of the privilege, discrediting “the idea, that the interruption
of the court, must arise from noise, disturbance, or confusion created by the service, in its
presence.” The court aﬀorded the privilege to a person who was initially read the summons
by the sheriﬀ “while descending the steps” from the courthouse, but upon whom the summons was not served until later when he was meeting with counsel in his oﬃce. Id. at 367.
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“[t]he service of process . . . in the actual or constructive presence of the
court, is a contempt, for which the oﬃcer may be punished.”114 The decision
relied on Cole v. Hawkins and on the Pennsylvania Supreme Court’s decision in
Miles v. M’Cullough setting aside process served on a person attending oral argument.115
These seminal cases—Blight, Cole, and Miles—were cited in Greenleaf’s
1864 treatise on evidence, which likewise understood the privilege as heightened at the courthouse and its surroundings, encompassing protection not only
from arrest but also from service of process. “[I]t is deemed as a contempt to
serve process upon a witness, even by summons, if it be done in the immediate
or constructive presence of the court upon which he is attending; though any
service elsewhere without personal restraint, it seems, is good.”116
***
The tendency of American courts was to expand the privilege,117 and the
privilege as it pertained to persons expanded in some instances to encompass
protection from service of process even if it occurred beyond the “actual or constructive presence of the court.”118 This expansion of the privilege as applied to
some persons attending court,119 did not diminish or otherwise alter the privilege as to place described in Blight and established in other English and American decisions. The broad contours of the privilege as to place were that it ap114.

3 F. Cas. 704, 704-05 (C.C.D.N.J. 1809) (No. 1,542). The court noted that the strand of the
privilege pertaining to persons “extends only to an exemption from arrest.” Id. at 704.

115.

Id. at 705 (citing Cole, 95 Eng. Rep. 396; Miles v. M’Cullough, 1 Binn. 77 (Pa. 1803)).
GREENLEAF, supra note 75, at § 316, at 475 (footnote omitted); see also In re Healey, 53 Vt.
694, 696 (1881) (noting a similar understanding of the privilege); Cole, 95 Eng. Rep. at 396
(same); Blight, 3 F. Cas at 704 (same); Miles, 1 Binn. at 77 (same).

116.

117.

118.

Larned v. Griﬃn, 12 F. 590, 592 (C.C.D. Mass. 1882) (describing “the tendency in this country . . . to enlarge the right of privilege so as to aﬀord full protection to suitors and witnesses from all forms of process of a civil character during their attendance before any judicial tribunal, and for a reasonable time in going and returning”).

Blight, 3 F. Cas at 704-05. In Parker v. Hotchkiss, the court understood Miles v. M’Cullough as
applying the privilege pertaining to persons, and “plac[ing] the case of a summons on precisely the same ground as that of an arrest on the score of privilege.” 18 F. Cas. 1137, 1138
(C.C.E.D. Pa. 1849) (No. 10,739) (discussing Miles, 1 Binn. 77). The Supreme Court later
noted that Parker had expanded the protection from service beyond that recognized in Blight
and had given rise to a line of federal decisions that “consistently sustained the privilege” to
protect persons from service of process regardless of their proximity to the place of the court.
Stewart, 242 U.S. at 130-31 (citing Parker, 18 F. Cas. at 1138, as “overrul[ing]” Blight, 3 F. Cas.
704; other citations omitted).
119. As noted above, the Supreme Court’s decisions were addressing the immunity of nonresidents from service of process. See supra notes 91-93 and accompanying text.
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plied to prevent arrest and service of process, both at the courthouse or near it,
and to all persons regardless of whether or not they were pursuing business before the court.
iv. applying th e common-law privilege to contemporary
courthouse immigration arrests
As arrest gave way to summons as the principal means for initiating a civil
suit, the privilege from arrest fell into disuse, and courts increasingly concerned
themselves with questions of immunity from service of process.120 ICE’s courthouse arrests justify awakening the doctrine for three compelling reasons. First,
the common-law privilege was typically used to address arrests commencing
civil litigation. As immigration proceedings are civil, the privilege maps well
onto courthouse arrests for immigration violations. Second, the policy objectives underlying the privilege align signiﬁcantly with the concerns expressed
regarding courthouse immigration arrests. And third, the American incorporation of the privilege demonstrates that federal and state courts alike have an interest in enforcing the privilege, making the doctrine particularly apt for resolving the federalism conﬂict created by courthouse arrests.
Thus, state and local courts not only have the legal authority to protect
their courthouses and people coming and going on court business, but also
their authority is likely to be respected.
A. Immigration Enforcement Is Largely Civil Enforcement
The Supreme Court has explained that immigration arrests that initiate deportation proceedings are civil in nature.121 In Arizona v. United States, the
Court noted that “[a]s a general rule, it is not a crime for a removable alien to
remain present in the United States,” and that where a person is seized “based
on nothing more than possible removability, the usual predicate for an arrest is

120.

See supra note 71.
121. There are, of course, immigration crimes that may be enforced through criminal arrests and
criminal prosecutions. See Ingrid V. Eagly, Prosecuting Immigration, 104 NW. U.L. REV. 1281
(2010) (describing rise of criminal immigration enforcement); see also Chacón, supra note
25, at 137 (“In recent years . . . the U.S. government has increasingly handled migration
control through the criminal justice system.”); César Cuauhtémoc García Hernández, Naturalizing Immigration Imprisonment, 103 CALIF. L. REV. 1449, 1470 (2015) (documenting the
rise of criminal immigration prosecutions). This Essay does not address the applicability of
the common-law privilege from arrest to arrests for crimes.
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absent.”122 Such an arrest must ﬁnd justiﬁcation in federal immigration statutes
and regulations, which generally require that trained federal immigration oﬃcers perform the arrest.123 And the proceedings that such an arrest initiates are
also characterized as civil: “Removal is a civil, not criminal, matter.”124
The legal categorization of immigration arrests and proceedings as civil
supports application of the common-law privilege, which was largely used to
address civil arrests.125 Furthermore, important similarities exist between civil
immigration arrests and civil arrests commencing private litigation. They are
both arrests—physical seizures of a person—made by public “oﬃcers.”126 For
the privilege to apply, the arrests occur either in or near the courthouse,127 or
the arrests are of people who are attending the courts on business.128 The arrests are followed by jail. And they are accomplished in order to commence a
second, unrelated legal proceeding in a diﬀerent court.129 These similarities,
particularly when considered in light of the policy rationales supporting the
privilege,130 and the shared federal and state interest therein,131 support application of the privilege.
Reframing immigration arrests as somehow criminal in nature—based on,
for example, the fact that immigration proceedings are initiated by the federal
government rather than a private litigant—could conceivably support an argument against application of the privilege. But doing so would turn existing
precedent on its head and undermine a premise currently used to justify denying criminal-style procedural protections to immigrants in removal proceedings, making this an argument unlikely to come from the federal government.132
122.
123.

132 S.Ct. 2492, 2505 (2012) (citing INS v. Lopez-Mendoza, 468 U.S. 1032, 1038 (1984)).
Id. at 2505-06. This Essay does not examine whether the statutory basis for a lawful civil
immigration arrest is being met in the courthouse immigration arrests that are occurring.
The privilege against arrest would apply even in the face of an otherwise lawful arrest.

124.

Id. at 2499; see also Lopez-Mendoza, 468 U.S. at 1038 (“A deportation proceeding is a purely
civil action to determine eligibility to remain in this country.”).

125.

See supra note 71.
See Orchard’s Case, (1828) 38 Eng. Rep. 987, 987; 5 Rus. 158 (referring to the “oﬃcer” who
made the arrest); Long’s Case, (1676-77) 86 Eng. Rep. 1012, 1012; 2 Mod. 181, 181 (referring
to the same).

126.

127.
128.

See supra Section III.B.
See supra Section III.A.

129.

See supra note 91 and accompanying text.
130. See infra Section IV.B.
131.
132.
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B. Signiﬁcant Policy Alignment
The policy reasons underlying the common-law privilege from arrest dovetail nicely with the objections raised to courthouse immigration arrests. The
privilege was principally concerned with protecting the business of the court.133
The privilege pertaining to the place of the court—preventing all arrests in the
“face”134 or “view”135 of the court, or “near the courts, though out of view”136
(in the “constructive presence”137)—prevented “violence” and “disturbance” in
or near the courts.138 This preservation of decorum139 upheld the dignity and
authority of the court generally.140 But the privilege of place attaching to the
courthouse was also deemed essential to the administration of justice itself:141

deportation hearing”). Some have argued that the rise of a “crimmigration” enforcement
system justiﬁes importation of criminal procedural protections into immigration proceedings. See, e.g., Yafang Deng, When Procedure Equals Justice: Facing the Pressing Constitutional
Needs of a Criminalized Immigration System, 42 COLUM. J.L. & SOC. PROBS. 261, 291 (2008)
(describing immigration enforcement as “a system of criminal investigation and punishment
held only to civil law standards” and arguing for application of criminal protections); Allegra M. McLeod, Immigration, Criminalization, and Disobedience, 70 U. MIAMI L. REV. 556,
558-59 (2016) (describing the push to “extend[] to immigrants enhanced judicially enforced
procedural protections” but arguing that “[j]ust as the Warren Court revolution in constitutional criminal procedure failed to ameliorate the harshness of substantive criminal law,
more robust immigration procedural protections would likely fail to reorient immigration enforcement in a more humane and sustainable direction”).
133.
134.
135.
136.

Long, 293 U.S. at 83 (describing the privilege as “founded upon the needs of the court”).
Whited v. Phillips, 126 S.E. 916, 917 (W. Va. 1925).
BACON, supra note 101, at 530.
Id.

137.

Blight, 3 F. Cas. at 704.
138. BACON, supra note 101, at 530 (“[L]est any disturbance may be occasioned to the courts or
any violence used.”).
139. See Orchard’s Case, 38 Eng. Rep. at 987; 5 Russ. at 159 (arguing that “[t]o permit arrest to be
made in the Court would give occasion to perpetual tumults, and was altogether inconsistent with the decorum which ought to prevail in a high tribunal.”).
140.

See Bramwell v. Owen, 276 F. 36, 41 (D. Or. 1921) (citation omitted) (stating that the “rule is
even buttressed upon a broader principle, namely, that it is a privilege of the court as aﬀecting its dignity and authority, and is founded upon sound public policy.”); Bridges v. Sheldon, 7 F. 17, 44 (C.C.D. Vt. 1880) (“The privilege arises out of the authority and dignity of
the court where the cause is pending”); Parker v. Marco, 32 N.E. 989, 989 (N.Y. 1893) (“It is
not simply a personal privilege, but it is also the privilege of the court, and is deemed necessary for the maintenance of its authority and dignity . . . .”).
141. See, e.g., Parker, 32 N.E. at 989 (stating the privilege “is deemed necessary . . . in order to
promote the due and eﬃcient administration of justice . . . .”).
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This rule is buttressed with the high conception that as courts are established for the ascertainment of the whole truth, and the doing of exact justice, as far as human judgment can attain, in disputes between
litigants, every extraneous inﬂuence which tends to interfere with or
obstruct the trial for the attainment of this sublime end should be resisted by the ministers of justice to the last legitimate extremity in the
exercise of judicial power.142
Justice was thought to be hindered in two ways by courthouse arrests.
First, the threat of arrest and additional litigation might “disturb and divert the
witness so that on the witness stand his mind might not possess that repose
and equipoise essential to a full and true deliverance of his testimony.”143 Proceedings might even be interfered with, interrupted, or delayed by the arrest of
a witness or party.144 Second, the fear of arrest might deter parties and witnesses from coming to court at all.145 To borrow the words of Chief Justice Lee in
Cole v. Hawkins, “it would produce much terror.”146
This last reason, of course, was why the privilege pertaining to people attending court was extended “eundo et redeundo.”147 Protection at or near the
courthouse was deemed insuﬃcient, so the threat of arrest was removed as a
possibility (and a deterrent) during the journey to and from the courthouse.
Only in this way could the courts be made “available to suitors, fully available,
neither they nor their witnesses subject to be embarrassed or vexed while at-

142.
143.

Hale v. Wharton, 73 F. 739, 741 (C.C.W.D. Mo. 1896)
Id.

144.

Stewart v. Ramsey, 242 U.S. 128, 129 (1916) (quoting Parker v. Hotchkiss, 18 F. Cas. 1137,
1138 (C.C.E.D. Pa. 1849)) (stating that the privilege “is founded in the necessities of the judicial administration, which would be o�en embarrassed, and sometimes interrupted, if the
suitor might be vexed with process while attending upon the court for the protection of his
rights, or the witness while attending to testify”).
145. Id. at 130-31 (“Witnesses would be chary of coming within our jurisdiction . . . and even
parties in interest, whether on the record or not, might be deterred from the rightfully fearless assertion of a claim or the rightfully fearless assertion of a defense . . . .” (quoting
Parker, 18 F. Cas. 1137, 1138)); Person v. Grier, 66 N.Y. 124, 126 (N.Y. Ct. App. 1876) (“Witnesses might be deterred, and parties prevented from attending, and delays might ensue or
injustice be done.”); Diamond v. Earle, 105 N.E. 363, 363 (Mass. 1914) (stating that “justice
requires the attendance of witnesses cognizant of material facts, and hence that no unreasonable obstacles ought to be thrown in the way of their freely coming into court to give oral
testimony.”); Bramwell v. Owen, 276 F. 36, 40 (D. Or. 1921) (noting that deterring witnesses
“would result many times in a failure of justice”).
146. (1738) 95 Eng. Rep. 396, 396; Andrews 275, 275.
147.
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tending, the one ‘for the protection of his rights,’ the others ‘while attending to
testify.’”148
All of these policy reasons support application of the privilege to courthouse immigration arrests, given the shared features of immigration arrests
and arrests to which the privilege was applied at common law.149 The prospect
of arrest and jail—whether at the hands of an eighteenth-century English or
American lawman or a twenty-ﬁrst-century ICE oﬃcer—provides a powerful
deterrent to the attendance of parties and witnesses in court. Indeed, echoing
the concern of “terror” raised by Chief Justice Lee in Cole v. Hawkins150 (who
was merely discussing service of process), those chief justices objecting to ICE’s
courthouse arrests have principally complained about the “chilling eﬀect” of
ICE arrests.151 Furthermore, the prospect of violent courthouse arrests, like
those captured on video in Denver, for example, oﬀers no less a threat today to
the decorum, dignity, and authority of the courts than it has in the past.152
The ancient foundations of the common-law privilege also neatly address
the argument put forth by the Attorney General and DHS Secretary: that
courthouse arrests are lawful because they take place in a “public place based on
probable cause.”153 Attorney General Sessions and Secretary Kelly relied on a
Supreme Court case, United States v. Watson, in which postal oﬃcers conducted
a warrantless arrest of the defendant in a restaurant.154 In Watson, the Court
relied heavily on an examination of common-law sources (including Black148.
149.
150.
151.

Page Co. v. MacDonald, 261 U.S. 446, 448 (1923) (emphasis added).
See supra Section IV.A.
Cole v. Hawkins (1738) 95 Eng. Rep. 396; Andrews 275.
E.g., Balmer Letter, supra note 17, at 2 (noting the “chilling eﬀect” of courthouse arrests);
Rabner Letter, supra note 18, at 1 (same); Rogers Letter, supra note 19, at 1 (worrying that
courthouses will be seen “as places to avoid”). The common-law privilege, in its application
“eundo et redeundo,” Meekins, 126 Eng. Rep. at 363, addresses the concern that even if ICE
ceases arrests in courthouses it will simply wait outside the courthouse to make its arrests.
Cf. S. 845, 115th Cong. § 2 (2017) (proposing a 1,000-foot penumbra around “sensitive locations” including courthouses).

152.

See Meltzer, supra note 9.
153. Sessions Letter, supra note 23, at 1.
154.

423 U.S. 411, 412-13 (1976). Note that the case is cited incorrectly as 432 U.S. 411 in Sessions
Letter, supra note 23, at 1. A critique of Watson is beyond the scope of this Essay, as is the
question of Watson’s suitability as authority to justify ICE courthouse arrests. The assertion
by the Attorney General and Secretary Kelly that Watson supports ICE courthouse arrests
because ICE is “authorized by federal statute” to arrest based upon probable cause of removability, Sessions Letter supra note 23, at 1 (citing 8 U.S.C. § 1357), is at best incomplete. The
statute, as the Supreme Court has pointed out, indicates such warrantless arrests are permissible “only where the alien ‘is likely to escape before a warrant can be obtained.’” Arizona v.
United States, 132 S. Ct. 2492, 2506 (2012) (quoting 8 U.S.C. § 1357(a)(2)).
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stone) and ultimately held that its Fourth Amendment jurisprudence “reﬂect[s] the ancient common-law rule” regarding warrantless arrest, and that
“[t]he balance struck by the common law in generally authorizing felony arrests on probable cause, but without a warrant, has survived substantially intact.”155
But to say that an arrest in a restaurant is consonant with “the ancient
common-law rule” is to prefer the more general rule (concerning arrest on
probable cause in a public place) to the more speciﬁc—but equally ancient and
well-established in the common law—rule examined here, the common-law
privilege from arrest. Indeed, these two rules can coexist comfortably, as the
former is a rule for determining when an arrest is lawful and the latter a rule
for determining when there is a privilege from even lawful arrests.
This is not to say the common law rejected the notion of the courthouse as
a public place. Rather, to ensure that the courts remained truly accessible to the
public, it was deemed necessary to proscribe arrests at or near courthouses,156
and of those coming and going from the court.157 The Supreme Court
acknowledged the wisdom of this “balance struck by the common law”158 when
it quoted a leading early American case grounding the privilege in the notion
that “[c]ourts of justice ought everywhere to be open, accessible, free from interruption, and to cast a perfect protection around every man who necessarily
approaches them.”159
C. Shared Interests of Federal and State Courts
Because ICE can work closely with other agencies in the federal criminal
justice system, it has not found it necessary to make arrests in federal courthouses, and the federal courts will likely have little need to assert the privilege
from arrest in order to protect their own administration of justice. But American judicial decisions demonstrate the aligned interests of federal and state tribunals in advancing the public policy goals of the common-law privilege from
arrest. First, federal, state, and local governments historically demonstrated a
shared interest in applying the privilege from arrest to protect their own courts
and those attending them, and therefore a shared interest in the idea that those
courts are suﬃciently empowered to do so. Second, all courts—federal, state,
155.

Watson, 423 U.S. at 418, 421.

156.

See supra Section III.B.
157. See supra Section III.A.
158.
159.
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Watson, 423 U.S. at 421.
Stewart v. Ramsey, 242 U.S. 128, 129 (1916) (quoting Halsey v. Stewart, 4 N.J.L. 366, 367
(N.J. 1817)).
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and local—demonstrated a shared interest in enforcing the privilege as to other
courts, that it might likewise be enforced by other courts as to their own.
The privilege from arrest has been deemed necessary to preserve courts’
ability to administer justice.160 The jurisprudence surrounding the privilege
unsurprisingly establishes that protecting the courthouse and its environs from
disruption and violence (as accomplished by the privilege as to place) and protecting the administration of justice by privileging those with business before
the court (as accomplished by the privilege as to people) is deemed a necessary
power belonging to all courts.161
The most obvious demonstration of this power, at common law, was each
court’s power to issue a writ of protection. That the power to issue such writs
was held by American courts at common law is demonstrated by numerous authorities.162 A Rhode Island case recounted that a writ of protection had issued
in the ordinary form, commanding the sheriﬀs of the several counties,
and their deputies, that they “let the said William T. Merritt of and
from all civil process, whether original or judicial, so long as he shall attend said court, and until he shall be discharged from the protection
aforesaid by this court at the present term.”163
But the writ of protection was not deemed necessary164—the power to grant
privilege from arrest was deemed “a power inherent in courts.”165 This inherent
power ﬂowed necessarily from the understanding that courts could not do justice without “preventing delay, hindrance, or interference with the orderly ad-

160.

See supra Section IV.B.
161. Beyond the scope of this Essay is the question of whether a sovereign government can exercise power over the privilege through nonjudicial action, or whether the power over the
privilege is limited to the courts themselves. Cf. Diamond v. Earle, 105 N.E. 363, 363 (Mass.
1914) (describing the privilege as “a prerogative exerted by the sovereign power through the
courts for the furtherance of the ends of justice”).
162.

See, e.g., Bridges v. Sheldon, 7 F. 17, 44 (D. Vt. 1880) (“A writ of protection issued out of that
court is proper . . . ”); Parker v. Marco, 32 N.E. 989, 989 (N.Y. 1893) (“We cannot ﬁnd
that the power to issue such a writ has been abrogated by legislation, and it doubtless exists,
and the writ may still be granted by courts possessing a common-law jurisdiction . . . .”);
HOWE, supra note 89, at 144-46 (describing Massachusetts procedure with respect to writs
of protection).

163.

Waterman v. Merritt, 7 R.I. 345, 345-46 (1862); see also Ex parte Hall, 1 Tyl. 274 (Vt. 1802)
(issuing a writ and upholding liberal reading of the writ).

164.

See Thompson’s Case, 122 Mass. 428, 429 (1877) (recognizing the privilege “whether they
have or have not obtained a writ of protection” (citations omitted)).

165.

Wemme v. Hurlburt, 289 P. 372, 373 (Or. 1930) (citations omitted) (emphasis added).
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ministration of justice”166—and that courts could not expect the attendance of
parties and witnesses, even pursuant to court order, without the power (or obligation)167 to also oﬀer protection.168
Courts needed this power to operate, but they also needed other courts to
recognize it. Indeed, the privilege can be understood as a rule governing the relationship of courts, whereby courts follow the rule out of a categorical imperative, respecting other courts’ dignity169 to ensure their own:
Out of the enforcement of this policy has sprung the doctrine of comity.
No court will direct its process to be served upon litigants before another court where it would protect its own litigants from a like service.
Every court will aid every other court by permitting attendance upon
one free from the danger of service of process by another. All courts
recognize this principle of immunity involved.170
A leading case from New York put it similarly: “[T]his court ought not to
suﬀer its process to be executed in violation of the privileges of other
courts . . . .”171 Moreover, the Supreme Court was emphatic in its endorsement of comity as applied to the privilege in a case where service of process in a
federal case was served on a nonresident present in Massachusetts to attend
state-court proceedings. The Court was asked to uphold the service of process
on the ground that the federal lawsuit and the state-court proceedings were
taking place in diﬀerent jurisdictions, but the Court rejected this, holding that
“[a] federal court in a State is not foreign and antagonistic to a court of the
State within the principle . . . .”172 The privilege against service of process

166.
167.

Id.
An important early decision from New York described the privilege as an obligation of the
court, owing to the court’s power to compel the attendance of persons before the court. Norris v. Beach, 2 Johns. 294 (N.Y. 1807).

168.

Bridges v. Sheldon, 7 F. 17, 46 (D. Vt. 1880) (holding a writ of protection unnecessary, because “[t]he order to take testimony issued under the authority of the court carried with it
the protection of the court”); United States v. Edme, 9 Serg. & Rawle 147, 151 (Pa. 1822)
(“[T]he court must necessarily possess the power to protect from arrest all who are necessarily attending the execution of their own order.”).
169. See Kaufman v. Garner, 173 F. 550, 554 (W.D. Ky. 1909) (stating that the rule is based on “the
dignity and independence of the court ﬁrst acquiring jurisdiction”).
170. Feister v. Hulick, 228 F. 821, 823 (E.D. Pa. 1916).
171.

Bours v. Tuckerman, 7 Johns. 538, 539 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1811); see also Vincent v. Watson, 30
S.C.L. (1 Rich.) 194, 198 (S.C. Ct. App. 1845) (describing Bours as expressing “[t]he rule
most consistent with the courtesy due from the courts to each other, and with a proper care
for the liability of the citizen”).

172.

Page Co. v. Macdonald, 261 U.S. 446, 447-48 (1923).
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rests on “the necessities of the judicial administration,” the Court wrote.173
“[T]he courts, federal and state, have equal interest in those necessities.”174
These decisions have two important implications for the current impasse
over courthouse immigration arrests. First, state and local courts have the power “inherent in courts” to privilege from arrest those who attend their courts on
business (in their coming, remaining, and returning) as well as those people
present in and around the courts.175 The letters asking ICE to stop making
courthouse arrests need not be the last step taken—ICE’s refusal to stop these
arrests cannot deprive courts of a power they derive simply from being courts.
Second, if ICE refuses to respect the power of state and local courts concerning
the privilege, once asserted, state and local courts can reasonably expect to be
supported by the federal courts, if not the immigration courts, because of the
federal courts’ shared interest in upholding rules that address the administration of justice and therefore must be universally enforced. This is so even
though the federal courts are not identically situated, as ICE arrests have not
yet become a problem for federal courts. This diﬀerence is insuﬃcient to make
the federal courts “antagonistic” to the state courts.176 That the privilege is thus
universally followed177 as a matter of comity178 makes it a uniquely suitable solution to the federalism clash caused by immigration courthouse arrests.

173.

Id. at 448 (quoting Stewart v. Ramsay, 242 U.S. 128, 130 (1916)).

174.

Id. at 448.
175. Wemme v. Hurlburt, 289 P. 372, 373 (Or. 1930).
176.
177.

Page Co., 261 U.S. at 447.
See People ex rel. Watson v. Judge of Superior Court of Detroit, 40 Mich. 729, 733 (1879) (“If
any court were disposed to suﬀer its own process to be employed for such a purpose, any
other court with competent authority should interfere to correct the wrong.”); Parker v.
Marco, 32 N.E. 989, 989 (N.Y. 1893) (noting that a writ of protection “would be respected
by all other courts”); Sofge v. Lowe, 176 S.W. 106, 108 (Tenn. 1915) (applying the privilege
in an interstate setting, and concluding: “Justice, in such connection, is to be conceived of as
a thing integral and not partible by state or jurisdictional lines; all courts must be presumed
to interest themselves alike in promoting and keeping unhampered its fair administration . . . . The courts of this state will see to it that their processes are not used to thus
embarrass the administration of justice in a sister state, and we shall expect the courts of
other states to rule in reciprocation. Thus, by a species of comity, a common end will be
served.”); CHARLES ALAN WRIGHT, ARTHUR R. MILLER & ADAM N. STEINMAN, 4A FEDERAL
PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE § 1078 (4th ed. 2015) (addressing the privilege as applied to service of process on non-residents, stating that “the objectives of the immunity doctrine and
notions of judicial cooperation dictate that state courts should grant immunity to persons
who have entered the jurisdiction for the purpose of attending federal proceedings and that
federal courts should quash service made on those who are in the jurisdiction to attend
pending state proceedings” (footnotes omitted)).
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conclusion
The common-law privilege from arrest provides a rule of law that could
break the federalism impasse caused by immigration courthouse arrests. This
Essay has attended to the substance and grounding of the rule,179 demonstrating that state and local courts have the power to regulate courthouse arrests
and in doing so, would be pursuing policy goals recognized by state and federal
courts. But numerous questions for future study remain.
First, what are the procedural mechanisms by which the privilege against
courthouse immigration arrests can be invoked? Perhaps the most obvious
mechanism suggested by the analysis here would be for a court to issue some
form of writ of protection. But might the privilege also be implemented by
state or local legislative enactments?180
Second, what remedies are available for violations of the privilege (or of a
writ of protection)? Certainly, the cases surveyed would suggest ICE agents
making arrests in violation of the privilege might be held in contempt.181 But

178.

A question beyond the scope of this Essay is whether federalism under the Constitution
would require federal actors to refrain from interfering with state and local sovereign governments by making arrests in violation of the common-law privilege.

179.

There are many nuances in American jurisprudence, not explored here, which are artifacts of
the doctrine’s migration into the question of interstate personal jurisdiction. I have attempted to canvass the core of the privilege from civil arrest, which came into American law largely unquestioned. See, e.g., Greer v. Young, 11 N.E. 167, 169-70 (Ill. 1887) (distinguishing between the question at hand, involving service of process, and the entrenched doctrine of
privilege from civil arrest); Jenkins v. Smith, 57 How. Pr. 171, 173 (N.Y. Supr. Ct. 1878) (noting “[i]t is also well settled that a resident witness is privileged from arrest, but not from the
service of a summons.”).

180.

There are some state statutes addressing privilege from arrest. E.g., IDAHO CODE § 9-1303
(2017) (establishing privilege from arrest for subpoenaed witness); OR. REV. STAT.
§ 44.090 (2017) (same); ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 12-2213 (2017) (“A witness shall be privileged from arrest, except for treason, felony and breach of the peace, during his attendance
at court, and in going to and returning therefrom, allowing one day for each twenty-ﬁve
miles from his place of abode.”). Such statutes raise additional questions—are they supplements to the common-law privilege or displacements of it? See, e.g., Davis v. Hackney, 85
S.E.2d 245, 247 (Va. 1955) (interpreting Uniform Act regarding out-of-state witnesses as enacted in aid of the common-law privilege). If the latter, can state or local legislatures displace
the common-law privilege without violating separation of powers principles? See, e.g., State
ex rel. Veskrna v. Steel, 894 N.W.2d 788, 801 (Neb. 2017) (“It is for the judiciary to say when
the Legislature has gone beyond its constitutional powers by enacting a law that invades the
province of the judiciary.”).
181. This is certainly suggested by the common-law cases surveyed herein. E.g., Larned, 12 F. at
594 (stating that the “oﬀender may be punishable for contempt if the arrest is made in the
actual or constructive presence of the court . . . . “); Ex parte Hall, 1 Tyl. at 281 (in case
where a writ of protection was violated, holding “the constable be in mercy for his contempt
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could a violation of the privilege also support discharge from custody,182 suppression of evidence or termination of immigration proceedings,183 or a damages lawsuit?184 Could declaratory or injunctive relief be available to prevent
further violations?
Third, what is the relation between the privilege and other constitutional
provisions guaranteeing individual rights185 or trial rights for civil or criminal
litigants,186 or prescribing the structures of government?187

of the Court”); Long’s Case, 2 Mod. 181 (committing oﬃcer to the Fleet prison for making
arrest in the yard of the court).
182.

E.g., Larned, 12 F. at 591 (noting an English common-law remedy whereby “writ of privilege” would result in prisoner’s discharge); id. (collecting cases where discharge was accomplished by motion or by plea in abatement); Thompson’s Case, 122 Mass. 428, 430 (1877)
(noting that “any one arrested in violation of privilege may, like any other person unlawfully
imprisoned or restrained of his liberty, be discharged by this court, or by any justice thereof,
in the exercise of the general power to issue writs of habeas corpus.” (citations omitted)); Ex
parte Hall, 1 Tyl. At 281 (granting habeas petition and ordering discharge of the prisoner).
183. See, e.g., Bramwell v. Owen, 276 F. 36 (D. Or. 1921) (quashing service made in violation of
the privilege and dismissing suit); Larned, 12 F. at 594 (allowing a plea in abatement of civil
suit initiated in violation of the privilege because such remedy “in our opinion is necessary
to the due administration of justice, that this immunity extends to all kinds of civil process,
and aﬀords an absolute protection” (citation omitted)).
184.

See, e.g., Mary E. O’Leary, 11 Immigrants Arrested in 2007 Raids in New Haven Win $350K Settlement with Feds, Won’t Be Deported, NEW HAVEN REG. (Feb. 14, 2012), http://www
.nhregister.com/news/article/11-immigrants-arrested-in-2007-raids-in-New-Haven
-11527436.php [http://perma.cc/VU9K-3422] (reporting the settlement of claims alleging,
inter alia, wrongful arrests by ICE agents).
185. See supra notes 153-155 and accompanying text (describing the use of common-law authorities to inform Fourth Amendment analysis); see also Michael J. Wishnie, Immigrants and the
Right to Petition, 78 N.Y.U. L. REV. 667 (2003) (arguing that law enforcement policies that
deter noncitizens from reporting crimes may be unconstitutional).
186. Trial rights implicated could include the right to a public trial; the right to testify, see Diamond v. Earle, 105 N.E. 363, 363 (Mass. 1914) (noting that a party’s right to testify on his
own behalf might be “hampered by the hazard that he may become entangled in other litigation”); the right to compulsory process, see Halsey v. Stewart, 4 N.J.L. 366, 367-68 (N.J.
1817) (noting that the privilege enables a litigant “to procure, without diﬃculty, the attendance of all such persons as are necessary to manifest his rights”); the right to be present at
critical stages of the case, see Parker v. Marco, 32 N.E. 989, 989 (N.Y. 1893) (“It is the right
of the party, as well as his privilege, to be present whenever evidence is to be taken in the action which may be used for the purpose of aﬀecting its ﬁnal determination.”); and the right
to present claims or defenses.
187. See New York v. United States, 505 U.S. 144, 155 (1992) (describing Tenth Amendment inquiry into “whether [the federal government] invades the province of state sovereignty reserved by the Tenth Amendment.”); U.S. CONST. art. IV, § 4 (directing the United States to
“guarantee to every State . . . a Republican Form of Government . . . .”).
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And ﬁnally, could the privilege be applied or extended to protect other government institutions by preventing arrests at probation oﬃces, administrative
courts, public legislative assemblies or oﬃces, or government oﬃces where
beneﬁts are sought or distributed?188
***
The search for a solution to the courthouse-immigration-arrests problem
requires blowing the dust oﬀ ancient treatises and delving into centuries-old
English cases. But there is a good reason the existence of the privilege from arrest now comes as breaking news. The privilege receded from the body of
modern law not because the doctrine fell by the way, but rather because the
practice of commencing civil litigation with an arrest did.189 The privilege from
arrest was ﬁrmly entrenched and undisputed in both English and American jurisprudence when the need for its application waned, and the courts moved on
to busy themselves with questions concerning extension of the doctrine to the
service of civil process. Arrests under circumstances in which the privilege
would apply all but disappeared.190
The need to resort to ancient authority stands not as evidence of weakness
in the doctrine, but rather as an attestation to how aberrational courthouse
immigration arrests are. The poor instincts of those who have directed these
arrests, and those who have defended them, desperate to harness local criminal
systems even at the risk of harming their integrity, stand rebuked by this rule
that has been “sustained by [an] almost unbroken current of authority.”191
Those who have expressed outrage at ICE’s courthouse arrests and decried the
harm they threaten to state and local courts, on the other hand, are fully vindicated by the privilege, its unquestioned status, and its policy justiﬁcations that
echo undiminished across the centuries.
Their outrage, it seems, would have been shared by judges in every age.
Christopher Lasch is an Associate Professor at the University of Denver Sturm College
of Law. His scholarship focuses on the intersection of criminal and immigration law.

188.

Other privileges from arrest, such as that for state legislators, see Thompson’s Case, 122
Mass. 428 (involving legislative privilege), or relating to elections, e.g. KY. CONST. § 149
(“Voters, in all cases except treason, felony, breach of surety of the peace, or violation of the
election laws, shall be privileged from arrest during their attendance at elections, and while
they are going to and returning therefrom.”), exist to protect government functions.

189.

See supra note 71.
190. Id.
191.
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APPENDIX H

Superior Court Policy on Immigration Enforcement in Courtrooms
The King County Superior Court judges affirm the principle that our courts must remain open and
accessible for all individuals and families to resolve disputes under the rule of law. It is the policy of the
King County Superior Court that warrants for the arrest of individuals based on their immigration status
shall not be executed within any of the King County Superior Court courtrooms unless directly ordered
by the presiding judicial officer and shall be discouraged in the King County Superior Court courthouses
unless the public’s safety is at immediate risk. Each judicial officer remains responsible for enforcing this
policy within his or her courtroom. This policy does not prohibit law enforcement from executing
warrants when public safety is at immediate risk.

APPENDIX I

PROTECT OUR COURTS ACT (A.11013/S.08925)
The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assembly,
do enact as follows:
Section 1. This act shall be known and may be cited as the "protect our courts
act".
§ 2. The civil rights law is amended by adding a new section 28 to read as
follows:
§ 28. Civil arrest; certain locations.
1. A person duly and in good faith attending a court proceeding in which
such person is a party or potential witness, or a family or household member is
a party or potential witness, is privileged from civil arrest while going to,
remaining at, and returning from, the place of such court proceeding, unless
such civil arrest is supported by a judicial warrant or judicial order
authorizing such civil arrest.
2. It is a contempt of the court and false imprisonment for any person
to willfully violate subdivision one of this section, or an order of the court
issued pursuant to section four-a of the judiciary law, by executing an arrest
prohibited by subdivision one of this section or section four-a of the judiciary
law, or willfully assisting or willfully facilitating an arrest prohibited by
subdivision one of this section or section four-a of the judiciary law;
provided, however, that nothing in this subdivision shall affect any right or
defense of any person, police officer, peace officer or public officer pursuant
to article thirty-five of the penal law.
3. Regardless of whether a proceeding for contempt of the court pursuant
to subdivision two of this section has been initiated:
(a) a person described in subdivision one of this section may
bring a civil action for appropriate equitable and declaratory
relief if such person has reasonable cause to believe a violation
of subdivision one of this section, as described in subdivision two
of this section, or a violation of section four-a of the judiciary
law, has occurred or may occur; and
(b) the attorney general may bring a civil action in the name
of the people of the state of New York to obtain appropriate
equitable and declaratory relief if the attorney general has
reasonable cause to believe that a violation of subdivision one of
this section, as described in subdivision two of this section, or
a violation of section four-a of the judiciary law, has occurred or
may occur.
4. In any successful action pursuant to subdivision three of this
section, a plaintiff or petitioner may recover costs and reasonable attorney's
fees.
5. Nothing in this section shall be construed to narrow, or in any way
lessen, any common law or other right or privilege of a person privileged from
arrest pursuant to this article or otherwise.
6. As used in this section:
(a) "civil arrest" shall mean an arrest that is not:
(i) for the sole or primary purpose of preparing the
person subject to such arrest for criminal prosecution, for
an alleged violation of the criminal law of:
(A) this state, or another state, for which a
sentence of a term of imprisonment is authorized by law;
or
(B) the United States, for which a sentence of a
term of imprisonment is authorized by law, and for which

federal law requires an initial appearance before a
federal judge, federal magistrate or other judicial
officer, pursuant to the federal rules of criminal
procedure that govern initial appearances; or
(ii) for contempt of the court in which the court
proceeding is taking place or will be taking place;
(b) "court proceeding" shall mean any appearance in a court
of this state before a judge or justice or judicial magistrate of this
state ordered or scheduled by such judge or justice or judicial
magistrate, or the filing of papers designed to initiate such an
appearance before a judge or justice or judicial magistrate of this
state;
(c) "family or household member" shall have the same meaning
as in subdivision two of section four hundred fifty-nine-a of the
social services law; and
(d) "judicial warrant or judicial order authorizing such civil
arrest" means an arrest warrant or other judicial order, issued by a
magistrate sitting in the judicial branch of a local or state government
or of the federal government, authorizing a civil arrest and issued by
the court in which proceedings following such arrest will be heard and
determined.
§ 3. The judiciary law is amended by adding a new section 4-a to read as follows:
§ 4-a. Certain powers of the courts regarding civil arrests. In order
to maintain access to the court and open judicial proceedings for all persons
in their individual capacity and to prevent interference with the needs of
judicial administration, a court has the power to issue appropriate judicial
orders to protect the privilege from civil arrest, in accordance with article
three of the civil rights law.
§ 4. Subdivision 2 of section 212 of the judiciary law is amended by adding a
new paragraph (w) to read as follows:
(w) (i) In order to maintain access to the court and open judicial
proceedings for all persons in their individual capacity and to prevent
interference with the needs of judicial administration, consistent with section
twenty-eight of the civil rights law and section four-a of this chapter, direct
that court personnel responsible for all courthouses and the places of all court
proceedings in the state shall not allow access to such courthouses and places
of court proceedings to non-local law enforcement personnel seeking to enter
such locations with respect to violation or violations of federal immigration
law unless presented with a valid judicial warrant or judicial order, and
designated counsel of the unified court system has individually reviewed and
confirmed in writing the authenticity of such judicial warrant or judicial
order. Non-local law enforcement personnel seeking to enter such a location
with respect to violation or violations of federal immigration law shall
identify themselves and such purpose, and present such judicial warrant or
judicial order to such responsible court personnel when seeking such access.
The chief administrator shall promulgate rules consistent with this subdivision
designed to implement the provisions of this paragraph.
(ii) Such rules shall also require that a copy of each judicial
warrant and judicial order reviewed by designated counsel of the unified court
system under this paragraph be sent to and maintained in a central repository
by the chief administrator, who shall on an annual basis compile statistics
disaggregated by county and prepare a report of such statistics, and also
identify in such report, for each such judicial warrant and judicial order, the
date such judicial warrant or judicial order was signed, the judge and court
which issued such judicial warrant or judicial order and the location of such

court as shown by such document, the date such judicial warrant or judicial
order was presented to counsel for the unified court system, a description of
the type of judicial warrant or judicial order and, to the extent known to court
personnel, whether or not an arrest occurred and the date and location of such
arrest. Such report, which shall not include the names of individuals involved,
shall be published on the website of the unified court system and copies of
such report shall be sent to the governor, the speaker of the assembly and the
temporary president of the senate.
(iii) For purposes of this paragraph, "non-local law enforcement
personnel" shall mean a person or persons employed or retained by a law
enforcement agency: (A) of a jurisdiction other than the state of New York or
a local government in the state of New York; or (B) of the state of New York or
a local government in the state of New York, where such law enforcement agency
or employee or agent thereof has entered into an agreement with a federal law
enforcement agency, including but not limited to pursuant to 8 U.S.C. 1373,
authorizing it or such
person to enforce or assist in the enforcement of
federal immigration law.
§ 5. Severability clause. If any clause, sentence, paragraph, subdivision,
section or part of this act shall be adjudged by any court of competent
jurisdiction to be invalid, such judgment shall not affect, impair, or
invalidate the remainder thereof, but shall be confined in its operation to the
clause, sentence, paragraph, subdivision, section or part thereof directly
involved in the controversy in which such judgment shall have been rendered. It
is hereby declared to be the intent of the legislature that this act would have
been enacted even if such invalid provisions had not been included herein.
§ 6. This act shall take effect immediately.
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RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING
FEDERAL IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT
IN NEW YORK STATE COURTHOUSES1
Since January 2017, the New York City Bar Association (“City Bar”) has voiced
concerns, along with many others, about the increasing number of Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (“ICE”) civil arrests being conducted in and around New York State courthouses.
If continued, this practice poses a threat to the New York State court system’s ability to ensure
access to justice and the state’s overall community-based public safety goals. Further, this
practice undermines values of due process and federalism enshrined in the U.S. Constitution as
well as the New York Constitution.
The City Bar acknowledges that the Office of Court Administration (“OCA”) has been
closely monitoring the dramatic rise in courthouse arrests, has instituted certain protocols in
response to ICE enforcement actions, and has continuously engaged in important dialogue with
ICE, client advocates and others about the situation. The City Bar further acknowledges that
ICE issued a new directive on January 10, 2018, specifically addressing and purporting to limit
courthouse arrests (“January 2018 Directive”).2 Despite these steps, ICE’s courthouse arrests
This statement reflects the input and endorsement of the following thirteen City Bar committees: Council on
Judicial Administration (Hon. Carolyn Demarest, Ret., Chair); Council on Children (Lauren A. Shapiro, Chair);
Children and the Law (Sara L. Hiltzik, Chair); Civil Court (Shanna Tallarico, Chair); Criminal Courts (Ahmed
Almudallal, Secretary); Criminal Justice Operations (Sarah J. Berger, Chair); Domestic Violence (Rebecca
Iwerks, Chair); Family Court and Family Law (Glenn Metsch-Ampel, Chair); Immigration and Nationality Law
(Victoria F. Neilson, Chair; Sussan Lee, Subcommittee Chair, with assistance of Victor Y. Cheng, CUNY School of
Law Graduate, May 2018); Juvenile Justice (Fredda Monn, Chair); Pro Bono and Legal Services (Alison
McKinnell King and Amy P. Barasch, Co-Chairs); State Courts of Superior Jurisdiction (Michael P. Regan,
Chair); and Women in the Courts (Barbara Graves-Poller, Chair). Committee membership includes prosecutors,
criminal defense attorneys, immigration attorneys, judges, law firm pro bono attorneys, and lawyers in private
practice, academia, non-profit organizations and public sector positions. The views expressed in this report should
not be attributed to any employer or organization with which individual committee members are affiliated. The
committees extend their gratitude to Anna McDermott of Debevoise & Plimpton LLP for her invaluable assistance
in reviewing and editing this report.
1

ICE Directive No. 11072.1 Civil Immigration Enforcement Actions Inside Courthouses, U.S. IMMIGRATION AND
CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT (Jan. 10, 2018),
https://www.ice.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Document/2018/ciEnforcementActionsCourthouses.pdf. (All
websites last visited June 22, 2018.) In sum, the directive provides that (1) civil enforcement actions inside
courthouses “include actions against specific, targeted aliens with criminal convictions, gang members, national
security or public safety threats, aliens who have been ordered removed from the United States but have failed to
depart, and aliens who have re-entered the country illegally after being removed”; (2) “family members or friends
accompanying the target alien to court appearances or serving as a witness in a proceeding, will not be subject to
2

THE ASSOCIATION OF THE BAR OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
42 West 44th Street, New York, NY 10036
212.382.6600 | www.nycbar.org

continue to adversely impact the administration of justice and leave many individuals fearful of
going to court. It is undeniable that as this situation intensifies, two things likely will happen: (1)
immigrant litigants or witnesses will stop coming to court altogether, which would have the
effect of creating a class of state residents who are denied access to the justice system; and (2)
the exercise of federal interest in civil immigration enforcement will erode the effectiveness of
the state’s justice and court system, hampering prosecutions and wasting court resources.
Neither outcome is in the interest of public safety, the justice system, or the legal community.
Given the escalation of civil arrests in and around courthouses and the essential rights at
issue, the City Bar respectfully recommends that the Chief Judge exercise her authority under the
New York State Constitution and Judiciary Law to issue five administrative rules that would
better protect access to justice and the due process rights of all New Yorkers: (1) require judicial,
not administrative, warrants for civil arrests, including immigration arrests, conducted in and
around New York State courthouses; (2) require the presiding judicial officer to notify the targets
of civil immigration enforcement actions of the presence of ICE agents who intend to detain
them; (3) limit the cooperation and assistance of court personnel in civil immigration
enforcement actions to those actions required by law; (4) reduce the frequency with which
parties need to appear in court; and (5) make available for public review the information
obtained and recorded by court personnel with respect to ICE enforcement activities in
courthouses.3 Moreover, we recommend that OCA convene a working group of stakeholders4 –
including defense lawyers, immigration lawyers, prosecutors, court representatives and others –
tasked with considering the competing interests and developing a set of recommendations that
monitors developments and builds upon OCA’s April 26, 2017 protocols5 to keep New York
State courthouses from becoming the preferred venues for ICE arrests.

civil immigration enforcement action, absent special circumstances, such as where the individual poses a threat to
public safety or interferes with ICE’s enforcement actions.” (footnote omitted); (3) ICE should “generally avoid
enforcement actions in courthouses, or areas within courthouses that are dedicated to non-criminal (e.g., family
court, small claims court) proceedings . . . . [unless] operationally necessary” and with approval of a higher-level
director or agent; (4) civil immigration enforcement actions should “to the extent practicable, continue to take place
in non-public areas of the courthouse, be conducted in collaboration with court security staff, and utilize the court
building’s non-public entrances and exits.”
3

Our recommendations are discussed more fully beginning at page 19, infra.

Such a working group could build upon or mirror existing advisory groups or access to justice initiatives, such as
the Family Court advisory council on immigration issues. Members Named to New Advisory Council on
Immigration Issues in Family Court, NEW YORK STATE UNIFIED COURT SYSTEM (Oct. 5, 2015),
http://nylawyer.nylj.com/adgifs/decisions15/100615members.pdf.
4

Office of the Chief Administrative Judge, Policy and Protocol Governing Activities in Courthouses by Law
Enforcement Agencies, NEW YORK STATE UNIFIED COURT SYSTEM (April 26, 2017),
http://www.nycourts.gov/whatsnew/pdf/2017_law_enforcement_activities.pdf (“OCA April 2017 Protocol”). On or
about May 7, 2018, additional instructions were issued to judges and non-judicial supervisors from the
administrative judge for the New York City Criminal Court (“OCA May 2018 Instructions”). These protocols are
discussed in greater detail below. See infra pp. 13-14.
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I.

An Alarming Trend: Targeting of Courthouses and Scheduled Court
Appearances for Civil Immigration Arrests

From the first week of his presidency, Donald Trump has issued a steady stream of
executive orders6 (“EOs”) in an unstinting and public effort to bring on a promised surge in
immigration enforcement, and these EOs have set the tone for ICE’s mandate for the foreseeable
future.
In pertinent part, these EOs dispense with the enforcement priorities of prior
administrations and make the removal of any deportable noncitizen an indiscriminate priority for
ICE enforcement, regardless of whether the individual was ever convicted of a crime (thus, any
arrest or any violation of any immigration law may now trigger deportation); significantly
increase the number of deportation officers; and threaten to withhold federal funds from socalled “sanctuary cities” – several of which have filed cases against the Administration raising
Tenth Amendment, spending clause, Administrative Procedure Act, separation of powers, and
due process issues.
The increased enforcement efforts have borne fruit. According to Department of
Homeland Security statistics, from January 20, 2017 through the end of the fiscal year, ICE made
110,568 arrests compared to 77,806 in FY2016 - an increase of 40%.7 Further, the number of
immigrants arrested by ICE who had no criminal convictions increased by 146%. 8 These
numbers demonstrate that dramatically increased enforcement actions have resulted in the
deportation of peaceful community members and cannot be explained or justified as an
escalation meant to keep the nation safer.9
Presidential Actions, WHITEHOUSE.GOV, https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidentialactions/?issue_filter=immigration.
6

Have Deportations Increased Under Donald Trump? Here’s What the Data Shows, POLITIFACT (Dec. 19, 2017,
9:00 a.m.) http://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/article/2017/dec/19/have-deportations-increased-under-donaldtrump-her/.
7

OFFICE OF CIVIL JUSTICE, NEW YORK CITY HUMAN RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION, NYC Office of Civil Justice
2017 Annual Report and Strategic Plan, p. 56 (2017),
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/hra/downloads/pdf/services/civiljustice/OCJ_Annual_Report_2017.pdf.
8

Nick Miroff and Maria Sacchetti, Trump Takes ‘Shackles’ Off ICE, Which is Slapping Them on Immigrants Who
Thought They Were Safe, THE WASHINGTON POST (Feb. 11, 2018),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/trump-takes-shackles-off-ice-which-is-slapping-them-onimmigrants-who-thought-they-were-safe/2018/02/11/4bd5c164-083a-11e8-b48cb07fea957bd5_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.aba614648a01 (reporting that the number of immigrants with
no prior criminal convictions has more than doubled in the government’s 2017 fiscal year); Noah Maskar, ICE
Arrests NYC Immigrant, 27, at Bronx Courthouse, NEW YORK CITY PATCH (Updated Feb. 9, 2018, 10:32 a.m.),
https://patch.com/new-york/new-york-city/ice-arrests-nyc-immigrant-27-bronx-courthouse (reporting the arrest of a
27-year old man with no prior criminal record, who has lived in the U.S. since age 3 and has a pending application
for a green card through his U.S. citizen wife); Nicole Brown and Lauren Cook, ICE Detains Immigrant at Queens
Courthouse, Attorneys Say, AM NEW YORK (Apr. 10, 2018), https://www.amny.com/news/ice-court-arrest-nyc1.17942936 (reporting the arrest of a father of three children who has a pending green card application through his
U.S. citizen wife; he was detained by ICE just minutes after his case was dismissed in Queens criminal court);
Christopher Peak, ICE Blasted for Making Courthouse Arrests, THE CONNECTICUT MIRROR (Mar. 4, 2018),
https://ctmirror.org/2018/03/04/ice-blasted-making-courthouse-arrests/ (reporting the arrest of a 24 year old man
9
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Emblematic of the unprecedented increase in immigration enforcement has been the
alarming rise in ICE civil arrests in and around New York’s state and local courthouses. In
2017, New York City’s area courts saw a 1200% increase in the number of immigrants targeted
by ICE.10 Moreover, according to the Immigrant Defense Project (“IDP”), which has been
tracking ICE enforcement activity in and around New York State courthouses, at least one in five
of the immigrants who were targeted in New York City courts in 2017 had no prior criminal
record.11
Although ICE has primarily, and most recently, been targeting defendants in criminal
court, over the course of 2017, ICE conducted enforcement in a broad range of non-criminal and
special interest courts, including in family court,12 human trafficking court,13 and in a domestic
violence matter.14 The increase in ICE courthouse arrests across New York State in 2017 was
well documented and well covered in the news media.15
The trend shows no signs of abating since the January 2018 Directive issued by ICE.
Indeed, the plain language of the January 2018 Directive justifies continued enforcement in state
courthouses and offers concrete ways ICE agents can take advantage of courthouse resources to
make civil arrests. The January 2018 Directive vaguely states that ICE agents “should generally
avoid enforcement actions in courthouses,” but also goes on to argue that “courthouse arrests are
often necess[ary]” because jurisdictions like many in New York have sanctuary city policies in
place.16 The January 2018 Directive goes on to explicitly outline how ICE agents can benefit
from state and local resources available in courthouses—“[c]ivil immigration enforcement
actions inside courthouses should . . . continue to take place in non-public areas of the
outside New Haven Superior Court where he was answering a traffic violation charge); Betsy Woodruff, Legal
Immigrants Fear Getting Arrested in Court by ICE, THE DAILY BEAST (Mar. 30, 2017, 1:00 a.m.),
https://www.thedailybeast.com/legal-immigrants-fear-getting-arrested-in-court-by-ice (reporting that not just
undocumented individuals, but lawful permanent residents are being arrested).
10
IMMIGRANT DEFENSE PROJECT, IDP Unveils New Statistics & Trends Detailing Statewide ICE Courthouse Arrests
in 2018 (Dec. 31, 2017), https://www.immigrantdefenseproject.org/wp-content/uploads/ICE-Courthouse-ArrestsStats-Trends-2017-Press-Release-FINAL.pdf.
11

Id.

See Andrew Denney, NY Courts Track ICE Encounters with Litigants, NEW YORK LAW JOURNAL (Mar. 27, 2017,
6:04 p.m.), https://www.law.com/newyorklawjournal/almID/1202782175943/?slreturn=20171002130714.
12

See Beth Fertig, When ICE Shows Up in Human Trafficking Court, WNYC NEWS (June 22, 2017),
http://www.wnyc.org/story/when-ice-shows-court/.
13

See Jonathan Blitzer, The Woman Arrested by ICE in a Courthouse Speaks Out, THE NEW YORKER (Feb. 23,
2017), http://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/the-woman-arrested-by-ice-in-a-courthouse-speaks-out.

14

This past summer, former New York State Attorney General Eric Schneiderman and Brooklyn District Attorney
Eric Gonzalez cited a report stating that 53 immigration arrests had been made in courthouses across the state, and
another 10 arrests were attempted. Compare these numbers to 11 arrests for all of 2016 and 14 in 2015. See Azi
Paybarah, Law Enforcement, Court Officials Differ on Impact of ICE Courthouse Arrests, POLITICO (Aug. 3, 2017,
5:39 p.m.), https://www.politico.com/states/new-york/city-hall/story/2017/08/03/law-enforcement-court-officialsdiffer-on-impact-of-ice-courthouse-arrests-113781.
15

16

January 2018 Directive, supra note 2.
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courthouse, be conducted in collaboration with court security staff, and utilize the court
building’s non-public entrances and exits.”17 As for arrests in non-criminal courthouses, the
January 2018 Directive now requires approval from an ICE supervisor beforehand.18
It is our understanding that since January 2018, ICE has confined its arrests to New
York’s criminal courts; however, the January 2018 Directive clearly contemplates arrests in
other courts, and in many upstate courthouses, criminal and non-criminal parts occupy the same
building. Moreover, the concerns we raise in this report apply to all state courthouses, including
criminal courts. No individual should be afraid to attend a criminal courthouse, whether to
defend against a charge, support a family member or act as a witness. And, focusing on the
period between January and April 2018, the numbers demonstrate that the January 2018
Directive does not include as one of its goals a decrease in courthouse arrests overall. Since the
beginning of 2018, there have been 48 reported immigration enforcement activities at New York
State courthouses.19 During 2017, according to IDP, there were 144 reports of ICE enforcement
activity in New York State courthouses. Despite the January 2018 Directive, as of April 2018,
the courthouse enforcement numbers have already reached a third of 2017’s annual total,
showing no signs of abatement.20
Further, the worrying pattern of ICE targeting and arresting individuals with no prior
criminal records—has continued. For example, public defenders protested outside of Bronx
Criminal Court on February 8, 2018 after ICE agents arrested a young man, who has no prior
convictions, has been in the U.S. since he was 3 years old and is married to a U.S. citizen.21 He
was at court to resolve a misdemeanor charge when ICE agents arrested him outside the
courthouse.22 During the week of April 10, 2018, ICE agents conducted three civil arrests at
New York City criminal courts.23 In the most egregious of the three arrests, ICE agents wrongly
arrested a young man - who has a U.S. citizen wife, three young children and no criminal record
- outside Bronx criminal court moments after his criminal case was dismissed, almost costing
him his job.24 ICE released the young man after officials found that the civil detainer was

17

Id. at p. 2 (emphasis added).

18

Id.

IDP Courthouse Arrests 2018 (Apr. 13, 2018). (Information on file with the Immigration and Nationality Law
Committee.)
19

News reports suggest that OCA data regarding ICE enforcement activity in courthouses may vary from these
numbers. IDP largely depends on attorney reporting for its numbers. To the extent OCA is collecting information
regarding ICE courthouse activity pursuant to court protocol, we respectfully request that such information be
shared with the public using a method that protects individual privacy but that provides transparency and important
factual information.
20

Colby Hamilton, Public Defenders Protest New ICE Arrest at Bronx Criminal Court, NEW YORK LAW JOURNAL
(Feb. 8, 2018, 4:54 p.m.), https://www.law.com/newyorklawjournal/sites/newyorklawjournal/2018/02/08/publicdefenders-protest-new-ice-arrest-at-bronx-criminal-court/.
21

22

See id.

Nicole Brown and Lauren Cook, ICE Detains Immigrant at Queens Courthouse, Attorneys Say, AM NEW YORK
(Apr. 10, 2018, 3:13 p.m.), https://www.amny.com/news/ice-court-arrest-nyc-1.17942936.
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wrongly issued since the young man has a work authorization document while his permanent
residency application is pending.25 Further demonstrating the vague and discretionary qualities
of the January 2018 Directive, just a few weeks after its issuance, ICE arrested and detained a
previous DACA recipient, who still qualifies for the status, after he appeared in traffic court in
Illinois. Only after public outcry and negative press did ICE release this young man who was
simply trying to address his traffic ticket.26
Unsurprisingly, lawyers continue to report that their non-citizen clients are fearful of
going to court and many are opting to stay away altogether.27 Lawyers further report that, if their
non-citizen clients are arrested in the courthouse by ICE, it is becoming more common for the
arrestees to be transferred to a detention facility out-of-state where they are not able to access
counsel. Detention can last for months.
ICE courthouse arrests raise significant constitutional, common law, and public safety
concerns. Access to state courts is intimately tied to individual rights as well as the
independence of states to pursue their public safety and justice objectives by ensuring that
individuals trust institutions enough to come forward to report crimes, act as witnesses, protect
themselves from threatening or criminal behavior, and exercise their due process rights to defend
any charges against them. The constitutional and common law rights of all individuals,
regardless of immigration status, to have equal access to courts and to be afforded due process of
law, are threatened when litigants are given the false choice of exercising their rights or possibly
being deported from the country. Further, federalism issues arise when federal civil enforcement
activity impedes the state’s right and obligation to ensure public safety and to effectively
administer its court system.
II.

Access to Courts and Due Process Concerns Raised by ICE Courthouse Arrests

Access to courts is a foundational aspect of liberty and due process enshrined in the
Constitution. The First Amendment protects the right “to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances” and guarantees anyone, regardless of their immigration status, the right to
complain to, or seek the assistance of, the government without fear of punishment or reprisal.
The Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments guarantee due process of law—the right to sue and
defend oneself in courts, including a meaningful opportunity to be heard. Due process is
Edgar Sandoval and Rocco Parascandola, ICE Agents Arrest Man Outside Bronx Courthouse, Setting Off Protest,
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS (Apr. 10, 2018, 6:22 p.m.), http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/bronx/lawyers-protestbronx-court-ice-arrests-immigrant-article-1.3924058.
24

25

See id.

Robert McCoppin & Brian L. Cox, ICE Detains Man at Traffic Court After DACA Status Expires, Then Frees
Him After Outcry, CHICAGO TRIBUNE (Feb. 2, 2018, 6:56 a.m.),
http://www.chicagotribune.com/suburbs/skokie/news/ct-met-dreamer-daca-skokie-courthouse-arrest-20180131story.html.
26

See IMMIGRANT DEFENSE PROJECT, Protect Our Courts Act (NYS Assembly Bill 11013) Stories (May 31, 2018),
https://www.immigrantdefenseproject.org/wp-content/uploads/Protect-Our-Courts-FAQ-061118.pdf (detailing
reports from domestic violence victim advocates to housing attorneys of immigrant clients who are fearful of going
to court or even bringing a case to court due to ICE enforcement tactics).
27
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nowhere more important than in criminal court where a defendant must be given the chance to
appear in court and confront the witnesses against her.
Equal access to courts requires removing barriers that selectively prevent discrete classes
of persons from meaningfully accessing the courts.28 ICE’s courthouse arrests have had a
chilling effect that threatens to create an impermissible underclass of potential litigants who are
blocked from the courts and denied opportunities to exercise their Constitutional rights.29
The Supreme Court has described “the essence of the access claim” as “official action
[that] is presently denying an opportunity to litigate for a class of potential [litigants].”30 ICE’s
heightened courthouse activity has had a well-documented chilling effect, denying immigrants
the opportunity to litigate their legal rights and claims—whether it be a defendant’s right to
defend herself against accusations or a victim’s claim for a restraining order. In June of 2017,
the Immigrant Defense Project surveyed31 advocates and attorneys across New York State and
found that 74% have worked with immigrants who have expressed fear of the courts because of
ICE, 45% have clients who have either failed to file a petition or have withdrawn a petition
because of fears of encountering ICE in the courts, 48% said their clients have expressed fear of
calling the police, and 29% have clients who have failed to appear in court because of their fear
of ICE. The survey also found that 67% of advocates working with survivors of violence had
clients who decided not to seek help from the courts because of their fear of ICE, 32 and that 37%
have worked with immigrants who did not seek orders of protection because they feared
encountering ICE in court. And 56% of advocates working with tenants in housing court
reported that their clients expressed fear about appearing in housing court because of ICE.33
These numbers demonstrate that a class of litigants, namely non-citizens who may be targeted
for immigration enforcement, are being denied equal opportunity to access the court system.
See e.g., Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817, 828 (1977) (requiring prison authorities to provide prisoners with
adequate law libraries and to assist them in preparing court papers); Boddie v. Conn., 401 U.S. 371, 377 (1971)
(court filing fee could not prevent indigent couple from filing for divorce).
28

See Plyler v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202, 218-219 (1982) (“This situation raises the specter of a permanent caste of
undocumented resident aliens, encouraged by some to remain here as a source of cheap labor, but nevertheless
denied the benefits that our society makes available to citizens and lawful residents. The existence of such an
underclass presents most difficult problems for a Nation that prides itself on adherence to principles of equality
under law.”).
29

30

Christopher v. Harbury, 536 U.S. 403, 413 (2002).

See IMMIGRANT DEFENSE PROJECT, ICE in New York State Courts Survey, https://www.immdefense.org/icecourts-survey/.
31

See, e.g., Protect Our Courts Act (A.11013) Stories, supra note 27 (the former managing attorney of My Sister’s
Place, a Rockland County legal services organization, recounts the story of a client who did not report a horrific
incident of domestic violence to the police in which she suffered neurological damage and permanent vision loss
because she was too afraid any law enforcement or court involvement would lead to ICE arrest.).
32

See, e.g., Protect Our Courts Act (A11013) Stories, supra note 27 (an attorney at Brooklyn Legal Services Corp.
A, a housing legal services organization, could not continue with the succession rights case of a long-time member
of a tenant organization in Brooklyn because her undocumented husband, who was a key witness in the case, was
scared to go to court in case of ICE arrest.). Although there has been a significant increase in the number of ICE
arrests in courthouses across the state since January 2017, OCA spokesperson Lucian Chalfen has stated that ICE
activities have not had a noticeable impact on court appearances. See Paybarah, supra note 15.
33
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a. A Solution: Enforce the Privilege against Civil Arrests
One responsive action that we respectfully submit OCA should consider is to enforce
within the state courts the common-law privilege against civil arrests. The common-law
privilege against civil arrests while attending judicial proceedings is long standing. 34 In
existence since the 15th century,35 the privilege was deeply entrenched in the common-law
tradition by the mid-18th century36 as a right extended not only to parties and witnesses but
liberally to all people “necessarily attending” the courts on business, which “includes their
necessary coming and returning.”37 The rule against civil arrests in connection with court
proceedings was adopted and has remained a fundamental one within American jurisprudence.38
Northern Light Tech., Inc. v. Northern Lights Club, 236 F.3d 57, 62 (1st Cir. 2001) (discussing the “historical
pedigree” of the privilege). See also Christopher N. Lasch, A Common-Law Privilege to Protect State and Local
Courts During the Crimmigration Crisis, 127 YALE L.J. F. 410, 423 (2017). This section of the report draws heavily
from Professor Lasch’s article.
34

17 Charles Viner, A General Abridgment of Law and Equity 510 (1743) (citing a Year Book of Henry IV for this
proposition: “If a Man sued in Bank[ruptcy], and he goes to another Place by Leave of the Court to inquire for
Evidences concerning this Matter which he has there, he shall have the Privilege if he be arrested there.”). Source
can be viewed here:
https://books.google.com/books?id=2WBGAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA510&lpg=PA510&dq=Court+to+inquire+for+Evi
dences+concerning+this+Matter+which+he+has+there,+he+shall+have+the+Privilege+if+he+be+arrested+there&so
urce=bl&ots=VxwHCuORSZ&sig=3T1axngDOS7GimENbhdRz2OBP9g&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiL5oCYtP
fbAhXG5oMKHfFJBnAQ6AEIQTAC#v=onepage&q=Court%20to%20inquire%20for%20Evidences%20concernin
g%20this%20Matter%20which%20he%20has%20there%2C%20he%20shall%20have%20the%20Privilege%20if%
20he%20be%20arrested%20there&f=false.
35

Meekins v. Smith, (1791) 126 Eng. Rep. 363 (stating “general rule” that “all persons who had relation to a suit
which called for their attendance, whether they were compelled to attend by process or not, (in which number bail
were included,) were entitled to privilege from arrest eundo et redeundo, provided they came bona fide.”); 3 William
Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England, 289 (1st ed. 1768). “Eundo et redeundo” means “going and
returning.” BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014).
36

3 William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England, 289 (1st ed. 1769) (quoting “Suitors, witnesses,
and other persons, necessarily attending any courts of record upon business, are not to be arrested during their actual
attendance, which includes their necessary coming and returning . . . .”); 6 Matthew Bacon, A New Abridgement of
the Law 530 (7th ed. 1832) (citing a Year Book of Charles II for the rule that “not only serjeants [sic] at law, but all
other persons whatsoever, are freed from arrest so long as they are in view of any of the courts at Westminster, or if
near the courts, though out of the view, least any disturbances may be occasioned to the courts or any violence
used”). See also Stewart v. Ramsay, 242 U.S. 128, 128 (1916) (defendant served with civil process “while he was
returning from the courtroom after testifying,” entitled to privilege),
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=478137838398617659&hl=en&as_sdt=6&as_vis=1&oi=scholarr.
37

Sources can be viewed here:
https://books.google.com/books?id=AOvkAAAAMAAJ&pg=PA159&lpg=PA159&dq=%22Suitors,+witnesses,+an
d+other+persons,+necessarily+attending+any+courts+of+record+upon+business,+are+not+to+be+arrested+during+t
heir+actual+attendance,+which+includes+their+necessary+coming+and+returning%22&source=bl&ots=cIrc5QmBt
T&sig=Z5yVuDnO65r8j8Guu49291MLlk&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjZneSKwv7bAhUB2IMKHT_BBncQ6AEIJzAA#v=onep
age&q=%22Suitors%2C%20witnesses%2C%20and%20other%20persons%2C%20necessarily%20attending%20any
%20courts%20of%20record%20upon%20business%2C%20are%20not%20to%20be%20arrested%20during%20thei
r%20actual%20attendance%2C%20which%20includes%20their%20necessary%20coming%20and%20returning%2
2&f=false; and here:
https://books.google.com/books?id=LDGAzGdSs_EC&pg=PA617&lpg=PA617&dq=but+all+other+persons+whats
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In 1913, the U.S. Supreme Court recognized the deep roots and historical pedigree of the
privilege in the state courts that had existed for close to a century prior, based on the reasoning
that: “Courts of justice ought everywhere to be open, accessible, free from interruption, and to
cast a perfect protection around every man who necessarily approaches them.”39 In 1932, the
Supreme Court, in its determination of whether congressmen could be served while in a hearing,
affirmed the existence of the common-law privilege rule “that witnesses, suitors, and their
attorneys, while in attendance in connection with the conduct of one suit, are immune from
service of process in another . . . .”40 The Supreme Court has affirmed the abatement of suits
based where defendant was served while attending as a witness in court in another state.41
This common-law privilege has also been established under New York State law since
the 1876 Court of Appeals case, Person v. Grier.42 The Court of Appeals summarized the
common-law privilege as “the policy of the law to protect suitors and witnesses from arrests
upon civil process while coming to and attending the court and while returning home.” 43 The
Court of Appeals stressed that this “immunity from the service of process for the commencement
of civil actions against them is absolute” precisely because “immunity is one of the necessities of
the administration of justice, and courts would often be embarrassed if suitors or witnesses, while
attending court, could be molested with process. Witnesses might be deterred, and parties
prevented from attending, and delays might ensue or injustice be done.”44

oever,+are+freed+from+arrest+so+long+as+they+are+in+view+of+any+of+the+courts+at+Westminster,+or+if+nea
r+the+courts,+though+out+of+the+view,+least+any+disturbances+may+be+occasioned+to+the+courts+or+any+vio
lence+used&source=bl&ots=dBj9p3uf1j&sig=Dx5Fttzpi4JA_CBfs1AIlL2EvFg&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjKs
Zetwv7bAhWG44MKHarNBkIQ6AEIKTAA#v=onepage&q=but%20all%20other%20persons%20whatsoever%2C
%20are%20freed%20from%20arrest%20so%20long%20as%20they%20are%20in%20view%20of%20any%20of%2
0the%20courts%20at%20Westminster%2C%20or%20if%20near%20the%20courts%2C%20though%20out%20of%
20the%20view%2C%20least%20any%20disturbances%20may%20be%20occasioned%20to%20the%20courts%20o
r%20any%20violence%20used&f=false.
38

1 Simon Greenleaf, A Treatise on the Law of Evidence, §§ 316-317 (12th ed. 1858).

39

Stewart v. Ramsay, 242 U.S. at 129 (quoting the leading state case Halsey v. Stewart, 4 N.J.L. 366, 367 (1817)).

Lamb v. Schmitt, 285 U.S. 222, 225 (1932) (recognizing the privilege against service of process but finding it
applicable where the two suits were interrelated).
40

41

Stewart v. Ramsay, 242 U.S. at 129-30. See also Williamson v. United States, 207 U.S. 425, 443 (1908).

42

Person v. Grier, 66 N.Y. 124, 125 (1876).

Id. at 125. “Eundo et redeundo” means “going and returning.” BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014). In
Person, while the facts involved a non-New York resident, in the present twenty-first century, a court has found the
privilege rule applies to New York residents as well because the English Common Law made no distinction and no
“clear controlling precedent” exists to show otherwise. See North Fork Bank v. Grover, 3 Misc3d 341, 773
N.Y.S.2d 231 (Dist. Ct. Suffolk Co. 2004) (ruling in favor of a Defendant, a New York resident, by dismissing a
second identical summons complaint that was served against the Defendant while attending a traverse hearing). See
also, Baumgartner v. Baumgartner (In re Diserio), 273 A.D. 411, 412-413 (N.Y. App. Div. 1948) (acknowledged a
limited courthouse sanctuary rule for New York residents if such service would “constitute a disturbance directly
tending to interrupt the proceedings of the Court or to impair the respect due its authority.” (citation omitted)).
43
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Person v. Grier, 66 N.Y. at 125.
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In Chase Nat’l Bank of N.Y.C. v. Turner, the Court of Appeals expanded the notion of the
privilege, stating that “[t]he tendency has been not to restrict but to enlarge the right of privilege
so as to afford full protection to parties and witnesses from all forms of civil process during their
attendance at court and for a reasonable time in going and returning . . . . [to even the moments
of] a suitor returning from an appointment with his solicitor for the purpose of inspecting a paper
in his adversary’s possession in preparation for an examination before a master and while
attending at the registrar’s office with his solicitor, to settle the terms of a decree and while
attending from another state to hear an argument in his own case in the Court of Appeals.”45
What the Court of Appeals cautioned against over a century ago as an embarrassment for
the courts46 is being played out today as ICE continues its policy of arresting immigrants in New
York courthouses. Courts have historically been more aggressive in asserting the privilege to
grant individuals immunity from civil arrests as opposed to mere civil service of process.47
Immigration arrests are civil in nature and fall within the privilege’s core concern with civil
arrests.48 ICE courthouse arrests are warrantless seizures49 of individuals – either the ICE agent
has no warrant or, possibly, he or she may be in possession of an administrative warrant signed
by an ICE official, not a judge. Moreover, it is generally not a crime for an undocumented person
to be present in the United States.50 Thus the administrative removal process is a civil, not a
45

Chase Nat’l Bank of N.Y.C. v. Turner, 269 N.Y. 397, 400 (1936) (citations omitted).

Person v. Grier, 66 N.Y. at 126 (“This immunity is one of the necessities of the administration of justice, and
courts would often be embarrassed if suitors or witnesses, while attending court, could be molested with process.”).
46

Netograph Mfg. Co. v. Scrugham, 197 N.Y. 377, 382 (1910) (denying, in this case, the privilege of a criminal
defendant to be exempt from civil process but leaving open the possibility of the privilege against civil arrest).
47

Christopher N. Lasch, A Common-Law Privilege to Protect State and Local Courts During the Crimmigration
Crisis, 127 YALE L.J. F. 410, 414 (2017). The distinction between civil and criminal arrests is important in this
context. Criminal arrests conducted by criminal law enforcement personnel such as the New York Police
Department are backed up by a statewide criminal justice system, a robust body of case law, and constitutional
protections afforded to a criminal defendant, including the use of judicial warrants carried out by trained law
enforcement personnel, pre-trial procedures and a right to counsel. Even where a criminal law enforcement agent
determines there is a need to effectuate an arrest without a warrant, the full panoply of constitutional rights afforded
the arrestee is triggered. Civil arrests carry no such guarantees, which can have dire consequences. See Paige St.
John and Joel Rubin, ICE held an American Man in Custody for 1,273 Days. He’s Not the Only One Who Had to
Prove His Citizenship, LOS ANGELES TIMES (Apr. 27, 2018, 5:00 a.m.), http://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-mecitizens-ice-20180427-htmlstory.html (examining the false arrest and detention consequences of a “digitally driven
search for the deportable,” including that since 2012, ICE has released from its custody more than 1,480 people after
investigating detainees’ citizenship claims and noting that such claims have a 50% greater success rate if the
detainee has counsel).
48

See 8 U.S.C. 1357(a), (a)(2) (“Any officer or employee of the Service authorized under regulations prescribed by
the Attorney General shall have power without warrant . . . to arrest any alien who in his presence or view is
entering or attempting to enter the United States in violation of any law or regulation made in pursuance of law
regulating the admission, exclusion, expulsion, or removal of aliens, or to arrest any alien in the United States, if he
has reason to believe that the alien so arrested is in the United States in violation of any such law or regulation and is
likely to escape before a warrant can be obtained for his arrest, but the alien arrested shall be taken without
unnecessary delay for examination before an officer of the Service having authority to examine aliens as to their
right to enter or remain in the United States[.]”).
49

Arizona v. United States, 567 U.S. 387, 407 (2012) (“[I]t is not a crime for a removable alien to remain present in
the United States.” (citation omitted)).
50
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criminal matter, “even where the alleged basis for removal is the commission of a criminal
offense.”51
Pursuant to the OCA May 2018 Instructions given to judicial and non-judicial personnel
in Criminal Court, court officers are now directed to inquire whether the ICE officials present at
courthouses have a warrant and, if so, whether the warrant was issued by a judge. In addition,
court officers are required to record this information. These additional instructions do not
require a judicial warrant from ICE officials to execute civil arrests. Instead, we respectfully
submit that OCA adopt a new policy that recognizes that civil immigration arrests conducted
under these circumstances are prohibited by common-law, and that a judicial warrant is
required.52
The court system is empowered to decide what takes place inside the courthouses, as
stated by the Court of Appeals: “This immunity [from arrest and service while attending court]
does not depend upon the statutory provisions, but is deemed necessary for the due
administration of justice…and is abundantly sustained by authority.”53 The burden to
administrate justice is on the courts as much as the public, who is burdened when this privilege is
at risk. Without the privilege, court proceedings “would be often embarrassed, and sometimes
interrupted, if the suitor might be vexed with process while attending upon the court for the
protection of his rights, or the witness while attending to testify.”54
For immigrants who overcome the fear of ICE arrests and continue to enter New York
courts, proceedings have been interrupted by ICE arrests. Based on the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU’s) reporting, “[f]ifty-four percent of judges [polled reported] court cases were
interrupted due to an immigrant crime survivor’s fear of coming to court, representing a
significant disruption in the justice system compared with 43 percent of judges reporting this
effect in 2016.”55 Also, judges have been embarrassed and upset by ICE disruptions to court

51

Lunn v. Commonwealth, 477 Mass. 517, 522 (2017).

This approach would follow the approach taken in the Protect Our Courts Act, A.11013 (Solages)/S.8925
(Alcantara), first introduced in the New York State Assembly on May 30, 2018. This bill would make it unlawful
for any law enforcement officer to arrest a person, including a party, witness or family member, for a civil violation
- such as civil immigration violations - while that person is going to, attending, or leaving court unless a judicial
warrant or court order is presented to court staff. The bill has garnered vocal support from law enforcement
officials, public defense providers, domestic violence victim advocates, civil rights organizations, labor unions, and
many others. The Public Advocate and the Brooklyn DA, for example, have already publicly endorsed the bill
citing the values of “[s]afe and universal access to the court of law,” “public safety,” and “community trust in law
enforcement” as reasons. See New York Assembly Introduces Groundbreaking New Bill to Protect Immigrants from
Unlawful ICE Arrests at Courthouses, IMMIGRANT DEFENSE PROJECT (June 1, 2018),
https://www.immigrantdefenseproject.org/wp-content/uploads/Protect-Our-Courts-Act-press-release-6.5.2018FINAL.pdf. Although this report takes no position on the legislation, the City Bar does not believe such legislation
is necessary in order for OCA to adopt the recommendations made herein.
52
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Matthews v. Tufts, 87 N.Y. 568 (1882).

54

Stewart v. Ramsay, 242 U.S. at 130.

Freezing Out Justice – How Immigration Arrests at Courthouses are Undermining the Justice System, ACLU
(2018), https://www.aclu.org/sites/default/files/field_document/rep18-icecourthouse-combined-rel01.pdf.
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proceedings.56 As remarked by U.S. District Judge Talwani in Boston, “I see no reason for
places of redress and justice to become places that people are afraid to show up to…I am upset at
the notion that ICE thinks a courtroom is a place to go and pick up people.”57
ICE’s civil arrests in courthouses not only disrupt the dignity of the courthouse; once
those individuals are placed into immigration detention, these arrests can also interfere with the
ability of detained individuals to attend future court dates. For all of these reasons, OCA should
enforce the full power of immunity of common-law privilege so that all New Yorkers can freely
and equally access the courts.
III.

Federalism Concerns Raised by ICE Courthouse Arrests

The increase in ICE courthouse civil arrests and the resulting fear in litigants of attending
and accessing judicial proceedings have not only infringed upon individual rights but also have
interfered with the state’s right to ensure public safety and properly administer its laws and court
system.58 The decision as to how to best guarantee public safety is one reserved for localities
See generally Andrew Denney, ICE Cannot Hold Criminal Defendant Who Made Bail, Judge Finds, NEW YORK
LAW JOURNAL (Dec. 28, 2017, 5:49 p.m.),
https://www.law.com/newyorklawjournal/sites/newyorklawjournal/2017/12/28/ice-cannot-hold-criminal-defendantwho-made-bail-judge-finds/ (the Chief Judge of the Eastern District of New York, in a court order requiring ICE to
release an individual defending against federal criminal charges, criticized ICE arrests of criminal defendants thusly,
“The court is gravely concerned by this apparent willingness [of ICE] to prejudice the interests of the people of the
United States and the constitutional rights of the accused . . . .”). (Judicial order cited below in note 69.) See also
Statement of Chief Justice Lloyd A. Krameier of The Supreme Court of Illinois on the chilling effect of ICE arrests
on access to Justice, ICE Arrests Threaten to Chill Access to Justice, ILLINOIS COURTS CONNECT (Aug. 28, 2017),
http://www.illinoiscourts.gov/Media/enews/2017/082517_chief_justice.asp (“Concerns over the negative effects of
ICE enforcement actions on access to state judicial services may have particular resonance in Illinois, where our
state constitution enshrines the philosophy that every person, not just citizens, ‘shall obtain justice by law, freely,
completely, and promptly’ and guarantees to all persons, not just citizens, that they shall not be ‘deprived of life,
liberty or property without due process of law nor be denied the equal protection of the law.’” (internal citations
omitted)); Letter from Chief Justice Mary E. Fairhurst of The Supreme Court of the State of Washington to the
Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security, dated Mar.22, 2017,
https://www.courts.wa.gov/content/publicUpload/Supreme%20Court%20News/KellyJohnDHSICE032217.pdf
(“When people are afraid to access our courts, it undermines our fundamental mission. I am concerned at the reports
that the fear now present in our immigrant communities is impeding their access to justice . . . . Our ability to
function relies on individuals who voluntarily appear to participate and cooperate in the process of justice.”); Letter
from Chief Justice Thomas A. Balmer of The Supreme Court of Oregon to the Secretary of the Department of
Homeland Security, dated Apr. 6, 2017, available at:
http://res.cloudinary.com/bdy4ger4/image/upload/v1506703695/CJ_ltr_to_AG_SessionsSecy_Kelly_re_ICE_rrubnc.pdf (“I trust that [DHS] understand[s] as well the central role that the Oregon courts
play in our state’s criminal justice system, our efforts to protect children and families, and our daily work to ensure
the rule of law for all Oregon residents. ICE’s detention or arrest of undocumented residents in and near Oregon’s
courthouses seriously impedes those efforts. It deters individuals, some undocumented and some not, from coming
to court when they should.”).
56

Alison Noon, ICE Agents Crash Court to Detain Student, Upsetting Judge, LAW360 (Apr. 25, 2018, 9:42 p.m.),
https://www.law360.com/articles/1037332/ice-agents-crash-court-to-detain-student-upsetting-judge. (Subscription
required.) See also Raymond, Nate, U.S. Judge Criticizes Immigration Arrest of Chinese Woman in Exam Scam,
REUTERS (April 25, 2018).
57

See Statement of Chief Justice Larry A. Krameier of The Supreme Court of Illinois, supra note 56 (“Disruption of
state court proceedings by ICE agents not only threatens the rights and interests of the participants in state legal
58
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and states in our federalist system.59 Further, there has long been a “fundamental policy against
federal interference” with the functioning and administration of state courts, particularly in the
context of state criminal prosecutions.60 ICE courthouse civil arrests interfere with New York’s
ability to ensure public safety as well as its ability to administer a well-functioning court system.
The fear that New York’s immigrant residents have about accessing the state court
system due to the drastic spike in ICE courthouse civil arrests has been well-documented.61 If
witnesses are afraid to come to court, defense attorneys will not be able to defend their clients
and prosecutors may be forced to drop charges—directly impacting public safety. If ICE’s
enforcement of civil immigration laws at state courthouses discourages individuals from bringing
to light cases concerning public safety and welfare, then these arrests are hampering the state’s
ability to ensure public safety.62
It is no surprise, then, that many state and local officials elected to enforce our laws and
ensure our communities’ safety have condemned ICE civil arrests in and around courthouses.63
proceedings, it also raises fundamental questions regarding the boundaries of state and federal sovereignty. . . .
Among the core matters of state and local concern are public safety, health and welfare. To the extent that the
encounters or the prospect of such encounters impede the prompt and complete resolution of cases pending in state
court by discouraging parties or witnesses (or even counsel) from attending court hearings, it can likewise be argued
that they directly threaten the ability of the state to exercise its judicial authority.” (Internal citations omitted)).
See Berman v. Parker, 348 U.S. 26, 32 (1954) (“Public safety, public health, morality, peace and quiet, law and
order—these are some of the more conspicuous examples of the traditional application of the police power to
municipal affairs.”); Hillsborough Cnty. Fla. v. Automated Med. Lab., 471 U.S. 707, 715-16 (1985); Philadelphia v.
Sessions, No. 17-3894, 2018 WL 2725503, at *20 (E.D. Pa. June 6, 2018),
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/4496315-6-6-18-Philadelphia-v-Sessions-Opinion.html (finding that
Philadelphia’s sanctuary policies “were adopted in good faith and are a reasonable and lawful exercise of authority
by the City.”).
59

Younger v. Harris, 401 U.S. 37, 46 (1971); see also Page Co. v. MacDonald, 261 U.S. 446, 447-48 (1923) (the
common law privilege against civil arrests while attending court “is founded . . . in the necessities of the judicial
administration . . . . (citing Stewart v. Ramsay, 242 U.S. at 246”); Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452, 460 (1991)
(finding that the decision about qualifications of state judges “is a decision of the most fundamental sort of a
sovereign entity.”).
60

61

See supra notes 31 - 33.

See, e.g., Philadelphia v. Sessions, 2018 WL 2725503, at *4, *8 (referring to testimony about the way in which
most residents see government functions and services as intertwined and a fear of accessing one arm of government
can lead to fear of accessing other arms and functions of government; citing to need for local and state governments
to build trust with its residents, especially those who are most vulnerable).
62

This is a national phenomenon which has caused many law enforcement officials across the country to speak out
about the detrimental effects ICE arrests have had on public safety. See Cora Engelbrecht, Fewer Immigrants Are
Reporting Domestic Abuse. Police Blame Fear of Deportation, THE NEW YORK TIMES (June 3, 2018),
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/03/us/immigrants-houston-domestic-violence.html (Houston’s police chief Art
Acevedo cites fear of ICE enforcement, especially at courthouses, as the reason for the 16% drop in domestic
violence reports from the Hispanic community in Houston—“Undocumented immigrants and even lawful
immigrants are afraid to report crime . . . . They’re seeing the headlines from across the country, where immigration
agents are showing up at courthouses, trying to deport people.”); Jennifer Medina, Too Scared to Report Sexual
Abuse. The Fear: Deportation, THE NEW YORK TIMES (Apr. 30, 2017),
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/04/30/us/immigrants-deportation-sexual-abuse.html (reporting that law enforcement
officials in several large cities, including Los Angeles, Houston, and Denver say that the federal government’s harsh
immigration enforcement tactics are to blamed for decline in crime reporting from Hispanic community members).
63
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In 2017, the Office of the Attorney General of New York, the chief law enforcement office for
the state, called on the administration to stop the civil arrests of those “in the heart of our justice
system” because immigrants will be less likely to report crimes or serve as witnesses, “leav[ing]
us all at risk.”64 The District Attorneys of Brooklyn, Bronx, and Manhattan recently held a joint
press conference with the Public Advocate of New York City to appeal to ICE as fellow law
enforcement officers to stop making these arrests that “do[] not keep us safe” and “jeopardize[]
public safety.”65 All three DAs pointed to the chilling effect the arrests were having on victims
and witnesses. Manhattan DA Cy Vance observed that due to these civil arrests, “important
prosecutions” cannot proceed and “New Yorkers are less safe.”66 The Brooklyn DA Eric
Gonzalez stated, “It is outrageous that ICE is using courts to round up immigrants, a tactic that
sends a chilling effect, undermines public safety and subverts due process.”67
In the January 2018 Directive, ICE states that “[w]hen practicable, ICE officers and
agents will conduct enforcement actions discreetly to minimize their impact on court
proceedings.”68 However, in actuality, ICE courthouse arrests routinely interfere with court
proceedings because ICE often arrests immigrants prior to the resolution of their criminal cases.
ICE detention can have serious detrimental effects on a criminal proceeding beyond effects on
the accused’s ability to mount a defense, such as probation violations and other adverse
consequences. ICE interference with the criminal process does not just infringe on the interests
of defendants. It infringes on the victims’ interest in seeing their cases prosecuted when
defendants are not available to stand trial; it frustrates the interests of the prosecution which may
have to dismiss cases based on speedy trial rules when the defendant cannot be produced; and it
wastes valuable court resources on cases that will not be properly resolved.
A recent case in federal criminal court encapsulates the multi-faceted detrimental effects
of ICE courthouse arrests. ICE agents arrested, in the court room, a criminal defendant who had
just been ordered released by the district court judge after bail was granted. The Chief Judge of
the District Court for the Eastern District of New York, in an order to release the defendant from
immigration detention or dismiss the criminal case with prejudice, expressed grave concern over
the “apparent willingness [of ICE] to prejudice the interests of the people of the United States”
by “jeopardize[ing] the ability of DOJ to protect the interests of the government and of the
people . . . in prosecuting [] crimes” while simultaneously trampling on “the constitutional rights
See Christina Carrega, Brooklyn DA, New York AG Demand a Halt to ICE Raids Following Murder Case
Witness’ Detainment, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS (Aug. 3, 2017, 7:30 p.m.), http://www.nydailynews.com/newyork/brooklyn-da-new-york-ag-demand-halt-ice-raids-article-1.3381092.
64

See Erin Durkin, City DAs Plead With ICE to Stop Arresting Immigrants at NYC Courthouses: It Jeopardizes
Public Safety, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS (Feb. 14, 2018, 7:08 p.m.), http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/city-daspress-ice-stop-arresting-immigrants-courthouses-article-1.3820798 (“The Manhattan, Brooklyn and Bronx DAs
joined Public Advocate Letitia James Wednesday to push the feds to stop the arrests, which they say are interfering
with the justice system. . . . DAs and public defenders alike say the arrests are making defendants, witnesses and
victims afraid to come to court.”).
65

66

Id.

Lily Sanders, Federal Immigration Officials Will Continue Nabbing Suspects at New York Courthouses to Subvert
Sanctuary City Status, NEWSWEEK (Sep. 15, 2017, 2:09 p.m.), http://www.newsweek.com/new-york-immigrationcourthouse-arrests-continue-sanctuary-city-665797.
67
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of the accused” and wasting court resources.69 This was a federal case in which the agencies of
the same Executive Branch were in conflict with one another. In cases where the federal
government’s interests interfere with the state’s sovereign right to ensure public safety and
administer its court system, the federalism concerns become even more significant.70
These concerns are exacerbated by the fact that the Trump Administration has
purposefully targeted sanctuary cities and states for cuts in federal funding, more frequent
courthouse arrests, and even a lawsuit by the Department of Justice.71 Specifically, Executive
Order 13768 seeks to cut federal funding from sanctuary cities—localities with legislation that,
to varying degrees, prohibit the use of local resources to carry out federal civil immigration
enforcement. In response, lawsuits have been filed across the country, including by Chicago,
Philadelphia, San Francisco and Santa Clara. These lawsuits challenge the federal government
on multiple constitutional grounds—including that EO 13768 violates the separation of powers
doctrine (by attempting to usurp congressional spending powers) and the Tenth Amendment’s
anti-commandeering doctrine (which prohibits the federal government from commandeering the
resources of local jurisdictions).72 At the center of these cases is 8 U.S.C. § 1373, a federal law
that prohibits state and local governments from restricting government entities or officials from
sending to, or receiving from, federal immigration authorities information regarding the
citizenship or immigration status of any individual.73 In the recent case, Murphy v. NCAA, the
Supreme Court held that the anti-commandeering rule did not support any substantive distinction
U.S. v. Benzadon Boutin, No. 17-cr-590, Memorandum and Order at 7-8 (E.D.N.Y. Dec. 20, 2017),
https://images.law.com/contrib/content/uploads/documents/389/15760/U.S.-v.-Benzadon-Boutin.pdf.
69

Younger, 401 U.S. at 44 (“Our Federalism” dictates that “the National Government, anxious though it may be to
vindicate and protect federal rights and federal interests, always endeavors to do so in ways that will not unduly
interfere with the legitimate activities of the States.”).
70

See U.S. v. California, No. 18-cv-264, Complaint (Mar. 6, 2018), https://www.justice.gov/opa/pressrelease/file/1041431/download.
71

See, e.g., Chelsea, Lawrence v. Trump, No. 17-10214 (D. Mass. Feb. 8, 2017); Philadelphia v. Sessions, No. 1703894 (E.D. Pa. Aug. 30, 2017); Chicago v. Sessions, No. 17-05720 (N.D. Ill. Aug. 7, 2017); San Francisco v.
Trump, No. 17-00485 (N.D. Cal. Jan 31, 2017); Santa Clara v. Trump, No. 17-00574 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 3, 2017); San
Francisco v. Sessions, No. 17-04642 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 11, 2017); California v. Sessions, No. 17-04701 (N.D. Cal.
Aug. 14, 2017); Seattle v. Trump, No. 17-00497 (W.D. Wash. Mar. 29, 2017); Los Angeles v. Sessions, No. 1707215 (C.D. Cal. Dec. 20, 2017); El Cenizo v. Texas, No. 17-00404 (W.D. Tex. May 8, 2017) (combined with El
Paso v. Texas, No. 17-00459 (W.D. Tex. May 22, 2017)); and San Antonio v. Texas, No. 17-00489 (W.D. Tex. June
1, 2017) (challenging, on preemption grounds, a state law requiring local law enforcement to cooperate with federal
immigration officials). These cases are at various stages in the litigation process, including a few decisions on
appeal to federal circuit courts.

72

8 U.S.C. § 1373, https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/USCODE-2011-title8/pdf/USCODE-2011-title8-chap12subchapII-partIX-sec1373.pdf. The constitutionality of §1373 is very much at issue in the “sanctuary city” cases.
Courts so far have explored whether the provision implicates anti-commandeering principles because it interferes
with the ability of state and local governments to control employee on-the-clock activities, as well as the extent to
which the federal government needs to affirmatively commandeer state/local resources in order to give rise to a
constitutional violation. See, e.g., Philadelphia v. Sessions, supra note 72; Chicago v. Sessions, supra note 72.
Both cases cite to Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898 (1997) (holding that certain provisions of the Brady
Handgun Violence Prevention Act violated the Tenth Amendment); Reno v. Condon, 528 U.S. 141 (2000)
(upholding the Driver's Privacy Protection Act of 1994 against a Tenth Amendment challenge); New York City v.
United States, 179 F.3d 29 (2d Cir. 1999) (rejecting facial Tenth Amendment challenge to two laws similar to
§1373, but suggesting holding might be different if level of federal intrusion on city policies were demonstrated).
73
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between a federal law that directly orders affirmative action as opposed to directly ordering a
prohibition.74 One federal district judge has already ruled that under Murphy v. NCAA, 8 U.S.C.
§ 1373 is unconstitutional.75
ICE also specifically targets the courthouses of sanctuary cities for more frequent
enforcement76—justifying such arrests as a reasonable response to the “sanctuary” policies. In
August, a spokesperson for ICE cited New York City’s refusal to assist in deportation actions
against people whom the city did not view as a threat as a main driver in the increase of ICE
courthouse arrests77 The January 2018 Directive explicitly reinforces this notion.
IV.

State, Local and Federal Responses So Far

ICE’s enforcement tactics, especially in and around courthouses, have raised concern at
local, state, and federal levels. In New York State, OCA exercised its state constitutional
authority78 to issue guidelines with respect to law enforcement activities in state courthouses in
the April 2017 Protocol and the May 2018 Instructions.79 Balancing concerns raised by ICE’s
heightened courthouse activity with the court system’s policy to “permit law enforcement
agencies to act in pursuit of their official legal duties in New York state courthouses” as long as
such activities do not disrupt court business or pose a public safety risk, the April 2017 Protocol
provides that, without a judicial warrant, a law enforcement officer is prohibited from making
arrests inside courtrooms, and a judge must be notified if an agent plans to arrest someone
involved in a case before him or her. Law enforcement officers must identify themselves to
court officers and disclose information regarding planned enforcement actions while in the
building, and the court officer must relay this information to a supervisor who will then relay it
to the judge.80
Murphy v. Nat’l Collegiate Athletic Ass’n, 138 S. Ct. 1461, 1467 (2018) (“The distinction between compelling a
State to enact legislation and prohibiting a State from enacting new laws is an empty one.”).
74

75

Philadelphia v. Sessions, 2018 WL 2725503.

U.S. IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT, FAQ on Sensitive Locations and Courthouse Arrests
https://www.ice.gov/ero/enforcement/sensitive-loc; Session and Kelly, Letter to Chief Justice Cantil-Sakauye dated
Mar. 29, 2017, https://www.politico.com/f/?id=0000015b-23c8-d874-addf-33e83a8c0001.
76

77

See Paybarah, supra note 15.

N.Y. Const., art. VI, § 28(b)-(c) provides that the chief administrator of the Unified Court System, appointed by
the Chief Judge of the Court of Appeals (who also serves as the Chief Judicial Officer of the court system), “shall
supervise the administration and operation of the unified court system” on behalf of the chief judge. The
Constitution further provides that the chief judge “shall establish standards and administrative policies for general
application throughout the state,” and sets forth a procedure for doing so. A comprehensive set of rules governing
the court system is published in title 22 of the New York Compilation of Codes, Rules, and Regulations. Like the
New York Constitution, Section 212 of the New York Judiciary Law gives the chief administrator of the courts the
power to “supervise the administration and operation of the unified court system.” This authority includes both
courtrooms and public areas of the courthouse. See, e.g., N.Y. State Licensed Bail Agent’s Ass’n v. Murtagh, 107
N.Y.S.2d 380, 382 (1951), aff’d, 279 A.D. 851, 110 N.Y.S.2d 154 (App. Div. 1952) (upholding rule issued by the
Board of City Magistrates prohibiting bail bondsmen from appearing in any New York State courthouse except in
certain narrow circumstances).
78

79

See supra note 4.

The May 2018 Instructions were issued to judges and non-judicial supervisors by the administrative judge for the
New York City Criminal Court. In pertinent part, court officers are directed to inquire whether the ICE officials
80
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In response to the steady increase of ICE courthouse arrests in New York, Chief Judge
Janet DiFiore has pledged her commitment to ensure “the safety and security of all New Yorkers
who use our courthouses throughout the state.”81 To that end, she has been in a “continuing
dialogue” with federal officials and has requested that they amend their existing policy to add
courthouses to the list of “sensitive locations, similar to schools, hospitals and places of
worship.”82 ICE has defined “sensitive locations” as inclusive of, but not limited to, schools
(including daycare facilities, preschools, and bus stops), medical treatment facilities (including
hospitals, doctor’s offices and urgent care facilities), places of worship, religious and civil
ceremonies (including weddings and funerals), and public demonstrations (including marches,
rallies and parades).83 While ICE enforcement actions may occur at sensitive locations “in
limited circumstances,” such activities “will generally be avoided.”84
New York is not alone in urging ICE to designate courthouses as sensitive locations:
officials
in
states
around
the
country—including
California,
New
Jersey, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Maine, Oregon, Washington, and Colorado—have made
similar calls85 In fact, on March 15, 2018, Massachusetts Committee for Public Counsel
Services filed a lawsuit in state court seeking the issuance of a writ of protection from civil
arrest, including civil immigration arrest, for the named petitioners and all similarly situated
individuals.86

present at courthouses have a warrant and, if so, whether the warrant was issued by a judge. Then, the court officers
should scan a copy of the warrant (either administrative or judicial) and attach it to the required notifications,
including the Unusual Occurrence Report. Should the judge decide that she will inform the parties before the court
appearance of ICE presence, she should also state whether the ICE officials have a judicial warrant or not. The
instructions also inform judges that they need not issue a bench warrant if they are aware that ICE has taken a
defendant with an open New York City case into custody. The instructions imply that judges should ask the
prosecutor to file an order to have the defendant produced from ICE custody for future court dates. However, it
does not require that judges ask ADAs for such writs and since ICE is not bound by state court orders, it does not
need to honor such writs. Further, while many individuals arrested by ICE around the New York City area are
detained in facilities in New Jersey, some are detained in facilities farther away, where the possibility of having the
defendant produced becomes slimmer, especially when the requesting local law enforcement agency must arrange
for the defendant’s transportation.
See Beth Fertig, Outcry After Immigration Agents Seen at Queens Human Trafficking Court, WNYC (Jun. 16,
2017), https://www.wnyc.org/story/outcry-after-immigration-agents-come-trafficking-victim-queens-courthouse/.
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Id.

See U.S. IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT, FAQ on Sensitive Locations and Courthouse Arrests,
https://www.ice.gov/ero/enforcement/sensitive-loc.
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Id.

See Tory Johnson, Immigration Arrests at Courthouses Are Under Fire From State Officials, IMMIGRATION
IMPACT, (Sep. 28, 2017), http://immigrationimpact.com/2017/09/28/immigration-arrests-at-courthouses-fire-stateofficials/; see also supra note 45.
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See COMMITTEE FOR PUBLIC COUNSEL SERVICES, Civil Rights, Indigent Defense Groups Ask Supreme Judicial
Court to Block Immigration Arrests at Massachusetts Courthouses (Mar. 16, 2018),
https://www.publiccounsel.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Writ-of-Protection-Press-Release.pdf.
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However, given that ICE has been clear that it does not view courthouses as a sensitive
location and that ICE arrests have continued to rise despite the OCA guidelines and ICE’s own
directive, New York State elected officials have taken further steps to protect the rights of all
New Yorkers, regardless of immigration status. As discussed earlier, the New York State
Legislature has introduced a bill, the Protect Our Courts Act, which would make it unlawful for
any law enforcement officer to arrest a person, including a party, witness or family member, for
a civil violation, such as civil immigration violations, while that person is going to, attending, or
leaving court unless a judicial warrant or court order is presented to court staff. The bill is
supported by law enforcement officials, public defense providers, domestic violence victim
advocates, civil rights organizations, labor unions, the Public Advocate and District Attorneys.87
Elsewhere on the state level, on April 5, 2018 Governor Andrew Cuomo issued
Executive Order 17088 which requires from ICE a judicial order or warrant in order to execute
civil arrests within state facilities. Although this Order does not extend to state courthouses,
Governor Cuomo’s Order and accompanying cease and desist letter to ICE articulates the same
access to justice and federalism concerns created by ICE’s enforcement tactics. The Governor
clearly states New York’s right and obligation “to protect its residents from threats to their safety
and well-being and ensure the proper functioning of its institutions”89 as well as its interest in
“ensur[ing] that all residents have equal access to State programs, benefits, and services . . . .”90
The Order and accompanying letter also note how ICE’s enforcement tactics, particularly in
“sensitive spaces” have “unnecessarily stok[ed] terror” among New York’s immigrant residents,
creating a class of residents that are prevented from “fully participating in the State.”
On the City level, the New York City Council recently passed bills to limit various city
agencies, including the Department of Probation, from entering into partnerships with ICE to
enforce federal immigration laws.91 The legislation also limits the use of City property,
employees and resources in federal immigration enforcement efforts.92
87

Supra note 52.

88
Amendment to Executive Order 170 – State Policy Concerning Immigrant Access to State Services and Buildings,
Executive Order 170.1, New York State Governor Andrew M. Cuomo (Apr. 25, 2018),
https://www.governor.ny.gov/sites/governor.ny.gov/files/atoms/files/EO_170.1.pdf.

Cease & Desist Letter, New York State Governor Andrew M. Cuomo (Apr. 25, 2018),
https://www.governor.ny.gov/sites/governor.ny.gov/files/atoms/files/Ltr_from_GAMC_to_ICE.pdf.
89

90

Supra note 88.

Int. 1558-2017 limits the Department of Probation from honoring civil immigration detainers under the same
restrictions that apply to the Department of Correction. Additionally, the bill would require the department to report
annually on the number of detainer requests received and whether or not they were honored, as well as requests for
information and any responses. See B. Int. 1558-2017 (N.Y.C. Council, Dec. 1, 2017),
http://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=3023525&GUID=BFF9989E-DDEA-40C1-8AD5194763140E5D&Options=&Search. Int. 1568-2017 prohibits City agencies from partnering with the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security to enforce federal immigration law, including through 287(g) agreements.
Additionally, this bill would prohibit the use of City resources, property, and information obtained on behalf of the
City in furtherance of federal immigration enforcement. Id.
91

See Rich Calder, Bill Would Ban NYPD From Partnering With Immigration Agents, NEW YORK POST (Oct. 30,
2017, Oct. 30, 2017), http://nypost.com/2017/10/30/bill-would-ban-nypd-from-partnering-with-immigration-agents/.
We note, however, that courthouses are not city agencies.
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On the federal level, in March 2017, a bill was introduced in the House to expand the
definition of “sensitive locations” to include courthouses, among other state and local public
safety implicated locations. If successful, the Protecting Sensitive Locations Act (H.R. 1815)
would require ICE to prove “exigent circumstances” for conducting civil arrests at state
courthouses. The Senate version (S. 845) was introduced in April 2017.93 Both bills would
amend Section 287 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (8 U.S.C. 1357) to codify what
locations are “sensitive” and expand Department of Homeland Security’s definitions of
“sensitive locations” to include, inter alia, domestic violence shelters, rape crisis centers, family
justice centers, Congressional district offices, public assistance offices, Social Security offices
and Department of Motor Vehicles offices. The bills specifically designate federal, state and
local courthouses as sensitive locations, along with probation offices and the office of an
individual’s legal counsel, and any physical space within 1,000 feet of all sensitive locations.
The bills also provide consequences for violating the requirements: if an immigration
enforcement action is conducted in a designated sensitive location without exigent circumstances
and prior approval, then “no information resulting from the enforcement action may be entered
into the record or received into evidence in a removal proceeding resulting from the enforcement
action,” and an individual “who is the subject of such removal proceeding may file a motion for
the immediate termination of the removal proceeding.”
In August 2017, the American Bar Association’s House of Delegates passed a resolution
in support of the bills, describing this as an important “access to justice” issue.94
Achieving change on the federal level, however, appears unlikely in the current
environment. Meanwhile, the residents of New York City and State—as well as the prosecutors
and defense attorneys who work on their behalf—continue to suffer from the chilling effect that
keeps them from accessing the legal protections of the courts.
V.

Recommendations

The City Bar—as an organization whose diverse members include prosecutors, defense
attorneys, judges, legal service providers, court attorneys, immigration lawyers, civil rights
attorneys, and others—has been following the detrimental effects of ICE courthouse arrests on
the administration of justice and the legal community in New York. A number of our
committees have been actively engaged on this issue over the past year and we hosted a wellSee H.R. Rep. 115-1815 (2017-2018), https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/housebill/1815?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22HR+1815%22%5D%7D&r=1 and S. Rep. 115-845 (2017-2018),
https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/senatebill/845?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22S+845%22%5D%7D&r=1.
93

See H.D. Res. No. 10C (2017), https://www.americanbar.org/news/reporter_resources/annual-meeting2017/house-of-delegates-resolutions/10c.html. The New York City Bar Association fully supports the treatment of
courthouses as “sensitive locations” but urges that “exigent circumstances” have a rigorous definition and require a
transparent process in order to ensure it is an effective policy. See Committee on Immigration Representation
Resolution Adopted by House of Delegates, NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION (Jan. 28, 2018),
https://www.nysba.org/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=80429.
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attended roundtable discussion in December at which over 50 organizations were represented.
Many of our members have been part of ongoing public awareness and advocacy efforts and are
associated with the multiple organizations that have spoken out – and continue to speak out against ICE’s courthouse arrests.95
The City Bar respectfully recommends that the Chief Judge adopt the following
administrative rules to address the harmful effects of ICE enforcement actions in and around
courthouses:96
1. require judicial, not administrative, warrants for civil arrests, including civil
immigration arrests, conducted in New York State courthouses;97

E.g., see letters, reports and statements of the Legal Aid Society, various Defender Services, New York City
District Attorneys, Immigrant Defense Project, the Association of Pro Bono Counsel, and the Fund for Modern
Courts. See Immigrant Defense Project Letter to Chief Judge Janet DiFiore (June 22, 2017),
http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/give-ice-cold-shoulder-courts-dozens-groups-urge-top-judge-article1.3710553; https://www.apbco.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/2017-07-06-Ltr-to-Judge-DiFiore-fr-APBCo-reICE-INcursions-in-NYS-Courthouses.pdf; https://www.immigrantdefenseproject.org/wp-content/uploads/OpenLetter-to-Judge-DiFiore-06222017.pdf; http://moderncourts.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Modern-CourtsReport-December-2017-ICE-and-NY-COURTHOUSES2-1.pdf.
95

The Chief Judge has the authority to issue the suggested administrative rules pursuant to her power over
administrative policies vested by the New York State Constitution and Judiciary Law. The State Constitution grants
the Chief Judge primary rule-making authority to “establish standards and administrative policies for general
application throughout the state.” N.Y. Const., art. VI § 28(c). This constitutional authority is codified in Judiciary
Law § 211(1)-(1)(a), which specifically authorizes the Chief Judge to establish “administrative policies relating to
the dispatch of judicial business . . . .” In addition to the Chief Judge’s constitutional and statutory authority, the
judiciary itself retains “inherent” authority to issue rules concerning the “proper administration of justice.” A.G. Ship
Maint. Corp. v. Lezak, 69 N.Y.2d 1, 6 (1986). When the Chief Judge’s administrative authority is exercised
according to the constitutional implementation review process involving the Administrative Board and the Court of
Appeals, she “possess[es] broad express and implied powers to take whatever actions are necessary for the proper
discharge of [her] responsibilities.” People v. Correa, 15 N.Y.3d 213, 223 (2010) (citation omitted).
96

Administrative rules promulgated by the Chief Judge and, by delegation, the Chief Administrative Judge, have
regulated public access issues such as access to court records and grounds for limiting public access to proceedings.
N.Y. Ct. Rules, §§ 124.1-124.9; N.Y. R. Chief Admin., §§ 124.1-124.9. The right of public access to judicial
proceedings is not absolute. In fact, the necessity of “protect[ing] the rights of parties and witnesses” and
“further[ing] the administration of justice,” can override the right of public access. People v. Hinton, 31 N.Y.2d 71,
74 (1972). The Supreme Court has long recognized that there is no constitutional right of the public to attend a trial,
and that the constitutional rights associated with a trial exist for the benefit of litigants. See Gannett Co., Inc. v.
DePasquale, 443 U.S. 368, 391 (1979); Estes v. Texas, 381 U.S. 532, 583 (1965). Thus, if public access threatens
the constitutional rights of the litigants, exclusion is justified. See, e.g., Cox v. Louisiana, 379 U.S. 559, 562 (1965)
(holding that “the unhindered and untrammeled functioning of our courts is part of the very foundation of our
constitutional democracy” and supporting the permissibility of measures necessary and appropriate to safeguard the
administration of justice in the state courts.); U.S. v. Grace, 461 U.S. 171, 178 (1983) (acknowledging that a state
has “the power to preserve the property under its control for the use to which it is lawfully dedicated” and that
“[t]here is little doubt that in some circumstances the Government may ban the entry on to the public property that is
not a ‘public forum’ of all persons except those who have legitimate business on the premises.”); Sheppard v.
Maxwell, 384 U.S. 333, 358 (1966) (“[T]he courtroom and courthouse premises are subject to the control of the
court.”). The current trend of ICE arrests of litigants in ongoing judicial proceedings is a serious infringement of the
litigants’ constitutional rights as stated above and disrupts the orderly operation of justice in New York State courts.
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2. require the presiding judicial officer to notify the targets of civil immigration
enforcement actions of the presence of ICE agents who intend to detain them (which
would give the individual an opportunity to consult with counsel in the sanctity of the
courtroom);
3. limit the cooperation and assistance of court personnel in civil immigration
enforcement actions to those actions required by law and provide training to court
personnel as to how ICE arrests differ from criminal arrests (and why that matters)
and, second, what court personnel can and cannot do vis-à-vis ICE encounters;98
4. reduce the frequency with which parties need to appear in court;99 and
5. make available for public review the information obtained and recorded by court
personnel, pursuant to the April 2017 Protocol and the May 2018 Instructions, with
respect to ICE enforcement activities in courthouses.
Paramount among these recommendations is to require ICE to show judicial warrants for
civil immigration enforcement actions in courthouses. ICE arrests may appear similar to state or
federal criminal arrests and they have similarly dire consequences of detention and deprivation
of liberties, but in contrast to state or federal criminal arrests, ICE agents do not need probable
cause to initiate civil enforcement actions. Further, ICE administrative warrants are often based
on outdated information and require only internal, supervisory review. A requirement for
judicial warrants will ensure that the civil detainer contains accurate information and has a legal
basis that has been independently reviewed.100
Administrative rules promulgated by the Chief Judge and, by delegation, the Chief Administrative Judge, have
also regulated employee conduct. These rules include ethics rules prohibiting the disclosure of confidential
information and discrimination based on race and national origin. N.Y. Ct. Rules § 50.1(II)(D) (“Court employees
shall not disclose any confidential information received in the course of their official duties, except as required in the
performance of such duties . . . .); N.Y. Ct. Rules § 50.1(II)(C) (“Court employees shall not discriminate, and shall
not manifest by words or conduct bias or prejudice, on the basis of race, color . . . national origin . . . .”).
98

THE FUND FOR MODERN COURTS, Protecting the Administration of Justice in New York State: Impact of ICE
Arrests on New Yorkers’ Access to State Courthouses (Dec. 5, 2017), http://moderncourts.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/12/Modern-Courts-Report-December-2017-ICE-and-NY-COURTHOUSES2-1.pdf.
(recommended that “OCA should enact rules that reduce the frequency with which parties must appear physically in
court . . . . OCA could waive the requirement for the defendant to appear physically for status conferences or other
conferences where the defendant does not need to make decisions or provide testimony. OCA could utilize
technology to permit remote appearances. For example, OCA could allow parties to appear via phone or video
conference.”)
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The Attorney General of New York has issued similar guidelines for local law enforcement agencies (“LEAs”) in
the state, recommending that absent a judicial warrant, LEAs should honor ICE detainers only in very limited,
specified circumstances. See State of New York, Former Attorney General Eric T. Schneiderman, Guidance
Concerning Local Authority Participation in Immigration Enforcement and Model Sanctuary Provisions, New York
State Office of the Attorney General (Jan. 19, 2017),
https://ag.ny.gov/sites/default/files/guidance.concerning.local_.authority.particpation.in_.immigration.enforcement.1
.19.17.pdf; State of New York, Former Attorney General Eric T. Schneiderman, Guidance Concerning Local
Authority Participation in Immigration Enforcement and Model Sanctuary Provisions, (Mar. 12, 2017),
https://ag.ny.gov/sites/default/files/guidance_and_supplement_final3.12.17.pdf; see also Statement of Chief Justice
Larry A. Krameier of The Supreme Court of Illinois, supra note 56 (Clarifying that ICE warrant are “merely civil
administrative documents” that “are issued without review by a neutral magistrate, do not meet the requirements
100
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Our second recommendation is a natural extension of established protocols outlined in
OCA’s April 2017 Protocol. Under established protocols, ICE agents must notify court officers
of their specific law enforcement purpose, and the court officer supervisors must in turn inform
the judges that an ICE agent is in the courthouse to take a party in a case before a given judge
into custody. We recommend that the presiding judge then inform the target, the target’s
counsel, and the opposing counsel in the case about the presence of ICE agents and their intent to
take the target into federal custody. This rule will afford the targeted individual with due notice
of enforcement,101 which would allow the individual and her counsel to pursue the immediate
actions necessary in court that day to protect that individual’s best interests in the case. For
example, currently, when a defendant in a criminal proceeding is apprehended by ICE before her
case is called, if her counsel is not notified, her counsel cannot know to ask that the bench
warrant be stayed and to put the District Attorney’s office on notice that it has the duty to
produce the defendant from federal custody at the next court date. Both of these actions are
crucial to preserve the basic ability (indeed, requirement) that defendants appear in their criminal
proceedings as well as upholding speedy trial laws.102
Our third recommendation mirrors the guidelines for state agencies outlined in Governor
Cuomo’s Executive Order 170.103
Court personnel should be prohibited from divulging
identifying information beyond an individual’s citizenship and immigration status, unless
required by law.104 Many instances have been documented in which court personnel have
physically pointed out individuals for ICE agents, called out individuals’ name for the ICE
agents’ benefit, delayed calling specific cases for the ICE agents’ benefit, or even escorted
individuals through non-public areas of the courthouse to where ICE agents were waiting. 105 In
necessary to support issuance of warrants in criminal cases, and do not confer authorization for entry into locations
where persons have a reasonable expectation of privacy.”).
The Attorney General has also urged in his guidelines that LEAs should protect the due process rights of
individuals who are the subjects of civil immigration enforcement requests and provide them with adequate notice.
Supra note 100.

101

As it currently stands, nothing requires presiding judges to inform the parties, including the defendant, before the
court appearance about ICE presence even if the judges are aware. The decision to inform the defendant and her
counsel is entirely up to the judges’ discretion. It is only when the Court is made aware that ICE has taken a
defendant with an active, open case into custody, that judges can make their decisions on bench warrants and on
whether to ask the prosecutor to file an order to have the defendant produced from ICE custody for a future court
date.
102

103

See supra note 88.

Nothing in these proposals is intended to violate 8 U.S.C. § 1373. The plain language of § 1373 only prohibits
restrictions on the sharing of information regarding “citizenship or immigration status” of an individual. Moreover,
following the June 6 decision in Philadelphia v. Sessions, the constitutionality of §1373 is very much an open
question. See supra note 75. And, even if §1373 is ultimately found to be constitutional, it is important to note that
certain localities within New York, including New York City, generally do not have citizenship or immigration
status information on any given individual because agencies do not inquire about such information.
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Felipe De La Hoz and Emma Whitford, Court Officers are Aiding in Immigration Arrests, Say Lawyers, VILLAGE
VOICE (Nov. 6, 2017), https://www.villagevoice.com/2017/11/16/court-officers-are-aiding-in-immigration-arrestssay-lawyers/; See also IMMIGRANT DEFENSE PROJECT, IDP Unveils New Statistics & Trends Detailing Statewide
ICE Courthouse Arrests in 2017 (Dec. 31, 2017), https://www.immigrantdefenseproject.org/wpcontent/uploads/ICE-Courthouse-Arrests-Stats-Trends-2017-Press-Release-FINAL.pdf.
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fact, ICE openly encourages agents to request that court personnel restrict individuals’
movements and potentially isolate them from their counsel in non-public areas of the courthouse
to effectuate their civil arrests.106 These instances of “collaboration” not only impede the courts’
administration of justice, but also appear to raise the commandeering concerns described above.
Indeed, by its very terms, the January 2018 Directive puts court personnel in the untenable
position of being asked to assist in detaining an individual, without a warrant or probable cause,
in a non-public area of the courthouse.
Our fourth recommendation seeks to curb the sudden, exponential increase in courthouse
ICE arrests. In the January 2018 Directive, ICE claims that “courthouse arrests are often
necessitated by the unwillingness of jurisdictions to cooperate with ICE in the transfer of custody
of aliens from their prisons and jails.” This claim is misleading because the sanctuary city
policies that ICE points to as the reason necessitating courthouse arrests have existed for several
years. New York City’s laws against honoring civil immigration detainer requests have been in
place since 2014. Yet, compared to 2016, courthouse arrests increased more than 1200% in
2017,107 expanding to target individuals with no prior criminal history who have never been in
the custody of local or state prisons that refused to turn them over to ICE. The more likely
reason, as confirmed by ICE, is that courthouses are the easiest places to find the individuals the
agents are looking for.108 Because information about when and where a litigant must appear in
court is publicly available, ICE agents are able to surveil individuals as they attend their
mandated court appearances. Facilitating the ease of civil enforcement actions should not be
permitted to undermine state court administration and individual rights. By reducing the
frequency with which litigants must appear in court,109 OCA can help to disincentivize ICE
agents from using courthouses as their preferred venue for enforcement.
Our final recommendation—that OCA publicize its data-gathering regarding ICE
activities in courthouses—is meant to provide a mechanism for sharing and comparing
information among the bar, bench and court officials so that a full complement of solutions can
be implemented and then monitored based on a common understanding of the facts.
All of these proposed solutions merit attention and deliberation. We acknowledge that
some of the recommendations may raise concerns on the part of those who think they improperly
interfere with enforcement of federal law and may involve further consultation to work out the
best solutions and mechanisms for implementation. To that end, we recommend that OCA
convene a working group of stakeholders – including defense lawyers, immigration lawyers,
In the January 2018 Directive, ICE states that its agents should rely on the collaboration of court security staff so
that “[c]ivil immigration enforcement actions inside courthouses . . . continue to take place in non-public areas of the
courthouse” and “utilize the court building’s non-public entrances and exits.”
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IMMIGRANT DEFENSE PROJECT, ICE Out of Courts (Dec. 31, 2017),
https://www.immigrantdefenseproject.org/ice-courts/.
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Betsy Woodruff, Legal Immigrants Fear Getting Arrested in Court by ICE, THE DAILY BEAST (Mar. 30, 2017,
1:00 a.m.), https://www.thedailybeast.com/legal-immigrants-fear-getting-arrested-in-court-by-ice (“ICE
spokesperson Rachel Yong Yow told [the New York Law Journal] that ICE agents show up at courthouses because
they are often the easiest places to find people they are looking for.”).
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This could be accomplished in a variety of ways, including the use of remote access technology such as video or
phone conferencing or by waiving the physical appearance requirement for court dates meant for status conferences.
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prosecutors, court representatives and others – tasked with considering how to best address the
concerns and implement the recommendations raised herein.110 The working group could
develop a mechanism to (1) ensure that the April 2017 Protocol - as well as any enhancements are fully understood and being adhered to, and (2) consider enforcement mechanisms to address
instances when they are not.
Ultimately, the bar and bench have shared goals when it comes to preserving safety and
decorum in the courthouse, providing unfettered access to justice, and protecting due process for
all individuals regardless of immigration status. To that end, the New York City Bar Association
urges the due consideration of these recommendations and stands ready to assist the Office of
Court Administration as it continues to tackle these difficult issues.

July 2018

Such a working group could build upon or mirror existing advisory groups or access to justice initiatives, such as
the Advisory Council on Immigration Issues in Family Court. See Members Named to New Advisory Council on
Immigration Issues in Family Court, NEW YORK STATE UNIFIED COURT SYSTEM (Oct. 5, 2015),
http://nylawyer.nylj.com/adgifs/decisions15/100615members.pdf.
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APPENDIX K

APPENDIX L

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

U.S. IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT
Directive Number 11072.1:

Civil Immigration Enforcement Actions Inside Courthouses

Issue Date:
January 10, 2018
Effective Date:
January 10, 2018
Superseded:
None
Federal Enterprise Architecture Number: 306-112-002b
1.

Purpose/Background. This Directive sets forth U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) policy regarding civil immigration enforcement actions inside federal,
state, and local courthouses. Individuals entering courthouses are typically screened by
law enforcement personnel to search for weapons and other contraband. Accordingly,
civil immigration enforcement actions taken inside courthouses can reduce safety risks to
the public, targeted alien(s), and ICE officers and agents. When practicable, ICE officers
and agents will conduct enforcement actions discreetly to minimize their impact on court
proceedings.
Federal, state, and local law enforcement officials routinely engage in enforcement
activity in courthouses throughout the country because many individuals appearing in
courthouses for one matter are wanted for unrelated criminal or civil violations. ICE’s
enforcement activities in these same courthouses are wholly consistent with longstanding
law enforcement practices, nationwide. And, courthouse arrests are often necessitated by
the unwillingness of jurisdictions to cooperate with ICE in the transfer of custody of
aliens from their prisons and jails.

2.

Policy. ICE civil immigration enforcement actions inside courthouses include actions
against specific, targeted aliens with criminal convictions, gang members, national
security or public safety threats, aliens who have been ordered removed from the United
States but have failed to depart, and aliens who have re-entered the country illegally after
being removed, when ICE officers or agents have information that leads them to believe
the targeted aliens are present at that specific location.
Aliens encountered during a civil immigration enforcement action inside a courthouse,
such as family members or friends accompanying the target alien to court appearances or
serving as a witness in a proceeding, will not be subject to civil immigration enforcement
action, absent special circumstances, such as where the individual poses a threat to public
safety or interferes with ICE’s enforcement actions. 1

1

ICE officers and agents will make enforcement determinations on a case-by-case basis in accordance with federal
law and consistent with U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) policy. See Memorandum from John Kelly,
Secretary of Homeland Security, Enforcement of the Immigration Laws to Serve the National Interest (Feb. 20,
2017); Memorandum from John Kelly, Secretary of Homeland Security, Implementing the President's Border
Security and Immigration Enforcement Improvements Policies (Feb. 20, 2017).
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ICE officers and agents should generally avoid enforcement actions in courthouses, or
areas within courthouses that are dedicated to non-criminal (e.g., family court, small
claims court) proceedings. In those instances in which an enforcement action in the above
situations is operationally necessary, the approval of the respective Field Office Director
(FOD), Special Agent in Charge (SAC), or his or her designee is required.
Civil immigration enforcement actions inside courthouses should, to the extent
practicable, continue to take place in non-public areas of the courthouse, be conducted in
collaboration with court security staff, and utilize the court building’s non-public
entrances and exits.
Planned civil immigration enforcement actions inside courthouses will be documented
and approved consistent with current operational plans and field operations worksheet
procedures. Enforcement and Removal Operations (ERO) and Homeland Security
Investigations (HSI) may issue additional procedural guidance on reporting and
documentation requirements; such reporting and documentation shall not impose unduly
restrictive requirements that operate to hamper or frustrate enforcement efforts.
As with any planned enforcement action, ICE officers and agents should exercise sound
judgment when enforcing federal law and make substantial efforts to avoid unnecessarily
alarming the public. ICE officers and agents will make every effort to limit their time at
courthouses while conducting civil immigration enforcement actions.
This policy does not apply to criminal immigration enforcement actions inside
courthouses, nor does it prohibit civil immigration enforcement actions inside
courthouses.
3.

Definition The following definitions apply for the purposes of this Directive only.

3.1.

Civil immigration enforcement action. Action taken by an ICE officer or agent to
apprehend, arrest, interview, or search an alien in connection with enforcement of
administrative immigration violations.

4.

Responsibilities.

4.1.

The Executive Associate Directors for ERO and HSI are responsible for ensuring
compliance with the provisions of this Directive within his or her program office.

4.2.

ERO FODs and HSI SACs are responsible for:
1) Providing guidance to officers and agents on the approval process and procedures for
civil immigration enforcement actions at courthouses in their area of responsibility
beyond those outlined in this Directive; and
2) Ensuring civil immigration enforcement actions at courthouses are properly
documented and reported, as prescribed in Section 5.1 of this Directive.
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4.3.

ICE Officers and Agents are responsible for complying with the provisions of this
Directive and properly documenting and reporting civil immigration enforcement actions
at courthouses, as prescribed in Section 5.1 of this Directive. 2

5.

Procedures/Requirements.

5.1.

Reporting Requirements.
1) ICE officers and agents will document the physical address of planned civil
immigration enforcement actions in accordance with standard procedures for
completing operational plans, noting that the target address is a courthouse. 3
2) Unless otherwise directed by leadership, there will be no additional reporting
requirements in effect for this Directive.

6.

Recordkeeping. ICE maintains records generated pursuant to this policy, specifically the
Field Operations Worksheets (FOW) and Enforcement Operation Plan (EOP). ERO will
maintain the FOW in accordance with the Fugitive Operations schedule DAA-05672015-0016. HSI will maintain EOPs in accordance with the Comprehensive Records
Schedule N1-36-86-1/161.3. The EOPs will be maintained within the Investigative Case
Files.

7.

Authorities/References.

7.1.

DHS Directive 034-06, Department Reporting Requirements, October 23, 2015.

7.2.

DHS Instruction 034-06-001, Rev. 1, Department Reporting Requirements, March 28,
2017.

8.

Attachments. None.

9.

No Private Right. This document provides only internal ICE policy guidance, which
may be modified, rescinded, or superseded at any time without notice. It is not intended
to, does not, and may not be relied upon to create any right or benefit, substantive or
procedural, enforceable at law by any party in any administrative, civil, or criminal
matter. Likewise, no limitations are placed by this guidance on the otherwise lawful
enforcement or litigative prerogatives of ICE.

2

See also ICE Directive No. 10036.1, Interim Guidance Relating to Officer Procedure Following Enactment of
VAWA 2005 (Jan. 22, 2007), for additional requirements regarding civil immigration enforcement actions against
certain victims and witnesses conducted at courthouses.
3
ERO will use the Field Operations Worksheet and HSI will use the Enforcement Operation Plan.
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Date of Hearing: July 3, 2018
ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY
Mark Stone, Chair
SB 183 (Lara) – As Amended January 22, 2018
As Proposed to be Amended
SENATE VOTE: 28-7
SUBJECT: COURTHOUSES: PRIVILEGE FROM CIVIL ARREST
KEY ISSUE: SHOULD THE LEGISLATURE CODIFY THE COMMON LAW "PRIVILEGE
FROM ARREST" THAT PROTECTS PERSONS FROM CIVIL ARREST AND SERVICE OF
PROCESS WHILE ATTENDING, OR GOING TO OR FROM, A COURTHOUSE OR
JUDICIAL PROCEEDING?
SYNOPSIS
The common law "privilege from arrest" protects persons from "civil arrest" while they are
attending, or going to and from, a court proceeding. Unlike a "criminal" arrest, which is based
on probable cause that the arrestee has committed a crime, a "civil arrest" compels a person's
attendance as a witness or party in a civil suit or proceeding. Civil arrests are not as common
as they once were, but they have not completely disappeared. For example, any arrest made
pursuant to a bench warrant is a civil arrest, as are arrests made by immigration enforcement
officers to determine if a person is eligible for deportation. In the past year, federal immigration
officers have carried out civil arrests in California courthouses. Indeed, these arrests prompted
California Chief Justice Tani Cantil-Sakauye to write a letter to U.S. Attorney General Jeff
Sessions to "respectfully request that you refrain from this sort of enforcement in California's
courthouses," because such activities "not only compromise our core value of fairness but they
undermine the judiciary's ability to provide equal access to justice." Although the Chief Justice
did not invoke the common law "privilege from arrest" by name, her letter perfectly summarized
the twin aims of the privilege: (1) to protect the right of persons to access the courts and
participate in court proceedings without fear of arrest; and (2) to permit the courts to fulfill their
responsibility, as institutions, to ensure safe and orderly judicial administration.
This bill would effectively codify the common law privilege from civil arrest. Specifically, it does
the following: (1) clarifies the power of judicial officers to prevent activities that threaten access
to courthouses, including by protecting the privilege from arrest;(2) provides that no person
shall be subject to civil arrest of any type, or served with process, while attending, or going to or
from, a courthouse or court proceeding; and (3) provides that any person who knowingly
executes or facilitates an arrest or service of process at a courthouse or court proceeding shall
be liable for contempt of court, false imprisonment, or both. As currently in print, the bill would
have prohibited a warrantless entry into any state building, including but not limited to a
courthouse, for the purpose of surveillance, interrogation, or making an arrest. However, the
author will take amendments in this Committee to codify the common law privilege. The
amendments are reflected in the summary and analysis below. The bill is supported by many civil
rights groups. There is no registered opposition to the bill.
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SUMMARY: Codifies the common law privilege from arrest and service of process while
attending, and going to and from, court proceedings, and provides means for protecting that
privilege. Specifically, this bill:
1) Makes findings and declarations on the importance of keeping courts of justice open,
accessible, and free from interruption, and on the need to protect persons from civil arrest or
service of process while in California's courts or their environs, or while attending, or going
to or coming from, judicial proceedings. Specifies that this protection is needed in order to
ensure that litigants, witnesses, and others are not deterred from participating in such
proceedings, and that the dignity of judicial proceedings are upheld and not disturbed.
2) Provides that judicial officers have the power to prevent activities that threaten access to state
courthouses and court proceedings, and to prevent interruption of judicial administration,
including the privilege from civil arrest or service of process at courthouses and court
proceedings and their vicinities and for persons attending, or going to or from, courthouses
and court proceedings.
3) Provides that no person shall be subject to civil arrest of any type, or served with process,
while at a courthouse or court proceeding, or in its vicinity, or while attending, or going to or
from, any courthouse or court proceeding. Specifies that this provision shall not be construed
to narrow, or in any way lessen, any pre-existing common law privilege.
4) Makes any person who knowingly violates the 3), above, or violates any court order issued
pursuant to 2), above, liable for contempt of court, false imprisonment, or both.
5) Authorizes the Attorney General to bring a civil action in the name of the people to obtain
appropriate equitable and declaratory relief if the Attorney General has reasonable cause to
believe that a violation of the provisions of this bill has occurred.
6) Specifies that the provisions of this bill are severable, and if any provision or its application
is held invalid, that invalidity shall not affect the bill’s other provisions or applications.
EXISTING LAW:
1) Gives judicial officers the following powers:
a) To preserve and enforce order in their immediate presence, and in proceedings before
them, when they are engaged in the performance of official duty.
b) To compel obedience to their lawful orders as provided in the Code of Civil Procedure.
c) To compel the attendence of persons to testify in a proceeding before them, in the cases
and manners provided by the Code of Civil Procedure.
d) To administer oaths to persons in a proceeding pending before them, and in all other
cases where it may be necessary in the exercise of their powers and duties. (Code of
Civil Procedure Section 177.)
2) Authorizes the court to issue warrants for the civil arrest of a witness who fails to appear in
court pursuant to a subpoena or court order. (Code of Civil Procedure Section 1993.)
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3) Provides that if a person comes into this State in obedience to a subpoena directing that
person to attend and testify in this State, that person shall not, while in this State pursuant to
the subpoena or order, be subject to arrest or the service of process, civil or criminal, in
connection with matters which arose before his entrance into this State under the subpoena.
(Penal Code Section 1334.4.)
4) Protects the right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers and effects
against unreasonable seizures and searches; specifies that a warrant may not issue except on
probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, particularly describing the place to be
searched and the persons and things to be seized. (California Constitution, Article I, Section
13.)
5) Holds that courts of justice ought everywhere to be open, accessible, free from interruption,
and to cast a perfect protection around every [person] who necessarily approaches them.
(Stewart v. Ramsey (1916) 242 U.S. 128, 129.)
FISCAL EFFECT: As currently in print this bill is keyed non-fiscal.
COMMENTS: Under the common law "privilege from arrest," a person may not be subjected
to a "civil arrest" or served with process while attending, or going to and from, a court
proceeding. Unlike a "criminal" arrest, which is based on probable cause that the arrestee
committed a crime, a "civil arrest" is made to compel a person's attendance as a witness or party
in a civil suit or proceeding. This bill, as proposed to be amended in this Committee, would
effectively codify that common law privilege. Specifically, as proposed to be amended, SB 183
does the following: (1) Clarifies the power of judicial officers to prevent activities that threaten
access to courthouses, including by protecting the privilege from arrest; (2) Provides that no
person shall be subject to civil arrest of any type, or served with process, while attending, or
going to or from, a courthouse or court proceeding; and (3) Provides that any person who
knowingly executes or facilitates an arrest or service of process at a courthouse or court
proceeding shall be liable for contempt of court, false imprisonment, or both.
The Common Law Privilege from Arrest: The English common law "privilege from arrest"
apparently dates back to at least to the late 14th century, as references to it can be found in the
Year Books (English legal reports) from the reign of Henry IV. (Sampson v. Graves (1924) 203
NYS 729, 730.) By the time that William Blackstone wrote his Commentaries on the Laws of
England in the late 18th century (1765-1769), the privilege was apparently well-established.
Blackstone wrote:
Suitors, witnesses, and other persons, necessarily attending any courts of record upon
business, are not to be arrested during their actual attendance, which includes their
necessary coming and returning. And no arrest can be made in the king’s presence, nor
within the verge of his royal palace, nor in any place where the king’s justices are
actually sitting. [William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England (Chicago:
Univ. of Chicago Reprint, 1979), Book III, Chapter 19, p. 289.]
According to 19th century American treatise writers, the privilege was widely accepted in the
American colonies and, subsequently, tacitly adopted by all of the U.S. states (including
California) that adopted the English common law. For example, Simon Greenleaf's Treatise on
the Law of Evidence, originally published in 1858, closely paraphrased Blackstone (absent
references to the King). By 1896, the privilege apparently was so well-accepted that an
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American federal judge could write: "It is, perhaps, not too much to say that no rule of practice is
more firmly rooted in the jurisprudence of United States courts than that of the exemption of
persons from the writ of arrest and of summons while attending upon courts of justice, either as
witnesses or suitors." (Hale v. Wharton (1896) 73 F. 739, 740.) California also expressly
recognizes, by statute, a variation of the privilege from arrest: a person from out-of-state, who is
subpoenaed to attend a judicial proceeding in this state, shall not, while in this State, be subject
to arrest or the service of process, civil or criminal, in connection with matters that arose before
his entrance into this State under the subpoena. (Penal Code Section 1334.4.)
While the common law privilege from arrest has a long history in both England and the United
States, it has fallen out of use in modern law, largely because the "civil arrest" has also become
less common. At one time a private plaintiff could arrest a defendant in a civil suit (or hire a
bailiff do so) in order to make the defendant attend the trial; however, such forms of "self-help"
were eventually discouraged and replaced by a (supposedly) more orderly method of issuing a
summons that, if need be, could be backed by a bench warrant and executed by a peace officer.
Not surprisingly, as civil arrests declined, there were fewer occasions to invoke the privilege.
(See e.g. Christopher Lasch, A Common Law Privilege to Protect State and Local Courts During
the Crimmigation Crisis, 127 Yale L. J. F. 410, 423-431.)
Immigration Arrests as a New Form of Civil Arrest: While traditional civil arrests may have
declined, they have not entirely disappeared. Most notably, in the past year especially,
Immigration and Customers Enforcement (ICE) officers have carried out many civil arrests in
California courthouses. When an ICE agent takes custody of a person who is allegedly not
authorized to be in the United States, the agent makes a civil, not a criminal, arrest. A criminal
arrest occurs only when there is probable cause that the arrestee has committed a crime, and the
purpose of the arrest is to hold the person until there is a trial to establish guilt, or until sufficient
bail is posted. However, ICE arrests are not based on probable cause of a crime. As the U.S.
Supreme Court has held, "it is not a crime for a removable alien to remain present in the United
States." (Arizona v. U.S. (2012) 567 U.S. 387, 407.) As such, a deportation hearing is "a purely
civil matter." The purpose of the hearing is not to determine if the person has committed a
crime, but rather to determine if the person is eligible to remain in the country. The deportation
proceeding itself is not a criminal proceeding, but is a civil proceeding that lacks many of the
procedural protections of a criminal proceeding. A criminal conviction can lead to incarceration
in a jail or prison. However, the "judge's sole power [in a civil deportation proceeding] is to
order deportation; the judge cannot adjudicate guilt or punish the respondent for any crime
related to unlawful entry into or presence in this country." (INS v. Lopez-Mendoza (1984) 468
U.S. 1032, 1038-1039.)
According to Professor Christopher Lasch, the increase in civil arrests committed by ICE and
other federal immigration officers suggests that it might be time to dust off the old common law
privilege. (Lasch, supra, at pp. 410-423, pp. 440-441.) Indeed, reports of ICE arrests at
California courthouses prompted California Chief Justice Tani Cantil-Sakauye to write a letter to
U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions to "respectfully request that you refrain from this sort of
enforcement in California's courthouses," because such activities "not only compromise our core
value of fairness but they undermine the judiciary's ability to provide equal access to justice."
(Chief Justice Tani Cantil-Sakauye to U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions, March 16, 2017.)
Although the Chief Justice did not invoke the common law "privilege from civil arrest" by name,
her letter perfectly summarized the twin aims of the privilege: (1) to protect the right of persons
to access the courts and participate in court proceedings without fear of arrest; and (2) to permit
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the courts to fulfill their responsibility, as institutions, to ensure safe, efficient, and orderly
judicial administration.
This Bill, as Proposed to be Amended, Likely Avoids Federal Preemption: Last year the
Legislature enacted measures that sought to curb California's participation in the aggressive
immigration policies of the current federal administration. SB 54 (Chap. 495, Stats. 2017) limits
the ability of local law enforcement to share information with immigration authorities and
participate in immigration enforcement activities. AB 450 (Chap. 492, Stats. 2017) requires
California employers to request a search warrant before allowing ICE agents to conduct
enforcement actions in the non-public places of a workplace. AB 103 (Chap. 17, Stats. 2017)
authorizes the California Attorney General to review and investigate the detention and
enforcement practices of federal facilities. All three laws have been challenged on preemption
grounds in a suit brought by the United States against the State of California, Governor Brown,
and Attorney General Becerra. (New York Times, March 6, 2018.)
If this bill is enacted, it too may face a challenge from the current administration. If so, a strong
case could be made that this bill – like the last year's measures for that matter – are well within
the police powers of this state and do not conflict with federal immigration laws or authority.
While the conduct of federal immigration officials in California courthouses may have prompted
interest in codifying the common law privilege from arrest, the privilege long predates federal
immigration policy and is firmly rooted in the state's interest in protecting access to justice and
preserving the integrity and efficient operation of the state's courts. To begin with, this bill does
not target immigration enforcement; it codifies the long-standing common law rule that prevents
anyone from attempting to execute a civil arrest against a person attending a court proceeding as
a party or witness. While the nature and extent of civil arrests may have changed over time, the
rationale for the common law privilege has not. As Professor Lasch stresses in his recent article,
the privilege is intended to serve two objectives, one related to the person, the other related to a
place. As to the person, the privilege (like this bill) protects the right to all residents within the
court's jurisdiction to access justice and vindicate rights, without fear of arrest. As to the place,
the privilege protects the sanctity of the court as an institution and the power of judges to
conduct proceedings without physical interference. Both of these are legitimate and substantial
state interests that have nothing to do with federal immigration, and which in no way frustrate
the purposes of federal immigration law.
Not only are the courts and the administration of justice unquestionably "matters of traditional
state concern," in the language of preemption analysis, this bill prohibits a civil arrest within the
courthouse or its environs by "any person" – whether a private or public person, whether a local,
state, or federal officer. Moreover, nothing in this bill prevents immigration officers, like any
other law enforcement officer, from making arrests in any other place or at any other time.
Because the bill, like the common law privilege, only applies to a civil arrest, nothing would
prevent any law enforcement officer, at any level, from making a criminal arrest in the
courthouse if there is probable cause that the targeted person committed a crime, or if the
arresting officer witnessed criminal conduct.
Proposed Author Amendments: As noted above, as originally introduced, and as currently in
print, this bill would have prevented an immigration enforcement officer from entering a state
building, for the purpose of conducting surveillance, questioning, or an arrest, without a federal
warrant. The author will take the amendments below in this Committee. The amendments are
reflected in the analysis.
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-

Amendment 1: Delete the contents of the bill in print

-

Amendment 2: Insert the following:

SECTION 1. The Legislature finds and declares the following:
(a) The threat that persons may be subject to civil arrest or service of process while in
California’s courthouses or their environs, or while attending or going to or coming from
judicial proceedings, is a threat to the proper functioning of California’s government and to the
rights enjoyed by all Californians.
(b) The United States Supreme Court has recognized that “the unhindered and untrammeled
functioning of our courts is part of the very foundation of our constitutional democracy,” and
that a state may therefore adopt measures necessary and appropriate to safeguarding the
administration of justice by its courts. (United States v. Grace (1983) 461 U.S. 171, 178.)
(c) The United States Supreme Court has likewise acknowledged that a state has “the power to
preserve the property under its control for the use to which it is lawfully dedicated,” and that
“[t]here is little doubt that in some circumstances the Government may ban the entry on to
public property that is not a ‘public forum’ of all persons except those who have legitimate
business on the premises.” (United States v. Grace (1983) 461 U.S. 171, 178.)
(d) Accordingly, California may regulate entry and access to the courts, and activity on
courthouse premises and vicinities, that threatens the fair and nondiscriminatory administration
of justice or the openness of courts.
(e) Proceedings in California’s courts in both criminal and civil matters have historically been
open to the public, and this presumption of openness has been codified under the Code of Civil
Procedure Section 124, which provides that with certain exceptions, “the sittings of every court
shall be public.”
(f) The United States Supreme Court has said that, “courts of justice ought everywhere to be
open, accessible, free from interruption, and to cast a perfect protection around every [person]
who necessarily approaches them.” (Stewart v. Ramsay (1916) 242 U.S. 128, 129.)
(g) Public access to courts serves a vital role in the functioning of California’s judicial process
and the preservation of our republican form of government, which is a “government of laws”—
laws for California and Californians.
(h) Public scrutiny of judicial proceedings allows the public to observe the functioning of their
government and determine whether justice is meted out fairly.
(i) Access fosters an appearance of fairness, promoting public confidence in, and respect for, the
judicial process.
(j) Providing this transparency also serves as a critical check on the use and abuse of judicial
power—a check that is essential to our structure of self-government.
(k) Public access to California’s courts also enhances the truth-finding function of judicial
proceedings, safeguarding their integrity.
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(l) Accordingly, protecting persons from civil arrest or service of process while in California’s
courthouses or their environs, or while attending or going to or coming from judicial
proceedings, is necessary to preserve the vital role served by public access to courts.
(m) Protecting persons from civil arrest or service of process while in California’s courthouses
or their environs, or while attending or going to or coming from judicial proceedings, is also
necessary to ensure that litigants, witnesses, and others are not deterred from participating in
such proceedings which are often necessary to protect and vindicate rights guaranteed by the
laws of California; that courts and parties have access to testimony and other evidence critical
to fact-finding; and that the dignity of judicial proceedings is upheld and not disturbed or
diminished, all of which ensures California courts’ ability to administer justice.
(n) Protecting persons from civil arrest or service of process while in California’s courthouses
or their environs, or while attending or going to or coming from judicial proceedings, is also
necessary to preserve the individual rights of all Californians.
(o) Access to courts is part of the right to free speech enshrined in the California and United
States constitutions, because access to government ensures that Californians’ constitutionally
protected right to discuss the government is the right to engage in informed discussion.
(p) Access, being vital, should be universal in so far as possible, to protect Californians’ rights
to equal protection of the laws—and California’s right to benefit from the informed views of all.
(q) Access is necessary to preserve the right to petition government for redress, and to preserve
numerous trial rights of individuals, including the right to be present, to present claims and
defenses, to testify at trial, to call witnesses, to compulsory process, and of course to have a
public trial.
(r) Civil arrests of, or service of process upon, persons in California’s courthouses or their
environs, or persons attending or going to or coming from judicial proceedings, threatens all of
the foregoing public and private values of public access as well as the core functions of
California courts, and must be considered unreasonable and unlawful seizures whether
undertaken by local, state, or federal officers.
(s) The provisions of this Act are thus necessary to protect and preserve the integrity of the
proceedings of the judicial branch of California government.
(t) Courts being essential to a republican form of government and to the functioning of
California’s government, California has the reserved power under the Tenth Amendment to
protect their proceedings, as well as the obligation under the United States Constitution to
preserve California’s republican form of government.
SECTION 2. Section 177 of the Code of Civil Procedure, is amended to read:
(a) Every Judicial officers shall have power:
1. To preserve and enforce order in his their immediate presence, and in proceedings before him
them, when he is they are engaged in the performance of official duty;
2. To compel obedience to his their lawful orders as provided in this Code;
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3. To compel the attendance of persons to testify in a proceeding before him them, in the cases
and manner provided in this Code;
4. To administer oaths to persons in a proceeding pending before him them, and in all other cases
where it may be necessary in the exercise of his their powers and duties
5. To prevent activities that threaten access to state courthouses and court proceedings, and to
prevent interruption of judicial administration, including the privilege from civil arrest or
service of process at courthouses and court proceedings and their vicinities and for persons
attending, or going to or from, courthouses and court proceedings.
SECTION 3. Section 43.54 of the Civil Code, is added to read:
(a) No person shall be subject to civil arrest of any type, or served with process, while at a
courthouse or court proceeding, or in its vicinity, or while attending, or going to or from, any
courthouse or court proceeding.
(b) Nothing in this section shall be construed to narrow, or in any way lessen, any pre-existing
common law privilege.
SECTION 4. Section 1209.1 of the Code of Civil Procedure, is added to read:
(a) Any person who knowingly violates Section 43.54 of the Civil Code, or an order of the court
issued pursuant to paragraph (5) of Section 177, by executing or facilitating an arrest or service
of process, shall be liable for contempt of court, false imprisonment, or both.
(b) The Attorney General may bring a civil action in the name of the people to obtain
appropriate equitable and declaratory relief if the Attorney General has reasonable cause to
believe that a violation of subdivision (a) has occurred.
(c) In any successful action to enforce liability for a violation of this section, a party may recover
court costs and reasonable attorney’s fees.
SECTION 5
The provisions of this act are severable. If any provision of this act or its application is held
invalid, that invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications that can be given effect
without the invalid provision or application.
REGISTERED SUPPORT / OPPOSITION:
Support
California Applicants’ Attorneys Association (sponsor)
Coalition for Humane Immigrant Rights (CHIRLA) (sponsor)
American Civil Liberties Union of California
Anti-Defamation League
California Employment Lawyers Association
California Federation of Teachers
California Immigrant Policy Center
California Labor Federation
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California Public Defenders Association
California State PTA
California Teachers Association
Common Sense Kid Action
Friends Committee on Legislation
National Association of Social Workers – California Chapter
NextGen
Los Angeles County
Oakland Privacy
San Francisco Unified School District
SEIU Local 1000
SEIU
Opposition
None on file
Analysis Prepared by: Thomas Clark / JUD. / (916) 319-2334
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ESSAY: FEDERALISM AND THE STATE POLICE POWER –
WHY IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT MUST STAY
AWAY FROM STATE COURTHOUSES
George Bach*
I.

Introduction

The Trump Administration’s rhetoric and increased immigration
enforcement actions have raised the level of fear in immigrant communities. The
increased enforcement has included having United States Immigrant and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) agents appear at state and local courthouses to detain
undocumented immigrants when they arrive for court.1 This enforcement tactic
has had a chilling effect on the prosecution of domestic violence, as
undocumented victims wish to avert encountering immigrations officials at the
courthouse.2 In El Paso, for example, agents detained a woman who was bringing
a case of domestic violence against her abuser. There were claims that ICE was
tipped off about the victim’s immigration status by the alleged abuser.3
The direct effect of the presence of federal ICE agents at state and local
courthouses extends beyond the victims. It also hampers the ability of state and
municipalities to enforce their domestic violence laws. This interference, in turn,
undermines state sovereignty and the exercise of the states’ police power, both of
which are critical in our federalism system.
This Essay argues that the ICE initiative to detain undocumented
individuals at state and local courthouses runs afoul of the constitutional limits on
federal action, as made clear by United States v. Lopez4 and United States v.
Morrison5 and, to a lesser extent, other Tenth Amendment cases that robustly
* Associate Professor of Law, University of New Mexico School of Law.
Many thanks to my research assistant, Taylor Bui, and Professor Dawinder Sidhu.
1
See, Jennifer A. Chacon, Immigration and the Bully Pulpit, 130 Harv. L. Rev. F.
243 (May 2017).
2

Fear of Deportation Spurs 4 Women to Drop Domestic Abuse Cases in Denver
http://www.npr.org/2017/03/21/520841332/fear-of-deportation-spurs-4-womento-drop-domestic-abuse-cases-in-denver (March 21, 2017).
3
Marty Schladen, ICE detains alleged domestic violence victim, 2017 El Paso
Times, http://www.elpasotimes.com/story/news/2017/02/16/affidavit-detainingviolence-victim-disputed/97999436/.
4
514 U.S. 549 (1995).
5
529 U.S. 598 (2000).
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protect state police powers and that have set forth a reinvigorated sense of the
state’s role in our federalism. Accordingly, under the revived notion of state
sovereignty and police power in our federalism structure, ICE should be kept
away from the state and local courthouses.
II.

Revived federalism principles have strengthened states’ police powers
against federal encroachment.
A. Lopez and Morrison re-drew the lines between federal and state
sovereignty.

In 1995, the Supreme Court signaled a shift in its approach to federalism
in the context of its Commerce Clause jurisprudence. At issue in Lopez was the
Gun-Free School Zones Act of 1990, which made it a federal offense “for any
individual knowingly to possess a firearm at a place that the individual knows, or
has reasonable cause to believe, is a school zone.”6 Reversing the tide of Supreme
Court opinion that had flowed since N.L.R.B. v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp.,7
United States v. Darby,8 and Wickard v. Filburn,9 the Court held that the Act was
not a proper exercise of federal Commerce power. In doing so, the Court revived
the importance of state sovereignty and, in particular, the ability of states to
exercise their police powers without federal interference, principles that the
majority of the Court found (and finds) embedded in the Tenth Amendment.
We start with first principles. The Constitution creates a Federal
Government of enumerated powers. As James Madison wrote: “The
powers delegated by the proposed Constitution to the federal government

6

United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549, 551 (1995), quoting 18 U.S.C. §
922(q)(1)(A) (1988 ed., Supp. V).
7
301 U.S. 1, 37 (1937).
8
312 U.S. 100, 114 (1941) (“Such regulation is not a forbidden invasion of state
power merely because either its motive or its consequence is to restrict the use of
articles of commerce within the states of destination; and is not prohibited unless
by other Constitutional provisions. It is no objection to the assertion of the power
to regulate interstate commerce that its exercise is attended by the same incidents
which attend the exercise of the police power of the states.”)
9
317 U.S. 111, 128-29 (1942).
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are few and defined. Those which are to remain in the State governments
are numerous and indefinite.”10
The Court emphasized the importance of “meaningful limits” on
Congress’s power under the Commerce Clause.11 Those limits are pressed when
“national power seeks to intrude upon an area of traditional state concern.”12 The
line in Lopez was easy to draw, “for it is well established that education is a
traditional concern of the States.”13 The Court reiterated that, in such cases, it
possesses a “particular duty to ensure that the federal-state balance is not
destroyed.”14 The need for the states to retain flexibility to address such complex
issues was highlighted by the Court. “If a State or municipality determines that
harsh criminal sanctions are necessary and wise to deter students from carrying
guns on school premises, the reserved powers of the States are sufficient to enact
those measures.”15 This flexibility – preserving the ability of states to serve as
“laboratories” – has been repeatedly emphasized by the Court.16
Morrison involved Congress’s creation of a civil cause of action for
damages resulting from gender-motivated crimes under the Violence Against
10

United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549, 552 (1995) quoting The Federalist No.
45, pp. 292–293 (C. Rossiter ed. 1961) (internal citation omitted).
11
Id. at 580.
12

Id.

13

Id. at 580, citing Milliken v. Bradley, 418 U.S. 717, 741–742 (1974); Epperson
v. Arkansas, 393 U.S. 97, 104 (1968).
14
Id., citing Florida Lime & Avocado Growers, Inc. v. Paul, 373 U.S. 132, 146
(1963).
15

United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549, 581 (1995)
See Arizona State Legislature v. Arizona Indep. Redistricting Comm’n, 135 S.
Ct. 2652, 2673, 192 L. Ed. 2d 704 (2015)(“This Court has ‘long recognized the
role of the States as laboratories for devising solutions to difficult legal
problems.’” citing Oregon v. Ice, 555 U.S. 160, 171 (2009) and United States v.
Lopez, 514 U.S. 549, 581 (1995) (Kennedy, J., concurring) (“[T]he States may
perform their role as laboratories for experimentation to devise various solutions
where the best solution is far from clear.”); New State Ice Co. v. Liebmann, 285
U.S. 262, 311 (1932) (Brandeis, J., dissenting) (“It is one of the happy incidents
of the federal system that a single courageous State may, if its citizens choose,
serve as a laboratory; and try novel social and economic experiments without risk
to the rest of the country.”).
16
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Women Act.17 In striking down the provision, the Court emphasized that
regulation of such crimes falls soundly within the state’s police powers.
We accordingly reject the argument that Congress may regulate
noneconomic, violent criminal conduct based solely on that conduct’s
aggregate effect on interstate commerce. The Constitution requires a
distinction between what is truly national and what is truly local.18
The Court noted that it could “think of no better example of the police
power, which the Founders denied the National Government and reposed in the
States, than the suppression of violent crime and vindication of its victims.”19 The
Court further explained that even the Fourteenth Amendment, which was drafted
to address bad behaviors by the states, contains limitations to protect against
undue federal intrusion into the arena of state police powers. “These limitations
are necessary to prevent the Fourteenth Amendment from obliterating the
Framers’ carefully crafted balance of power between the States and the National
Government.”2021
As Professor Lash has explained, Lopez and Morrison signaled a
significant resurgence of a “[n]arrow construction of federal power to interfere
with matters believed best left under state control.”22 Relying on James Madison’s
Report of 1800, Lash has argued that following the Rehnquist court’s rulings,
jurisprudence is returning to the original, 1800 understanding of the Tenth
Amendment. 23
17

42 U.S.C. § 13981 (1994).

18

Morrison, 529 U.S. at 617 citing Lopez, 514 U.S. at 568 (citing Jones &
Laughlin Steel, 301 U.S., at 30).
19
Id., 529 U.S. at 617–19.
20

Id., 529 U.S. at 620–21.
See also McCarthy ex rel. Travis v. Hawkins, 381 F.3d 407, 433 (5th Cir. 2004)
(“Title II of the ADA is not permissible Commerce Clause legislation to the
extent that it regulates states' decisions regarding who will participate in or
receive the benefits of state entitlement programs.”).
21

22

Kurt T. Lash, James Madison’s Celebrated Report of 1800: the Transformation
of the Tenth Amendment, 74 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 165 (2006).
23

Id. In contrast, Dean Erwin Chemerinsky has argued that the holdings in those
cases are founded upon “unsupported assumptions” and that overcoming those
basic assumptions on the role of the Courts and the Tenth Amendment to develop
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In split opinions, a majority of the Court re-affirmed this approach to
federalism in the challenge to the Affordable Care Act in National Federation of
Independent Businesses v. Sebelius. In his opinion, Chief Justice Roberts
explained:
The States . . . can and do perform many of the vital functions of modern
government—punishing street crime, running public schools, and zoning
property for development, to name but a few—even though the
Constitution's text does not authorize any government to do so. Our cases
refer to this general power of governing, possessed by the States but not
by the Federal Government, as the “police power.”24
....
Because the police power is controlled by 50 different States instead of
one national sovereign, the facets of governing that touch on citizens’
daily lives are normally administered by smaller governments closer to the
governed. The Framers thus ensured that powers which “in the ordinary
course of affairs, concern the lives, liberties, and properties of the people”
were held by governments more local and more accountable than a distant
federal bureaucracy. The Federalist No. 45, at 293 (J. Madison).25
In refusing to extend the Commerce Clause to cover the passage of the
Affordable Care Act, the Court emphasized that “Any police power to regulate
individuals as such, as opposed to their activities, remains vested in the States.”26
Thus, steadily since 1995, the Court has revived the importance of
protecting state police power and insuring that it remains free of federal
interference. Although this revival has occurred within the context of Commerce
Clause cases, there can be little doubt that protecting the police power of the
states remains of paramount importance to the Court.
III.

Why State Courthouses Must Be Off-Limits

Traditionally, one of the most important exercises of state police powers
has been the adjudication of misdemeanor crimes and, in particular, domestic
violence crimes. Various scholars and organizations have documented the effect
a true understanding of “federalism.” Erwin Chemerinsky, The Assumptions of
Federalism, 58 Stan. L. Rev. 1763 (2006)
24

United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598, 618–619 (2000).
Nat’l Fed’n of Indep. Bus. v. Sebelius, 567 U.S. 519 (2012)
26
Id.
25
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of immigration enforcement on domestic violence victims. This Part explains why
the interference of ICE agents at state and local courthouses intrudes in the area of
state sovereignty, as protected by the Supreme Court under its Tenth Amendment
jurisprudence.
ICE enforcement policies have resulted in a decline in reports for sexual
assaults and domestic violence, particularly in Spanish-speaking, Latino
communities.27 The heads of some state high courts have expressed concern (in
ways that echo the United States Supreme Court) about state sovereignty and
police power in the context of ICE enforcement and undocumented victims. Chief
Justice Richard Hughes, for example, of New Jersey criticized the United States
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and ICE immigration enforcement
policies at state courthouses. Chief Justice Hughes argued that these arrests and
searches undermine the courts’ functions and the legal system. He touched upon
how it directly impacts domestic violence cases and requested that courthouses be
listed in DHS’s list of “sensitive locations.”2829 Washington Chief Justice Mary
Fairhurst also sent a letter to then-DHS Secretary John Kelly arguing that ICE
enforcement at state court houses is directly impacting the court’s due process.30
More broadly, Professor Vishnuvajjala has articulated how ICE’s “Secure
Communities” policies have a disproportionate impact on battered women in
immigrant communities. She explained why victims in immigrant communities
are already vulnerable to domestic violence due to social, linguistic, and cultural
barriers. Further, the cooperative relationships between local law enforcement and
ICE directly compounds the problem by bringing federal immigration
enforcement to the local level, discouraging these victims from coming forward.31
27

Democrats Want Congress to Limit ICE enforcement at Sensitive Locations,
Dean DeChairo, Congressional Quarterly Roll Call (June 5, 2017)
28
Letter from Chief Justice Richard J. Hughes to DHS Secretary John Kelly
(April 19, 2017).
29
ICE has promulgated a policy that limits enforcements actions at “sensitive
locations” such as churches and schools. https://www.ice.gov/doclib/erooutreach/pdf/10029.2-policy.pdf.
30
Washington State Chief Justice Objects to immigration Enforcement Tactics at
State Courthouses, 94 No. 13 Interpreter Releases Art. 6 (March 27, 2017).
31

Radha Vishnuvajjala, Insecure Communities: How an Immigrant Enforcement
Program Encourages Battered Women to Stay Silent, 32 B.C. J.L. & Soc. Just.
185 (Winter 2012). Christina Carr has also addressed the impact immigration
enforcement has on survivors of domestic violence and sexual assaults. She did so
by analyzing the structural components of immigration enforcements that fails to
provide support for those survivors. The lack of appropriate counseling limits the
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Civil rights activists and organizations have also explained in detail why
immigration enforcement at state courthouses affects local law enforcement.32
The common thread in these pieces is that ICE enforcement results in increased
fear, this under-reporting and a failure to appear for court. This all results in a lack
of state enforcement of domestic violence laws and thus results in increased
crime. This is exactly the type of federal interference that was at the heart of cases
like Lopez and Morrison.
IV.

ICE presence is tantamount to commandeering of the state judicial
processes.

In addition to the renewed focus on state sovereignty and federalism
adopted by the Court in Lopez and Morrison, other cases have strengthened these
principles relying on the Tenth Amendment. New York v. United States33 and
Printz v. United States34 both addressed the limit of federal regulation of states as
survivors’ abilities to access mental health services, petition for asylum, and may
in fact, compound trauma. Advocates: Female Abuse Victims Need More Help,
Congressional Quarterly Roll Call (September 23, 2014).
32

Letter from Rhode Island ACLU to Chief Justice; American Civil Liberties
Union, Immigration Arrests at State Courthouses Rise in 2017. Here’s Why
That’s Dangerous – For All of Us, https://www.aclu.org/blog/speakfreely/immigration-arrests-state-courthouses-are-rise-2017-heres-why-thatsdangerous-all (Last visited July 2017); El Paso: Herald-Post, National LGBTQ
Organizations Denounce Arrest of Transgender Survivor of Domestic Violence
by ICE, http://elpasoheraldpost.com/lgbtq-orgs-denounce-transgender-ice-arrest/
(Last visited July 2017). Katie McDonough, Here’s the Chilling Effect When ICE
Targets Domestic Violence Victims, https://fusion.kinja.com/heres-the-chillingeffect-when-ice-targets-domestic-vio-1793858690 (Last Visited July 2017)
(McDonough analyzes how ICE at state court houses are driving down domestic
violence reports and resulting in “increased fear.”) Tahirih Justice Center, Review
of Feb. 20, 2017 DHS Memoranda: Possible Impacts on Survivors of Domestic
and Sexual Violence, http://www.tahirih.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/02/Summary-of-Feb-20-2017-DHS-Memos.pdf (last visited
July 2017) (The Tahirih Justice Center analyzed the two memos put out by DHS
detailing new enforcement policies. The Center showed how those policies would
directly hinder and discourage domestic and sexual violence survivors from
reporting their claims.).
33
34

New York v. United States, 505 U.S. 144, 149 (1992).
Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898, 902 (1997).
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states. In those cases, the Supreme Court held that the federal government cannot
commandeer the legislative and executive arms of the states. 35 To do so violates
the notion of dual sovereignty built into our federalism system.36 Although not
precisely on point to the topic at hand, it informs the Court’s increasingly brightline approach to demarcating the boundary between federal and state sovereignty.
Permitting ICE to appear and detain immigrants at state and local
courthouses is tantamount to commandeering the state police power to do the
bidding of federal law. Commandeering of the legislative and executive arms of
the states was soundly rejected as violating Tenth Amendment principles in New
York v. U.S. and Printz v. U.S. In New York, Congress was deemed to have
unlawfully commandeered the legislative arms of the state by requiring the states
to implement a federal program or to “take title” of low-level radioactive waste.37
In Printz, local chief law enforcement officers were required by federal law to run
35

See New York, 505 U.S. 144, 176: “A choice between two unconstitutionally
coercive regulatory techniques is no choice at all. Either way, "the Act
commandeers the legislative processes of the States by directly compelling them
to enact and enforce a federal regulatory program," . . . an outcome that has never
been understood to lie within the authority conferred upon Congress by the
Constitution.” (quoting Hodel v. Virginia Surface Mining & Reclamation Assn.,
Inc., 452 U.S. 288) (1992); see also Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898, 935
(1997). We adhere to that principle today, and conclude categorically, as we
concluded categorically in New York: "The Federal Government may not compel
the States to enact or administer a federal regulatory program." The mandatory
obligation imposed on CLEOs to perform background checks on prospective
handgun purchasers plainly runs afoul of that rule.” quoting New York at 188.
36
See New York, 505 U.S. at 182-83: “If a state official is faced with the same set
of alternatives -- choosing a location or having Congress direct the choice of a
location -- the state official may also prefer the latter, as it may permit the
avoidance of personal responsibility. The interests of public officials thus may not
coincide with the Constitution's intergovernmental allocation of authority. Where
state officials purport to submit to the direction of Congress in this manner,
federalism is hardly being advanced.”; Printz, 521 U.S. 898, 944-45: “The Federal
Government may neither issue directives requiring the States to address particular
problems, nor command the States' officers, or those of their political
subdivisions, to administer or enforce a federal regulatory program. It matters not
whether policymaking is involved, and no case-by-case weighing of the burdens
or benefits is necessary; such commands are fundamentally incompatible with our
constitutional system of dual sovereignty.”
37
New York v. United States, 505 U.S. 144, 175-76 (1992).
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background checks. As in New York, the federal government was found to have
unlawfully commandeered the executive arms of the states.38
By allowing state and local courthouses to serve as a “round-up” point for
undocumented immigrants who are compelled to be there to testify in state or
local prosecutions, ICE is, in essence, commandeering the state judicial process
and the states’ exercise of their police power. This affront to federalism is
worsened by the reality that ICE presence at state and local courthouses
undermines the ability of states to enforce their laws at those courthouses.
Specifically, in the context of immigration, the federal courts have made
clear that direct commandeering of state and local officials to do federal bidding
runs afoul of federalism principles. “Under the Tenth Amendment, immigration
officials may not order state and local officials to imprison suspected aliens
subject to removal at the request of the federal government.”39 The Third Circuit
went on to explain as follows.
As we have previously recognized, all powers not explicitly conferred to
the federal government are reserved to the states, a maxim reflected in the
text of the Tenth Amendment. It follows that “any law that commandeers
the legislative processes [and agencies] of the States by directly
compelling them to enact and enforce a federal regulatory program is
beyond the inherent limitations on federal power within our dual system.
In other words, a conclusion that a detainer issued by a federal agency is
an order that state and local agencies are compelled to follow, is
inconsistent with the anti-commandeering principle of the Tenth
Amendment.
....
As in New York and Printz, immigration officials may not compel state
and local agencies to expend funds and resources to effectuate a federal
regulatory scheme.40
Indeed, the seminal immigration case of recent years, Arizona v. United
States, underscores the need to clearly demarcate the lines of dual sovereignty.
“Federalism, central to the constitutional design, adopts the principle that both the
38

“Under the Tenth Amendment, federal officers may not conscript or
commandeer state officials into administering and enforcing a federal regulatory
program.” United States v. White, 782 F.3d 1118, 1127 (10th Cir. 2015), citing
Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898, 935, 117 S.Ct. 2365, 138 L.Ed.2d 914
(1997).
39
Galarza v. Szalczyk, 745 F.3d 634, 643–45 (3d Cir. 2014)
40
Id. at (internal quotes and citations omitted, alteration in original).
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National and State Governments have elements of sovereignty the other is bound
to respect.”4142
V.

Conclusion

If state police power is to mean anything, it must mean the ability of state
and local entities to enforce laws against domestic violence without federal
interference. Even in areas where Congress has enumerated authority (such as
commerce and immigration), there must be a stopping point that protects the
states in our federalism structure. As members of the Court have repeatedly
emphasized, it is the states that need the ability to protect their citizens from such
criminal acts, free from federal interference. ICE overreach undermines this
ability and threatens the boundaries that set apart the dual sovereigns in our
federalism.

41

Arizona v. United States, 567 U.S. 387 (2012), citing Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501
U.S. 452, 457 (1991); U.S. Term Limits, Inc. v. Thornton, 514 U.S. 779, 838,
(1995) (Kennedy, J., concurring).
42
As Professor Gerken has argued, the strengthening of the Tenth Amendment
represents the new “nationalism.” She argues that as federalism grows, states will
begin to be used to accomplish national goals. ,
Heather K. Gerken, Federalism As the New Nationalism: An Overview, 123 Yale
L.J. 1889 (2014)
Professor Jennifer Chacón has argued that the coercive funding strategies
by Congress violate the Tenth Amendment. Jennifer M. Chacón, Immigration and
the Bully Pulpit, 130 Harv. L. Rev. F. 243, 266 (2017). Bill Ong Hing has
analyzed how sanctuary polices fall within reserved police powers of the state.
Bill Ong Hing, Immigration Sanctuary Policies: Constitutional and Representative
of Good Policing and Good Public Policy, 2 UC Irvine L. Rev. 247 (2012).
Relatedly, Shirley Lin has also argued that “the REAL ID Act requires
states to implement the sheer majority of its regulatory scheme, also arguably in
violation of the Tenth Amendment.” Shirley Lin, States of Resistance: The Real
Id Act and Constitutional Limits Upon Federal Deputization of State Agencies in
the Regulation of Non-Citizens, 12 N.Y. City L. Rev. 329, 351 (2009)

